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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

The call for a second edition of this book enables

me to repair the omissions for which I expressed

compunction m my former preface.

When I despatched the final MS. of the first

edition from Baltimore on January 8, during the

Cannes Conference, it was evident to any student

of the Pnme Minister’s career that he was preparing

the lists for a General Election m February. So I

made haste to pack up and post my humble con-

tnbution to the discussion of our foreign policy,

hoping against hope that it would emerge from the

printer and binder in time to be of use.

But the political correspondence of the London
papers is read across the Channel as well as across

the Atlantic, and the French Senate and Chamber
saw no reason why their country should contribute

to the electoral laurels of a statesman whom
they distrust and dislike. Already weakened by
his vaciUatmg policy at Washington, M Bnand
received his coup de grace on a Piviera golf-links,

and the tiller of French policy passed from his

restless and uneasy hands to the firm and methodical

grasp of the ex-President, M. Poincar^.

I have therefore had time to rearrange my
material in a more comprehensive and serviceable

manner. In doing so I decided to adopt a somewhat

noyel method Instead of making the verbal

corrections wliich the changing course of events

requires, I have left the original text, written last

13



14 EUROPE IN CONVALESCENCE

autumn and winter, as it stands in the first edition,

and made what corrections were necessary in the

form of notes. To patch and revise would only have
been to spoil what is, for all it was worth, a docu-

ment of 1921, without transforming it into a
document of 1922.

I have taken the opportunity to add a supple-

mentary chapter bringing out in fuller detail the
views previously expressed with regard to the
League of Nations and the Concert of Europe I

have also added a considerable number of footnotes

in documentation of statements made m the text.

These, though inevitably somewhat scattered and
haphazard, will, I hope, prove of service to other
students of contemporary Europe and of British

foreign policy.

My onginal intention had been to supplement
the brief economic chapter in the same manner as
its predecessor, but, on reflection, it seemed to me
that the most effective way of promoting the dis-

passionate study of which that large problem stands so

urgently in need was by abstaining from the attempt
to make further summary of my own and printing a
senes of selected documents from more authoritative
sources. It happens that both on the question of

the possibilities of the Genoa Conference and of
policy towards Russia ray views approximate ratlicr

to those of the present United States administration,
which has so many sources of infomiation on the
spot, than of most of my fellow-liberals in Great
Britain. But a more detailed reiteration of the
heresies contained in my economic chapter would,
not have added greatly to the persuasive power of
the volume, nor would it have been easy to arrange
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the material in manageable compass. I have

therefore preferred to let those whom I regard as

Europe’s and Russia’s wisest physicians, in par-

ticular Mr. Hoover and M. Benes—speak for them-

selves, The contnbutions of the last named, in

particular, may lead Enghsh readers to feel a touch

of regret that the wisdom, the steadiness, and the

foresight which we are wont to beheve so securely

anchored at Westminster should temporarily have
deserted the Thames for the Moldau.

It is my firm conviction that the way out, be it

long or short, for Russia from her present distresses

win be found, neither through Bntish capitalism

nor German technical regimentation, but through

the active and sympathetic co-operation with the

Russian people of the peoples of those two great

statesmen. The United States and Russia have

much in common, m their situation, in their youth,

and even, paradoxical though it may sound, in their

temperament ; and m these latter days a new hnk
has been forged between them m that, in the words

of a great Russian Liberal whom Enghsh Liberals

have forgotten to honour. Prince Lvov, “America
alone of all the nations of the world is not taking

advantage of the temporary weakness of Russia.’’*

The Western Slavs, the Czechs, the Jugoslavs, and,

in spite even of 1863, the Poles, are the natural

guides and helpers of the awakening Russian people,

and it may be that from the refugee schools and
colleges now being estabhshed in their territory

may emerge, as a generation ago for the peoples

under the Turkish yoke, the teachers who will

bring the Russian people, with all its rich spiritual

^ Article m Our World, May, 1922.
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potentialities, into the comity of European demo-

cracy. As to the present lulers of Russia, not having

sought the privilege of fchcir imprimatur to enter

their dominions, I cannot speak of personal know-

ledge
,

I may perhaps be allowed to refer to the

essay on “ Three Doctrines m Conflict,”* written in

the early part of 1918. Time has not led me to

alter the judgments there expressed.

The book has encountered criticism, some of

which is referred to elsewhere.

On one particular pomi only my critics

tempt me to a reply. Wlulsi accepting my
criticisms of Bntain, they plead almost pathetically

for a similar treatment of France No hook

by an English Liberal, it appears, is complete

nowadays without a Commination Service against

France, The Nation has the kindness to supply me
the headings ready made :

” The occupation of the

Rhineland, the rape of the Saar, the unmeasured

aggrandizement of Poland, and tlie whole policy of

' sanctions ’ and invasions.” Some of these points

are dealt with, mcidcntaily, but, never, I hope,

disingenuously, in the text and notes of this volume
;

but I have of necessity refrained from dealing m <is

great detail with French or Italian as with British

policy and motives for the simple n^asonthal (unlike

the Nation, for whom M. Jaurds and M. Caillaux are

comparable figures and M. Poincare what the

Americans call "a corporation kiwyer, in politics ”)®

I prefer to treat of subjects with which I have a

reasonably close acquaintance.

It would have been easy, for instance, to take

* Round Table, Marcls, igiS, leprinted in Natiomhiy and G>wem-
ment (Chatto & Wimlus, iqiS).

,

* Issues of March 3 and May 29, icjaa
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current British statements about “ intriguing

mihtary missions which keep Central and Eastern

Europe in a ferment at their face value ; but I

have learnt just enough in my recent visit to those

regions of the feelings entertained there by the

people for France and Britain respectively to resist

any temptation that I might have felt to add to the

volume of homihes on this subject. This delectable

material for provoking controversy and discord must

be left aside for a time when it will belong even more

surely to ancient history, or to ancient legend, than

it does to-day.

In any case, whatever fuller enquiry may reveal

as to the mischief-making activity of these interest-

ing French generals, it is hardly hkely that any

record will leap to light so damaging to the French

cause as the Prime Minister’s speech to the British

and American journahsts at Genoa on April 26 has

been to the British. If its dehberate object had

been to set " Central and Eastern Europe in a

ferment,” to add fuel to every dangerous agitation,

and to ape the oratoncal imagery and irrespon-

sibilities of the Kaiser, it could not have been better

done. It was a convincing demonstration that

sacYO egoismo and not the welfare of Europe was the

dominant consideration in his mind. After that,

aU that good Europeans could hope for from Genoa

was that the delegates would reach their respective

capitals before trouble broke out at home, or, to

quote the imperial utterance, before the " racial

lava ” surged down on their homesteads.

On the general question raised by these criticisms

I may perhaps add that in discussing foreign affairs

* Manchester Guaidian, March 20, 1922.

Be
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at a delicate moment there are certain obvious rules

of discretion to be observed. If I were a French

writer I hope I should abstain from pushing home
the details, and the moral, of the Bullil t and Strese-

mann incidents Similarly, I have made no mention

of the Angora Treaty, which, moreover, like the

question of the exact frontiers of Poland or the

prospects of British industry, lies outside the

plan of my book. And not the least reason for

the exercise of such a discretion is the exacerbation

of Anglo-French relations during the last three

years by the writing of careless and irresponsible

scribes on this side of the Channel. Possibly it is

true of the other side of the Channel also, but 1 have

not observed any lapse from old-time courtesy in

the scholarly articles which M. Poincar<5 , and his

successor, M. Pinon, have been contributing every

fortnight to the Revue dcs deux Mondcs.

It was part of ray original plan to include a
chapter, corresponding to that on '* The Upheaval of

Ideas,'" dealing with the intellectual outlook in post-

war Europe. I can now no longer hope to find room
for it in this book. A detailed treatment of another

subject briefly touched on in this volume—that of

commercial pohey and equality of trade conditions
"

—must also be postponed ; but I hope to be a1>lu

to deal with what must inevitably before long form
tlie main subject of another International Economic
Conference, better prepared, let us hope, than that

of Genoa, in a forthcoming volume,

Oakhill Drive, A. E. Z,

Surbiton.

May, 31, 1922.



PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

In letting this volume go forth the scholar in me is

making a concession to the citizen. It is not the

book I planned to write ; or rather, to be more precise,

it IS not the whole book. But the prospect that

the country will be called before long to pass judg-

ment on the policies of the present administration

makes me feel that I ought not to withhold such

contribution as I can offer, out of a somewhat
unusual experience, towards the discussion of

European issues.

My last volume on this subject, a collection of

war-time essays, was published in the summer of

1918. At that time I believed, in common with the

great bulk of my fellow-countrymen, that the

British Commonwealth was the political embodiment
of the most powerful idealistic association, the most
powerful influence for justice, honour, and public

right in the world at the present time ; and I gave

free and reasoned expression m my writings to ideals

for which so many of my own and a younger genera-

tion, whose influence in our public affairs we miss

more and more as the barren days go on, have given

their hves. I have never stooped to propaganda

or partisanship ; nor is there a word in my previous

volume regarding the fundamental idealism of the

British peoples, or the potentialities of the British

Commonwealth, which I would wish to retract.

But if the British peoples stand where they did,

the same cannot be said of their embodied authority,

of the Government which still now, in 1922 as in

19
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1918, represents them—the peoples of the Dominions

and of India as well as of Great Britain—before the

world. Since December, 1918, when we elected a

Parliament pledged to violate a solemn agreement

made but five weeks earlier, we stand shamed, dis-

honoured, and, above all, distrusted bcfoie man-
kind ;

and not until we have publicly acknowledged,

and made what amends we yet can for the wrong
then done, can the lips of true loveis of Britain be

unsealed again.

Readers of this volume, and of the appendices

attached to it, can Judge the issue for themselves.

I leave it to them to decide how far the Genera!

Election of 1918 was a turning point in European
history, and whether the odious wrangling over the

reparation justly owing to the civilian populations

of the invaded districts, which has confused and
disgraced the public life of Europe during the last

three years, is not due chiefly to the selfishness and
cowardice of British pohticians. Others, upon
whom a forgetful public has become accustomed

to unload the blame, may share that responsibility,

although in lesser degree ; but they had not the

same solemn oft-repeated statements of policy, the

same declarations of altruistic intention, to hve up
to. The magnitude of our lapse, and of our subse-

quent hypocrisy, must be judged by the magnitude

of our professions.

I have faith enough in my countrymen to believe

that when once they truly understand the nature

of the mjustice, and Bie neglect of duty, of which
we have been guilty towards the European peoples

as a whole and especially towards France and
Germany—an mjustice which powerful influences
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in the Press and elsewhere have been set in motion

to prevent them from reahzing^—^they will not

hesitate to take the action which the situation

demands It is time that Britain was once more
governed by men whose word is their bond.

I write this preface in the United States, not a

hundred miles from Washington. When, at the

National Cemetery at Arlington, I saw the represen-

tatives of my country, following the Commander-
in-Chief of the Allied armies, pay their tribute to

the Unknown Soldier, I cherished the hope, which

was hardly an expectation, that Britain might take

up at Washington the task she declined at Paris

—

that of being the skilled interpreter for Europe to

the English-speakmg world overseas. She has not

played that part, or even essayed to play it,® but has

preferred, m a Conference called primarily to con-

sider extra-European issues, to emphasize her extra-

European mterests and affiliations. I do not

^ It would be instructive to compile a list of the titles and other
favours conferred on persons connected with the dissemination of
“ news ” since the Pnme Minister’s assumption of office But the
ramifications involved are so extensive that the task cannot be
attempted heie. The broad result has been to create that gulf between
“ mside ” and outside opinion to which Mr Keynes has recently drawn
attention, and to protract for some time, but not indefinitely, the
inevitable day of reckoning

* This was too courteously and, cautiously stated Since writing it,

I have had further occasion to leam of the anti-French propaganda
conducted in the United States from quarters in close touch with the
present British Government and to measure its evil effects It does not
seem to be realized that to blacken France in the United States and
Canada is not to make new friends for Britain, but simply to strengthen
the natural repugnance of North Americans against interesting them-
selves in European affairs, and to diminish their S3mipathy for either

side Seen in this light, recent Amencan policy towards Europe
becomes more intelligible British pohcy, and, above all, British

methods, have done much to render Amencan participation at Genoa
impracticable Since returning to this country I have been assured of
the existence of an anti-Bntish propaganda, from French sources, in

the United States, I did not encounter it, either in the East or m the
West , but, should it exist, it would be open to the same criticism, on
the score of futility and disloyalty, as its British counterpart.
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criticize this policy, for I appreciate the difficulties*

internal as well as external, which led to its adoption.

I only place it on record, since oui European neigh-

bours and ex-allies realize it more fully than our-

selves When we rejoice, as rejoice we can, ovei

" English-speaking union,’’ let us so liame our

policy and behaviour as to rule out the odious

imputation of " Anglo-Saxon domination.'’ Britain,

by her history and situation, is both a Eiiiopean

and an extra-European power
;
she symbolizes that

world-interdependence which Europeans of the last

generation and Americans of this have been too apt

to ignore. If she has helped at Washmgl on to bung
Asia closer to America, she may still, under wiser

and more trusted leadership, return to the rdlc

which Europe, even now, expects from her—that

of the good European. And for the good European
Europe is more than a market or a field for invest-

ment and consortiums. In caring for the body of

Europe, as we must, let us not forget her soul, nor,

in running after rapid expediencies, ignore the

influence upon her of our own. Britain’s first duty

to Europe to-day is to return to her best self.

During part of the period covered by events

described in this volume, I held an official position.

Whilst I cannot divest myself of knowledge and
judgments thus acquired nor alter the furniture

of my mind, I have been scrupulous, perhaps over-

scrupulous, in making use of no facts derived from
official knowledge which have not found their way
elsewhere into print.

A. E. Z.

Baltimore, January 8, 1922
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THE UPHEAVAL





INTRODUCTORY

Over three years have passed since the last guns

were fired in the Great War. Four of the five Peace

Treaties which were to be negotiated have been

signed and ratified, and are in process of execution,

whilst the fifth—^that with Turkey—^is now but

little concerned with European territories. The
psychological consequences of war-stram, the hot

fit of nationalism followed by a cold fit of parochial-

ism and indifference, are slowly but surely passing

away, and the economic reaction, the sudden boom
followed as suddenly in 1920 by a precipitous depres-

sion, has entered into a chronic stage. With the

disappearance of these ephemeral phenomena, the

permanent changes wrought during the last seven

years m the life of the Continent are becoming

more manifest. It is, therefore, perhaps at last

possible to look back in perspective at the convulsion,

the greatest and most sudden in her long history,

through which Europe has passed, and to make a
brief survey of her present situation and outlook.

It will be simplest and clearest to begin our survey

from the negative end, by pointing to the forces and
influences which no longer, since the events of the

last years, fill their pre-war place in the life of

Europe. When we have seen what the war has

destroyed or transformed we shall be better able

to estimate what is hkely to take their place. War
is always a great destroyer, and this, the greatest

of all wars, has been also the greatest of destroyers.

If the constructive policies with which the various

25
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belligerents entered the fray have mostly proved

llusoiy, or, at the best, premature, then desimotive

aims have m great part been fulfilled. So far, at

any rate, as the Allies are concerned, what we went

to war against is irrevocably overthrown, but the

positive aims inscribed on our banners, and later on

those of the Umted States, seem as far from realiza-

tion as ever. We have won the war negatively but

not positively, or, to put it m less strictly accurate

language, we have won the war, but we have, so

far, lost the peace.

The war has wrought havoc in Europe m three

fields—the pohlical, the economic, and what may
fee called the field of ideas. Let us lake the three

in order.

CHAPTER I

THE POLITICAL UPHEAVAL

Ever since the formation of the big terntonai

monarcliies at the end of the Middle Ages the political

destinies of Europe have been swayed by what
have been known as the Powers, sometimes

ranged in opposing gioups and mamtaniing an
uneasy balance of forces, sometimes acting together

in a no less uneasy concert. During the half century

prior to 1914 there were six Great I’owcrs on the

European stage—-Great Britain, Germany, France,

Russia, Austria-TIungaiy, and Italy. Of these,

Great Britain had exercised a supremacy at sea

unchallenged since Trafalgar, but she had on the
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whole held aloof from contmentai entanglements,

and the beanng of her naval supremacy upon the

position of the mihtary powers of the Continent in

the event of war was but little realized. Both the

German General Staff and the traders and manu-
facturers, misled, the former by the tradition of

Clausewitz, the latter by the resuscitated Cobdenism
of Norman Angell and his schools ignored the latent

possibihties of a blockade. The soldiers forgot

that to win fifty battles and “ to conquer whole

kingdoms ” (to quote the words of a German general

who realized the truth too late) is not necessarily

to win a war ;
and the business men failed to realize

that there are stronger forces, even in the twentieth

century world, than self-interest, and that a nation

of shopkeepers would not shrink, at the call of

conviction, from emplo5nng the British Navy for

the systematic impoverishment of Biitain's best

customers. Few contmentai statesmen understood

either the vicissitudes of British policy, oscillating

in normal times between a " splendid isolation
"

and a spasmodic and rather patronizing interest in

the welfare of the contmentai peoples, or the

^ The quotation in the text is from Deductions from the World War,
by Lieutenant-General Baron von Fieytag-Lonnghoven, English
Translation (Constable, 1918), p 8 This extremely candid and
thoughtful book by an able German military thinker is still much to

the point His comment on the war’s revelation of the supreme
importance of sca-power IS as follows (p 10) “ The world-war affords

mcontrovei fable pioof that Germany must for all time to come maintain
her claim to sea-power. We need not at present discuss by what means
this result is to be attained ” Unless the Biitish Empire reverts to its

traditional commercial policy and to its pledge to observe Point 3 of

the Fourteen Points we shall hear more of this leasonmg, and not from
German lips alone
The pre-war Norman Angell was almost a pure Cobdenite, a survivor

of what L B Boudin, m his incisive book on Socialism and the War
(New York, 1915), calls “ textile capitalism” surviving in the age of
” iron and steel capitalism,” The later Norman Angell has moved a
good way beyond this mid-Victonan laissez-faire
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tenacious, unspoken patiiotism and the suie compre-

hension of pemiancnt British interests which always

lay watchful in the background. Thus Britain’s

sudden abandonment of Denmark in the face of

Prussia in 1864, her failure to insist on the enforce-

ment by the Turks of the reform clauses of the

Berlin Treaty of 1878, and her acquiescence m the

high-handcd annexation of Bosnia and Heizegovina

by Austria-Hungary in 1908 s counted for more in

the Chancelleries of Europe than cither the warning

voices of British statesmen (such warnings had been

heard too often before) or the strategic lessons of

the American Civil War.*

Of the five remaining Great Powers, Germany,

the latest to enter the circle, was beyond all question

the most powerful. Between 1871 and the fall of

Bismarck in 1890 she was indisputably the centre

of the political system of Europe. She dominated

the Berlin Congress of 1878, she linked heiself

shortly afterwards in a firm alliance with Austria-

Hungary and Italy, she was still further safeguarded

against Bismarck’s nightmare—a war on two fionts

—by a secret treaty with Russia, whilst her relations

with the Britain of Disraeli, Salisbury, and Queen
Victoria were always carefully maintained on cordial

terms. German aims and the Geiman outlook

during the eighties may have been substantialiy

the same as they were twenty and thniy years
PoinoarS, m his admirably wrJUrn Sorbonne l.rf turf's m Ifs

Ongiws de la Guerre (Pans, English transhUum, Casst jl’n, lo-**),

brings out more deaily perhaps than any other writer the role of the
events of tgoS in the denouement which led to the w«ir

‘The last eight words were an inipliod reference to Afalmn ; but on
re-reading that writer’s works, I am astom&hed to find that be .ippie-
ciated no better than others the bearing of S(‘a«pow«*t on indiistnalwn.
Mahan died in December, 1914, but two of ins pupils who have lately
published a summary of Im teaching equally ignore the 'jhatcgic
aspects of the industrial interdependence of the modem world.
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later, but the methods were different, and so there

was no talk of the “ inevitable ” clash of ideals.

Two nations, like two neighbours, can well live

peacefully side by side holding contrary opinions.

It is not a comfortable situation
;
but it is only

when one of the parties becomes foohsh, flamboyant,

or provocative that it becomes impossible. It

was from 1890 onwards, when the tiller of the

German ship passed into clumsier and more restless

hands, that the supremacy of Germany began to

be challenged for fear of the use she might make of

it.

Recent revelations have made it clear that it was
only after at least two serious rebuffs that Britain,

who had been ready in 1895 and again later to throw

her influence on the side of the Triple Alhance,

gravitated reluctantly but inevitably towards the

opposing Franco-Russian group. Those who still

beheve m the legend of the “ encirclement of

Germany ” by a jealous world and in the sleepless

mahgnity of Bang Edward towards his insufferable

nephew, should study the chapter of diplomatic

history which opens with Lord Salisbury’s visit to

the Kaiser at Cowes in 1895 to offer Germany a free

hand in Asiatic Turkey and closes with the Mesopo-

tamian and African agreements negotiated between

Sir Edward Grey and Count Lichnowsky in 1914, but

never ratified by the latter’s governments

But if, during the reign of Wilhelm II., thanks to

^ The British Foreign Office archives are still sealed on this subject

An account from the German side, by the Swedish writer, Rudolf
Kjell6n, will be found m voi 45 (1921), p 117 S

,
of SchmoUer’s

Jahrhuch, with bibhography It is sufficiently damning
Part of this material is now available in English (Cassells, 1921) m

the memoirs of Freiherr von Eckhardstem, acting Geiman Ambassador
m London for some years prior to the death of his invalid chief, Count
Hatzfeldt, in November, igoz.
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her own shortsightedness and incompetence, and

her genius for exciting mistrust, her diplomatic

influence diminished, her trade and industry, her

navy, her mercantile marine, and with them her

population increased by leaps and bounds, wJnlst her

military system was still regarded (and, as the war
showed, not without reason) as the most perfect

instrument of its kind. When, m 1913, 3 )r. Helf-

ferich, then one of the diiectors of the Bank of

Germany, later Finance Minister and Deputy-

Chancellor, published, in honour of the Kaiser's

Jubilee, his book on the matenal progress of

Germany during the previous quarter of a century,

he was able to show a record of almost uninterrupted

prosperity, and to claim with good reason that

German policy and resources m finance, commerce,

and manufactures, as in sliipbuildmg, were a power,

ranged consciously alongside of the German army
and navy, for the maintenance and extension of

German political influence no longer in Europe only,

but throughout the world.

In other words, Gennaiiy in 1914 dominated the

political system of the Continent, not only as being

actually the strongest mihiary and the second

strongest naval power, but also because of her visible

ambitions and potentialities. Her political in-

fluence, as was recognized nowJiere more cieaily than

in Britain, seemed destined inevitably to increase,

for her resources, and the use she made of them, were
only too obviously in harmony with the spirit and
tendencies which make for power In the twentieth

century
; aU that was open to question was into

which channels—^whether in the Balkans, in Asia
Minor, in North Africa, in the Far East* or in the
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tropics—^her untiring and supremely organized

energies would be directed, and whether the old

pohtical system of Europe could stand the strain

of such rapid and uncomfortable growth by one of

its members without violent upheaval.

The war has put an end to German pohtical

supremacy in Europe and destroyed the mihtary
and economic foundations on which it was bmlt.

The sixty or seventy milhons of Germans in Central

Europe will undoubtedly again play an important

part in the pohtical hfe of the Continent. For the

moment, however, they are exhausted and bewil-

dered, bereft of the leadership and authonty to

which they are accustomed, and weighed down by
the economic burden imposed upon them by the

Peace Treaty. The German Repubhc is not yet

strong enough, either at home or abroad, to fill a.

commanding place in the pohtical system of

Europe.

If the Germany of Bismarck has disappeared, the

Austria-Hungary of Metternich and Francis Joseph

has passed even more completely into history, ha

the place of a single Great Power extending from

the Lake of Constance to the Iron Gates of the

Danube, and from Trieste to the Carpathians, there

IS a congeries of national states, either newly founded,,

or so much enlarged and transformed as to be faced

with urgent problems of constitution-making and
administrative reorgamzation. What is left under

the segis of Vienna is but the mutilated torso of the

old Habsburg dominions ;
and even here the change,,

from monarchy to repubhc, from empire to national

state, from self-sufficiency to indigence, is so far-

reachmg that the German-Austrian is quite as
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conscious as any of his neighbours of hving in a new

and uncharted world.

Even more dramatic have been the collapse of

Russia and her elimination, not merely as a Great

Power, but as a Power at all, from the political

system of Euiope. The mighty empire which used

to play the protector and puli the strings at Belgrade,

Sofia, and Cettigne, the mother country of the Slav

peoples, lies at the mercy of hei former protegfe,

among whom, at Prague, Belgrade, and elsewhere,

many of her best are happy to find a refuge ^ The
most that can be hoped for Russia is that Western

capitalism, whence alone, as it seems, her relief can

come, will spare her the fate of a Morocco or

Mesopotamia, and allow her gifted but ill-starred

peoples to work out their own destiny in relative

independence.

Of the two remaining Great Powers, France has

borne the greatest burden and heat of the conflict,

and, in spite or because of a victory due in chief

measure to her military effort, has not yet fully

regained the seremty or the reserve of strength

which she needs in order to devote herself to the

tasks which the stale of Europe imposes upon her.

Italy, hitherto untned as a Great Power, has passed

through a great ordeal and moments of supreme

peril to her morale and her unity. Abounding with

life and activity, she has been quickest to resume

^ special mention should he made of the far-sighted activity of the
Czecho-Slovak authorities in this connection Freo hoard, lodging,
clothing, books, and other necessaries are being supplh^d to 5,000
Russian, and Utaraiman refugee students In some oases special schools
have been set up, as, for instance, a “ Ukrainian Umwisity ” at
Prague and a secondary school of 500 students in Moravia. The whoh*
orgaiiization is under the management of a comuuttee of some do
Russian teachers, reporting to the Czccho-SIovak Ministry of Foreign
Affairs {Gautte de Prague, January 658, 1922)

.
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her normal existence, but neither her leaders

nor her people have yet grown into the new
and more responsible position opened out to them
by the elimination of her former associates m the

Triple Alliance.

Such are the elements of the former Concert of

Europe as the war has left it. What is there to

take its place ^ How are the collective problems

of Europe to be handled in a world so weakened
and disorganized ? One answer will leap to the

hps at once—the League of Nations. But the

discussion of this and other constructive forces

must be left for a later chapter.

CHAPTER II

THE ECONOMIC UPHEAVAL

The economic history of Europe during the century

between the close of the Napoleonic wars and the

British declaration of war against Germany in 1914

is a record of continuous advance. In 1815 the

senes of inventions coHectiveiy known as the

Industrial Revolution had as yet affected little more

than Great Britain ; in the course of the succeed-

ing generations they gradually made their way
eastwards, till by the close of our period even Russia

had been drawn into the orbit of industriahsm,

and of the ideas and doctrines awakened by or in

reaction against it. Europe became threaded with

railways, telegraphs, and telephones
;

her old

centres of traffic and population—Pans, Frankfurt,

Ce
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Berlin, Milan, Vienna, Madrid—acquired new

influence and momentum as ganglia of a newly

developed nervous system ; the Continent became

linked together by all the international contnvances

of nineteenth-century commercialism and enterpiise,

from banks and accepting houses and stock markets

to sleeping-cars and cinema films ; whilst, inside

the larger unity, the German and Austro-Iiungarian

Customs unions, the political union of Italy, the

extension of the Russian fiscal system to Poland

and Finland, and the abolition of the cantonal

customs in Switzerland, and of similar obstacles

to free intercourse in other stales, created a number
of smaller but still substantial economic units with

administrative systems which became constantly

more powerful as more burdens were laid upon them
by the growing movement for state action and social

reform. By 1914 Europe as a whole was opened

up to the influences of modern industrialism, and
her hfe, and that of her separate states, in increasing

measure from west to east, was organized on the

basis of the international division of labour. In

other words, she had ceased, throughout the whole

of her area, to be self-contained and self-sufficient,

and had become a member—^the most important

and central member—of an economic system

world-wide in its organization and connections.

Able to draw on the raw materials of the overseas

world for her manufactures, she was steadily

increasing both in prosperity and population, and,

in proportion as each of her communities became
industrialized, its flow of emigration diminished

and its sons were able to earn their livelihood out

of its developing trade and manufactures. Well
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before 1914, for instance, Germany (so often wrongly

described as burdened witb a surplus population)

was receiving more immigrants than she sent out

emigrants, and of her seventy miUion inhabitants

some eighteen milhon were directly or indirectly

dependent for their hvelihood upon her overseas

commerce.^ Mr. Hoover, looking at the Continent

as a whole, with the wide-ranging eye of an American
accustomed to the broad, unimpeded spaces of the

United States, has estimated that, as a result of

this process of industrialization and consequent

dependence upon oversea connections, there were,

In the war-time Europe of 1918, a hundred million

more persons than the Continent could support out

of its own natural resources.

Such was the system under which men earned

their bread in Europe when the leading sea-power

declared war against the leading land-power, and

cut the greater part of Europe off from the world.

The result, after four and a half years of imprison-

ment and isolation, was an economic transformation

even more drastic and far-reaching than the political

changes by which it was accompanied. If the

strategic history of the war is ever written under

its true name it will be entitled The Siege of Europe

The blockade was indeed the decisive instrument

of Allied power, and it has altered the economic

life of Europe beyond recognition*

Herr Walther Rathenau, lately Minister of Recon-

struction* in the German Government, one of the

* This was brought out with especial clearness m a bitterly anti-

British speech delivered by Herr Helffench m the spnng of 1918

* Now Foreign Minister This pamphlet, embodymg an account of
his work, was delivered as a lecture at Frankfurt ^ter his resignation
from his War Office post m 19x5
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ablest all-round minds in that land of specialists, has

described in an interesting pamphlet the clfect

produced upon him by the news of the Biiiish

declaration of war. He leohzed in a flash that, in

default of a rapid victory, such as he, unlike most

Germans, did not count upon, it meant the drying

up of the major sources of his country's prosperity,

and, even more than that, a deficiency in the raw
materials and foodstuffs essential to the caiiymg

on of war and to the maintenance of a civilized

standard of hfe. No civilized country, » still

less an industrial country, can hve without

cotton and wool for her clothing, hides for

her boots, rubber and oil for her transport, jute to

make sacks for her heavy goods, phosphate and
nitrates to manure her fields, palm-oil for soap, and
the numberless other natural pioducts and com-
modities which Germany and every European
country had become accustomed to draw from

* Not even the United States, as is bhown in the following; extiact
(italics inserted) from The Neiv Merchant Marine by Edward N Hurley
{New York, 1920, p xiv.), head of the U S. Sluppiug Board during the
war “ I often wonder how many of oui people ieali?,c the extent to
which our country is dependent upon other countiies f<ir the actual
necessaries of life I do not only racau for tea, cufh'e, jice, sugar, and
spices that are ai tides of everyday household use, but lathm the
cliromuira, iron, nk,kel, copper, sulphur, and manganese ores, and the
kaimt, potash, manure, salts, guano, and nitiates that are uuporl(‘d
each year by the tens of thousands, hundreds ot thousrinds, ,tud even
ndlhons of tons, and the rubber, gutta peioha, vegetable oils, cui undum,
plumbago, haidwoods, dyewoocls, hides, wool, builaji, hemp, jute,
and heneqmn that are also imported m large quanltti<‘b During the
war ahuosi all of these materials were rated essential imports, ami lu
order to provide for their transpoitation it was nei.f‘Sbaiy to maintain
a fleet of some 1,000 vessels, whose aggieg.itc tonnage was half again
as great as that of the whole seagoing American riK'nlutil inanne
before the war” This authoritative statement knocks the bottom
out of the nonsense that is, still being talked, and even enacted in
legislation, as to ” key industnes ” and ” seK-suihcieucy ” in tune of
war

_
Cuiiously enough, even Signor Nitti, economist though he is,

falls into the familiar fallacy when he declaics m an umisnsilly careless
passage of Ins careless book {Europa senm Pace, p. 1^3) that “ Russia
IS the only country m the world which, like the United States, China,
and Brazil , . possesses m its territory all that is needed fui life,”
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overseas. He earned his misgivings to the War
Office, where, thanks to the prestige of German
mihtansm in attracting good brains to its service,

they were not only hstened to patiently, but acted

on with exemplary promptitude. Within less than

a week Rathenau had been installed as head of the

Raw Materials Department of the German War
Office, and was engaged in buying up such stores of

the necessary materials as he could lay hands on in

the adjoining neutral countries, against whom
Britain had not yet perfected her machinery of

blockade. Rathenau’s initiative averted an im-

mediate crisis, but neither he nor his ingenious

colleague, Helffiench, deviser of the commercial

submarine, could alter the fundamental facts of

the situation. Marshal Foch led the Allied troops

to victory on the Western Front, but it was the

deficiency of cotton and wool, of jute and hides

and fats, which accelerated the dechne and

eventually administered the coup de grdee behind

the enemy's ranks. Allied statesmen and soldiers

who, even after the Bulgarian armistice, expected

the German army to go on fighting thiough the

winter in the mud of Flanders, might have stopped

to ask themselves whether they would have the

boots to fight in. Let it be mentioned in passing

as a curious fact, and an example of the blunders

from which not even the most perfect organization

can preserve a government of specialists worlang

m water-tight compartments, that, whilst the

mihtary and financial arrangements in the event

of war had been thought out to the last detail,

its industrial reactions had been completely lost

sight of, and that by a culminating irony, the
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organization which, m one department, had pigeon-

holed its scheme for the invasion of Belgium in

defiance of a solemn international engagement,
was, in another department, relying upon Biitish

sea-power to adhere to the strict Iclter of an inter-

national agreement, not even ratified by its Govern-
ment, in its action towards the commerce of the
adjoining neutrals. '' You will always be fools

and we shall never be gentlemen," seems to have
been an unquestioned assumption of the policy
of the Kaiser’s Government towards Britain.

The economic history of the wai-yeais is the
record of a society, hitherto united in a single

world-wide system of intercourse, suddenly divided
into two. On the one side there is Bnlam and
the overseas world, together with France, Italy,

Holland, Spain and Portugal, Greece, Scandinavia,
and Switzerland

; on the other there is the vast
blockaded area extending in Bethmann-Hollweg’s
words, " from Arras to Mesopotamia." For four and
a half years these two worlds existed side by side,

touching one another only at the trenches or througii
the carefully regulated relations of neutrals, each
concentrating its whole strength upon the single

purpose of overthrowing the opposing organization,
so lately a part of its own. Viewed fiom the economic
standpoint, the struggle was a civil war within
what Graham Wallas has taught us to caH " the
Great Society."

The attempts made, with increasing success as
the struggle went on, to organize each of the new
systems for its purpose, embody the most interesting
experiments ever made in the collective control and
distribution of the world's resources, and it is to be
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hoped that the authorities of the Carnegie Endow-
ment, who have undertaken to record them, will

succeed in their task before the details have escaped

the minds of the responsible officials.^

So far as the Allies are concerned, the organization

was throughout a co-operation of independent

Governments, and, though it had reached, by
the autumn of 1918, a high degree of central

control, especially in regard to shipping and the

sea-borne commodities for which the Allied

Maritime Transport Council was responsible, it

always retained a large measure of elasticity.

There was no great difficulty, therefore, though

there was great unwisdom, in its disbandment in the

winter of 1918-1919.

It was otherwise in the blockaded area. Here,

authority, originally divided between five nominally

independent Governments (for Austna and Hungary
counted for civil purposes as two) became increas-

ingly concentrated in the hands of the German
General Staff until, by the latter part of 1918,

Ludendorff, the right-hand and controlhng brain

of the Commander-in-Chief, was exercising over an

empire larger than that of Napoleon at the height of

his power a detailed control such as only a com-

bination of irresistible mihtary force with perfected

modem means of transport and communication

could have rendered possible There is a fascinating

book to be written by a student of administration on

the incessant conflicts between the German soldiers

and their civihan colleagues in the five countries and

the invaded regions respectively assigned to them,

‘One of these, Mr J A Salter, has latcl)'’ wntten, the story of the
Allied, Shipping Control (Oxford, 1921)
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ranging over the whole field of affairs, from military

and naval strategy in their beanngs upon foreign

policy and public opinion at home and abio.id to

transport, food-supply, finance, the conscription of

labour, and, finally, the statement of war amis, and

the moment and method of negotiations. Helffench

,

Czcrnm, and others have lilted lieie and there a

corner of the curtain—enough to levcal to us tiiat

the economic organization of the blockaded area

was not only mililanst m spirit, as it was bound t(»

be, but often planned by the military authorities

themselves. *

Let us look for a moment at what tins task of

organization involved. We can leave aside for this

purpose the allies or dependents of Germany, who,

being, except in Bohemia, less indnstnahzed in

their development, had not to meet the problem m
its full vigour, and confine ourselves to the pie-

dommant partner. Cut off as she was from access

to some of her most essential raw materials and food-

stuffs, she required to readjust her whole economic

life on a basis of self-sufficiency. This involved a

process of overliauhng, of economization, of the

adaptation of old agencies and instruments to new
ends which could not but be ruthless to innumerable

private interests. Wlieie the English, inveleiate

individualists even when their national destiny was
shivenng in the balances, granted exemption fiom
service to the owners of one-man businesses,” tlic

Germans surveyed their trades and industries whole-

sale, and put the smaller and less efficient imder-

*Se€ especially IMffenct’s .'iccoiiat (Disr WeUkrirg, vyl 2, pp slhilt}
of his fruitless opposition to Ludeudorff*'? draft of the Judustnui
Conscription Bill, which, as the civilian organiser antjcipatecl before
it passed through the Reichstag, was too drastic to prove workable.
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takings out of business. Supplies of every kind, if

deemed of sufficient importance, were com-
mandeered, placed under control, subjected to

maximum pncing, and often rationed. Factones

and workshops were directed by administrative

order from one branch of production to another,

and whole new industries such as the winning of

nitrate from the air, the manufacture of poison

gas, and the making of innumerable substitutes,

from acorn coffee to paper shirts, were brought

into existence with the aid of pubhc money.
Finally, labour was deprived of freedom of

contract, and workmen and workwomen were

assigned by the State authority to the particular

niche where they were deemed most useful. The
great industrial interests, always closely hnked with

the German State, co-operated with the bureaucracy

in effecting this transformation. A vast new system

of State-controlled capitalist production was thus

brought into being, and from 1916 onwards, plans

were being worked out by experts on behalf of the

two parties for its conversion to peace purposes after

the close of hostihties. The course of the wax had
brought home to the Prussian mmd the importance

of maintaining an Economic, as well as a military and
financial. General Staff, and the books of Naumann
and Rathenau, with their characteristic German
blending of romanticism and rigidity, idealism and

organization, are eloquent of the direction in

which the governing minds of Germany were

turning

But all these projects—indeed, all possibihty of

emerging from the abnormal conditions of the

blockade without widespread confusion and anarchy
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—depended upon access to an adequate supply of

industrial raw materials. For all the time tlie

Germany of Ludendorfi and liellfcncli was perfect-

ing her war organization her supplies were steadily

mnning out, and with them the financial resources

and the credit-power needed for replenishing them

from their oversea sources Hence in November,

1918, the master problem for Germany, and for all

the industrial regions of the blockaded aiea, fiom

Northern Fiance and Belgium to Bohemia, Lower

Austria, and Poland, was that of securing industrial

raw materials. This was far more impoilant than

the problem of food-supply, for food is of little use

to working-class populations unless they have the

money to buy it with
;

moreover, by ceasing

hostilities in the early winter the German authorities

provided a margm of time, available for the import

of industrial raw materials, before the supplies of

the previous harvest were exhausted.^ They had
even more time in hand m October, 1918, than they

reckoned to have when they offered peace 111 the

December of 1916. Peace, they knew, involved

the demobilization of millions of men. These men
needed immediate employment, if confusion, and
worse than confusion, were to be avoided. l£mploy-

ment involved raw materials. Raw materials,

then, were the pivot of the European situation.

If the transformation from war to peace conditions

was to be effected peacefully in face of the menaces

^ Piofesaor J Russell Smith, in his valiiablf bouk on 77ie WorU*^
Food Resources, p. 6 (New Yoik, ipip), lecalh that ” for many t mturies
the month of May was called m Kngland the starving imio, hc'cause Jt

was the last month before the beginning of the first new foot! orop, and
therefore the period of greatest scarcity," This lihistotes the extent
to which Europe returned during the war to j>re*industrial conditions
of life.
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of Moscow, and of the lightheadedness which was

bound to follow the sudden cessation of the war-

strain after years of effort and underfeeding, if

chimneys were to begin smoking again in the

blockaded area, from Lille to Lodz, and from

Brussels to the industrial suburbs of Buda-Pesth,

there must be a concerted European policy for

getting the Continent back to work. Once the

materials were provided there would be no difficulty

in selling them, for employment sets money m
circulation, and every housewife in the blockaded

area, and most m the submarine-menaced countries,

had her list of necessary purchases.

Such was the problem presented m November,

1918, to the Aihed statesmen who, through their

perfected system of mter-alhed organization, held

the greater part of the shipping, the raw materials,

the foodstuffs, and the credit-power of the world,

either jointly or individually, in their grasp. How
did they proceed to handle it ? The answer to this

also must be left for a later page.

CHAPTER III

THE UPHEAVAL OF IDEAS

The world of ideas m which men’s minds were

moving in 1914 was in close relation with the external

order of European hfe and society. The nmeteenth

century, and more especially the latter half of it,

had placed its chief effort and aspiration in the

tasks of material development. Society in other
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ages had paid respect to the thinker and the artist,

even to the saint The men whom pre-war society

chiefly delighted to honour were those endowed

with the particular combination of will-power,

technical knowledge, and quickness of insight and

decision, which constitutes the make-up of a success-

ful organizer of men and machines- Not the lonely

invent01 s whose ideas, once set m motion, have

changed the outward aspect of our civilization,

but the busthng promoters and advertisers wlio

were able to act as their sponsors m the market-

place, won the recognition and the rewards which

every community reserves for those who conit‘

nearest to the unspoken ideal of its members. Life

had become more comfortable than ever before in

human history—a material paradise for the rich,

and if not a gilded, at least an insured and cushioned

cage for the less fortunate classes. And every

increase in material well-being, every rise in the

trade returns, savings bank deposits, and other

statistical evidences of the prosperity which men
mistook for happiness, stimulated the appetite for

more of the same feeding. It is the charactcjristir

of money, as the Greeks remarked long ago, that

it is infinite, that there is no limit to the amount
of it that can either be possessed or desired. A
society, which had made money its god and had
elevated its conception of the mdispensables to

happiness to the motor-car standard, had set itself

to the task of compassing the infinite. The result,

despite the solid outward evidence of succes.sftil

achievement, was a deep and ever-growing dissatis-

faction, a lingering malaise and restlessness, the full

extent of which was only revealed when the war
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swept fclie old society, and its gods and sanctions,

into the abyss of the past.

A. Political Doctrines

This matenal ideal, if ideal it can be called,

dominated both the political parties and the other

organized intellectual influences of pre-war Europe.

The party system exhibited characteristic varieties

and comphcations m the different countries, but,

broadly speaking, the pohtical hfe of the European

peoples found its expression in three groups—^the

Conservatives (amongst whom must be included

the clencals), the Liberals, and the Sociahsts.

Conservatism, strongest m Spain and Russia but

powerful also m Britain, France, and Germany,

was the stronghold of those who cared for authority,

for stability, for the comfortable regime of use and

wont. Its traditions reached back to the counter-

revolutionary movement of the beginning and

middle of the century, to 1789, 1815, and 1848 ;

but the vital meaning of those conflicts, which had

been so real to Burke and le Maistre, to Mefctermch

and Welhngton, and later to Bismarck and the

anti-Repubhcans of his generation, had become

obliterated with the passage of time and the decline

or debasement of the old revolutionary issues. With

the withenng of its intellectual tradition, Con-

servatism had relapsed more and more into an

attitude of obstinate and unthinking defence ;
and

if it be asked what it was that the French bourgeois

and the German Junker, the Spanish clerical, the

English Tory and the Russian bureaucrat were

united in defending, the answer is more easily
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given in concrete than m abstract terms Not “ the

principles of the Revolution/’ noi '' Cliurcli and

State/' nor " Kaiser and Fatherland/' still less, as

is sometimes impertinently claimed in Spam, the

social principles of the Christian Church and Gospel,

formed the inspiration of those who in each countiy

set themselves to oppose ideas of politicai and social

change To be dcfendcis of the established older

meant, in 1914, in Republican France as in monar-

chical Spam and democratic England, to be defenders

of Pioperty.

Liberalism had an adventurous and inspmng

ancestry to boast of, but by 1914 its laurels had

faded, and its prestige was everywhere on the

wane. Originating in seventeenth-century England

and eighteenth-century France as the exponent of

what Enghsh writers called British liberty, and

their French colleagues, as characteristically, tin

Rights of Man, it had developed during the wars of

the Revolution into a movement for the liberation

and the political independence of nations. In the

writings of its greatest nineteenth-century prophet

,

Mazzim, the two strains, the individual and the

national, are inextricably blended, running together

with a warm current of social idealism. His watch-

word, " God and the People*’ sums up a whole world

of aspiration, and conceals the inner conflict which

was bound to arise when, to use a modern phrase,

individual and national self-determination pointed

in different directions, or when the people became
more interested in the social than in the nationalist

aspects of Mazzini's appeal. These divergent and
often contradictory elements in the Liberal creed

became more manifest as the century developed.
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When Bismarck established a United German
Empire by his sovereign recipe of blood and iron,

and when Slav, Greek, and Roumanian, Japanese
and Indian enthusiasts began to apply the nationahst

ideas of Western Europe to their own problems and
conditions, the humanitarian elements m Mazzini's

composite gospel often seemed far to seek. During

the generation prior to the war Liberal nationalism

had ceased, except m Ireland, to be a powerful

influence in Western Europe, but it was gathering

strength, visibly and beneath the surface, not only

in south-eastern and north-eastern Europe, from
the Baltic to the Adnatic and the Black Sea, but

among ardent and susceptible minds throughout

Asia and Africa. But the nationahsm of such

agitations was often more apparent than their

Liberahsm, and, though it is impossible to deny a

Liberal character to a movement which can point

to such figures as Masaryk, Venizelos, and Gandhi
among its leaders, they would be the last to deny

that they have had a hard struggle to wage against

the baser spirits who are ever on the watch tO'

vulganze nationahsm into an arrogant and intolerant

manifestation of mere herd-gregariousness.

After the union of Germanyand of Italy, Liberahsm

in Western Europe was weakened by the disillusion-

ing realization of part of its nationalist programme,

while the war of 1870, followed, contrary to Bis-

marck’s better judgment, by the annexation of

Alsace-Lorraine, contributed still further to its

eclipse Prussia bestrode the Continent, and whilst

Bismarck, strongm the argument of the/aill accompli,

was winning over his old Liberal opponents to the

twin causes of absolutism and industrial efficiency,,
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Liberals m other countries lost enthusiasm and

incentive, conscious o£ a dead weight of reaction

in the centie of the Continent which the mcic foice

of ideas was powerless to dislodge. Bismaick’s

abandonment of Fice Trade in 1879 marks llie

beginning of a rapid ebb in the fortunes of the

Manchester School,' a characteristically Itnghsh

combination of inteinationalism and good business

which, thanks to the initiative of Napoleon ill

,

had become the fashion in the Chancelleries of

Europe during the third quarter of the century.

In the period between the Fianco-German war
and 1914, Liberalism, as an influence upon foicign

policy, upon the mutual relations of the European
peoples, was thus driven more and more under-

ground. Its vague humanitarian formuljE wcie
indeed too familiar and too non-committal to be
discarded by the rulers of Europe, nor had any
others equally safe and convenient yet been devised

to take their place. But the peace and goodwill

promoted by Bismarck on behalf of a " satiated

Germany were very different in spirit from the

watchwords of the promoters of the Great Exhibition

of 1851, and the international brotherliood of

peoples preached by Nicholas 11 ., when he sum-
moned the first Hague Conference, was something

' Professoi Brcnlano ol Munich, in a oouragpoii'^ pamphlet wiitlcP
dunng the war, actually goes &) far as, to lix on iHyq, tin* date uC the
Gernian abandonment of Free Trade, as the inaugm'atmg date n£ “ an
era of reawakened mercantilism” and of ” fighting leading
to othei than bloodless watfare As rogiuds the association uf business
and idealism, m the Mancheiater School piograuime, a Uertnan writer,
Professor Cail Fuchs (The Tmik Policy of Great Britain and her Colonm,
translated by Constance A^chlb^ild, London, xqo*5, p. q), is nusciuevous
enough to quote the following extract from a i* ttcr of Cobdeu'b to ius
brother in 1838 ” I think the scattered elements may yet be lalhed
round the question of the Cora Laws. It appears to me that a moral
and even a religious spirit may be mfused mto that topic, and, i£
agitatedm the same manner thatslavery has been, it will beiircsistibie.''
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far removed from the faith of Mazzini or the French

Liberals of '48. It was in the lands whither the

strong arm of Potsdam could not penetrate, behind

the bulwark of British sea-power, that the inter-

nationahst doctnnes of Liberahsm, with their

vision of a world of free peoples bound together to

keep humanity at peace, were now most sincerely

professed—shyly and by small semi-religious cotenes

in Britain, more exuberantly and unquestionmgly

in the United States.^ Thus it was that Liberahsm,

far from the haunts of mihtary power and from
the reahties emphasized by its rule, shed much of

its European expenence, and assumed an abstract

and too exclusively Anglo-Saxon character
;
and

it was m this guise that it emerged once more during

the war, m the careful formulations of Asqmth
and the bold and sonorous preachments of Woodrow
Wilson, to exercise, for a few brief and dazzlmg

months, a predominant influence over the pubhc
opinion of Europe.

Meanwhile, m the domestic sphere, Liberals

found the simple and harmonious solutions of

Mazzini, and of mid-century Christian idealists in

Bntain and elsewhere, no easier of apphcation.

In the increasing complexity and dehumanization

of the industrial system, with the growth of joint

stock companies and impersonal controls, fraternity

and co-operation, and even liberty and equahty,

supphed httle positive guidance. Unable or unwill-

ing to dig deeper, to re-analyse the nature of modern

^ The vmter will never forget the impression made upon his mind
by an address that he heaid on this subject at Kansas City at Chnstmas,
1911, delivered by the late Colonel Watterson, of Louisville, a typical

representative of the older American idealism Nothing so beautifully
remote from the world’s actual problems could have been heard, even
then, in our own smaller island

De
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man, and to assess, in terms of quality rather than

of quantity, the values of modern civihzation,

and faced with the crude and gansh competition

of the Sociahst gospel, Liberahsm surrendered its

integrity and took refuge in compromise. Thus

it survived, both in Bntain and on the Continent,

not as the pioneer of a new world of personal freedom

and social justice, but as a party of moderate and
amehoratmg reform. There, too, the great tradi-

tional watchwords survived, especially in perorations

and in election programmes, but, to use a famous

phrase of Gladstone’s, they were "tcmpcied by
prudence,” and also, let it be added, by a regard

for economy characteristic of what was always,

even at its zenith, a bourgeois party. Common
sense and evolution, two idols of a ” practical

”

age, took their place beside the older and more
exalted declarations of policy

; for a society in

which men surrendered themselves freely to the

velocity of machines had become increasingly

terrified at the swift and sweeping initiatives of

the human mind. Social progress, young Liberals

were told, must come slowly and by instalments,

by the same gradual, and indeed imperceptible, stages

as marked the advance of modern London upon
ancient Athens, and of a mammoth American
factory upon the workshop of a Phidias and a Fra
Angehco. Progress, so interpreted, is the creed

of a middle-aged and disillusioned movement.
Small wonder that by 1914 youth and enthusiasm

were being attracted to other and ruddier banners.

Socialism, the political doctrine, or rather the

rehgion, professed by the vast majority of the

industrial working class of Europe in 19x4, is a
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characteristic product of the system which it is

designed to overturn or to transform. Its

latest historian ^ has indeed mdustnously laid

bare the intellectual origins of its leading ideas,

tracing some of them back to eighteenth and early

nineteenth-century England and France, and others,

with characteristic German conscientiousness, to the

Middle Ages and behind them ; and it is true that

the movement had a brief vogue in England before

it became solidified in Germany, and that there is

the closest resemblance, even to the metaphors and
the phraseology, between the infant SociaHsm of the

Poor Man’s Guardian in the early eighteen-thirties,

and the diluted Bolshevism of the Daily Herald

in 1922. But it was in the Western Europe
of the forties, when the factory system in

England was workmg up to the climax which

excited the denunciations of Lord Shaftesbury,

and when France under Louis Philippe was adding

a new and sinister connotation to the term bourgeois,

that Karl Marx, an -uprooted Jew from the Rhine

country, who, after brief spells in Pans and Brussels,

spent most o'f his hfe in London and most of his

working days in the Library of the British Museum,
crystallized what had hitherto been a vague and
formless conglomerate of theories and discontents

into a systematic and imposing structure of ideas

and propaganda. Marx surveyed tie world of

nineteenth-century industnahsm and saw that it was
bad. His diagnosis of the maladies of society was
as scientific and as accurate as any hitherto under-

taken, and his indictment of our so-called civilization

^ M Beer, History of English Socialism, English translation, London,
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was, and remains, unanswerable. Regarded simply

as a rebel, as a prophet of industrial protestantism,

he is immune from criticism, except the one re-

minder that, m a world in which the classes, like

the peoples, have of necessity to live together,

protestantism, like patriotism, is not enough.

Where he failed in insight was in behevmg that he

could bung about a better world by transfoimmg the

organization of society without transforming its

values. Thus he became the adored chief of a

movement, indeed of a Church, which, ]ust because

its doctrine of the age-long struggle between the

master-class and the proletarian, with the inevitable

and nearly-impending victory of the latter in a

glorious revolution, pointed to everyday facts and
appealed to elemental passions and desires, needed

only to perfect its propaganda, and to apply the

right tinge of red in the right place for each trade

and locality, to attract multitudes to its banner. For
to the victims of modern industrialism, in the

monotonous and mechanical routine of their daily

existence, its message of upheaval corresponded to

an inner craving for free initiative and activity.

Socialism has made its way in modern society

much after the same fashion as Christianity made
its way in the Roman Empire. Its message has
appealed to the same section—the more restless

and aspiring members of what were considered the

inferior classes—and it has brought the same good
tidings of a better time to come. As has been well

said by an acute modern Jewish critic, Socialism

IS indeed little more than a pocket edition of

the old Jewish Messianic idea, or, it may be
added, in its latest East European form, of
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the fervours and furies of Islam. So it is

piquant to observe how it has suffered, and is

now suffenng more than ever, from a disappoint-

ment, and an intellectual embarrassment, very

similar to that which confronted the first generation

of Christian converts as the date of the Second

Coming seemed to be receding year by year. The
modern Socialist is indeed in a far more difficult

situation than his predecessors , for, whereas they

could do no more than sit still and wait on the event,

the duty of the modem apostle, who has pitched his

promised denouement in the midst of this world's

affairs, is to labour to bring the transformation

about ; and this involves the creation and main-

tenance of a vast and necessarily material organiza-

tion, which requires to be kept at a religious level

of faith, enthusiasm, and expectation by a constant

reiteration or variation of the Messianic promise of

a new world. For those who are old enough to have

watched the rise and wane of the hopes and ideals

of more than one generation of young Socialist

enthusiasts there is something inexpressibly

melancholy in the spectacle of the power stiH

exercised by what one of its Oxford exponents has,

with unconscious cynicism, entitled " the revolu-

tionary tradition ” over the minds of simple and
credulous men and women. What could be more
pathetic, for instance, than to read, in the report

of the International Socialist Conference, held in

Vienna in February, 1921, of a German-Bohemian
delegate, who, representing the debris of a party at

a conference of the debris of a movement meeting

in the debris of a metropolis, declares, in the perora-

tion of an impeccably orthodox address, that he
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returns home more convinced than ever " that the

Marxian doctrines, the revered ideas transmitted to

us by our great teachers, have been in no way shaken

or affected by the war, but remain everlastingly

true " ^ These are the words of faith, not of reason,

of rehgion, not of politics, of other-woildlmcsb, not

of this-woridhness. When the time and place of

their delivery are considered, they may be taken as

summing up, not inaptly, the whole strength, and

the whole inner weakness and contradiction, of the

modern revolutionary movement.
Tins contradiction serves also to explain another

characteristic phenomenon of Sociahsm—the con-

stant disharmony and tug and strain between

leaders and followers. Since Socialism is a this-

worldly movement, it must needs be organized on a

material scale, and from this it follows that its

leaders are necessarily chosen from amongst those

who understand the arts of organization. But
a Socialist leader must also possess the power
of popular appeal, or he will be unable to command
the enthusiasm, or retain the confidence, of the

masses whom he serves. Leadership has tended,

therefore, to pass into the hands of men who com-
bine, often in unequal and always in uncomfortable

measure, the talents of the platform and of the

desk, of the mob-orator and the bureaucrat ; and
this is especially the case in countries where, as in

Britain, the association between the Trade Union
and Socialist movements is so close that the leaders

of the former tend, almost as of right, to rise to

prominence in the latter. It is the characteristic

* ProtohoU der miermtionakn Somahshsehen Konferens in Wun^
p 95.
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defect of young and growing churches to lay too

many worldly burdens on their apostles, to confound

the work of bishop and deacon, of preacher and
administrator

,
but never perhaps has this blunder

been committed on so vast a scale as when men who
are responsible, as paid officials, for the conduct of

a huge mutual benefit society of miners or railway-

men, are expected also to play the part of prophet,

preacher, and pioneer to the eager masses of their

followers. Small wonder that, on the one side, the

prophet should more and more be swallowed up in

the reformist pohfcician, and that, on the other,

enthusiasm, ill-led and misrepresented, should break

out in recurring, if impotent, movements of discon-

tent. The surpnse is rather that the nimbleness of

leaders and the patience of followers has stood the

strain so long. A better division of labour may be

devised, defects of organization may be patched

up, programmes and formulae may be revised and
readapted

,
but there is no permanent health in the

revolutionary movement but by a courageous return

to first principles, by a reassessment of the values of

our civilization and of the issues which confront

those who seek to amend it. So long as the move-
ment remains on the economic plane, the plane of

the Marxian analysis, it will be paralysed by an
inner contradiction ; for it is seeldng to bring about

a revolution in a region where no revolution is

possible, where, the closer men approach to the

seat of power, the more practical, governmental, and
conservative they must needs become. Even before

1914 it had become clear that Sociahsm had reached

the cross-roads
;
that its choice lay between remain-

ing on the material plane and embracing a reformist
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Liberalism shorn of the main features of the

Marxian ideology, or boldly admitting, as the

second generation of Christians admitted, the

literal inadequacy of its earlier message, and trans-

fernng its activity to a plane where economic

problems can be seen in their true light, as one, if not

the least important, of the issues involved in the

effort to bring haimony and happiness into the

hves of the men and women of to-day.

Such were the political doctrines between which

the allegiance of European public opinion was
divided in 1914. Upon them the war descended

hke a thunderclap. Conservatism was the first to

feel the shock ;
for, as Sir Edward Grey told Count

Mensdorff m July, 1914, > a European conflagi*a-

tion meant the end of the old comfortable world of

use and wont, in which awkward questions of

principle could be ignored like sleeping dogs. Both
on the Continent and in Britain the war has brought

an awakening, especially among tJie younger

generation, which spells the death of the old Con-

servatism, and of the vis meflice, and the respect

for custom and authority, which were its strongest

bulwark. The old world has been reluctant to

die
;
nevertheless it has passed away beyond lecall.

The Tyrolese burgomaster who signalized the

change of regime in his village by setting up the

sign of the “ Imperial-Royal Republic " [K,K.

Repubkk) is an apt example of the way in which
what is after all a determining transition has been
made in the minds of millions of custom-loving

men and women.
But it was the Socialist preachers of revolution

* Correspondence respecting the European Cnsts, c.d, Z46Z, No, 3,
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who were perhaps the most disconcerted by the

advent of an upheaval which they had so frequently

foretold and so long ceased to expect ;
for it

developed contrary to their theories, and, what is

even more serious for a good party man, contrary

to the plans and interests of their organization.

It brought to a head the inner conflict in the party

between the men of practice and the men of theory,

between those who were wiUmg to co-operate with

bourgeois governments and those who stood aloof

from the foohsh issues and suicidal dissensions of

capitahst society—

a

word, between the patriots

and the mternationahsts. Not that there was a

clean division of ranks under the impact of fact

;

that^ as a rule, took time to develop, for organiza-

tions, however inhuman, have generally acquired

a human quality of self-protection. Many and

ingenious, therefore, were the endeavours of the

faithful and conscientious followers of Marx,

particularly in Germany and Austria, to adapt the

texts of the master to the dramatic and testing

events of the day. The curious reader wih find a

record of them in the pages of a German review

—

the Archiv fur Sozialwissenschajt. There were some

who held, with Karl Renner, that a German
supremacy over Eastern Europe and the establish-

ment of a United States from Hamburg to Bagdad,

under the control of a smgle Economic General

Staff, was an exemphfication of the Marxian doctrine

of the supremacy of big businesses over small, and

of the growing trustification of the mdustnal world

;

while others, more honest if less inventive, hke

Karl Kautsky, found it not incompatible with their

Marxism to protest against the principle, and the
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proposed method, of the absorption of Belgium.

But the coolest and clearest head in the movement
was that of an extremist Russian nobleman long

resident m Switzeiland. Heedless of the incon-

sistency involved m initiating a world-revolution

in the most industnally backward country of

Europe, Lcnm fixed on Russia as the focus of

Socialist activity
,
and he liad the perspicacity to

see that, with the capitahst governments at grips,

those who sought to destroy them must not idly

stand aside, but rather seek to extend and embitter

the conflict. So it was Lenin who, at Zimmerwald
in 1915, looking round for a weapon of disintegra-

tion, saw that the nationalist appeal would meet

his end. Few of the Liberals who used it with

such dramatic effect m the later stages of the war
realized that it was Lenin, aiming at the disintegra-

tion of the great multi-national empire and society

of Russia, and, with luck and persistence, of other

empires as well, who sprang upon a susceptilile

public the stirring watchword of self-determination.

Here is indeed an apple of strife from Finland to

Croatia and Catalonia, and from Ireland to the

Ukraine
;

but, unfortimately for the progress of

the world-revolution that it was destined to in-

augurate, it was a strife that could not fml to

penetrate the revolutionary party itself. Thus the

Second International, fruit of the patient and
careful—indeed, too careful—^labours of a Jaurds,

and a Vandervelde, a Bebel, a Keir Hardie, and a
Turati, suffered the experience of schism, like so

many churches before it, and the end of the wax
|ji¥n

and more menacing than its predecessor, issuinj
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its thunders, not from some occasional conference

of obscure secretariat under the shadow of a

•capitahst government, but from the Kremlin at

Moscow.
It was the Liberals, whom, for this reason, we

have left to the last, who had the most reason, if

not to welcome (for of the three parties, they were

the most averse to bloodshed), at least to under-

stand the war ; for it was m hne with their theory

of European development, and with their sense of

values and estimate of forces. They were, indeed,

so deadened by fifty years of Prussian supremacy, by
the dominance of blood and iron over ideas and

ideals, that it took them some time to discover that

there was more at stake for Europe, and for their

several countries, than self-defence, and that

much which had been “ Utopian,” and therefore

supremely attractive, for fifty and even a hundred

years, was now becoming severely practical

politics. But when, under the teachmg of a

Masaryk and a Benes, and their able Jugo-slav

colleagues, not to mention Paderewski and

Dmowski, they awoke to the situation, they fell,

not unnaturally, into the opposite error, and

both hoped and believed too much ;
or, perhaps,

it would be truer to say of the statesmen of the

Entente that, too preoccupied to surrender their

minds either to hopes or behefs, they repeated pre-

cepts and perorations, which caused their less ex-

perienced followers to hope and beHeve far more than

themselves. So, in spite of the Italian Treaty of igiS,

of which English Liberals, at any rate, were made
aware, although they chose to turn a blind eye to it,

the formulae of Liberahsm became the order of the
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day, and that not in their European, but m their most

Anglo-Saxon and idealistic setting. First London,

and then Washington, became the seat of the oracle

of prophecy and propaganda
;
and, in the heat and

anguish of the struggle, cool heads were too pre-

occupied, and no doubt also too confidently sceptical,

to interfere with argument and criticism. Thus it

was that by 1918, when the fabric of Ihussianisiii

collapsed, and the ground lay clear and ready for

rebuilding, Europe had aheady been converted to

Liberalism. All that was needed, and all that was
expected, was for the victois to set to work upon the

building of which they had already passed, and made
public, the specifications. When President Wilson

informed the German Government, on November 5,

1918, that the Allies had accepted his '' Fourteen

Points ” and other addresses as the basis of the

peace which was about to be negotiated, the mind
of Continental Europe, and especially of Germany,
leaped back seventy years, to the ideals and enthu-

siasms of 1848. Before many weeks were out, it was
not 1848, but 1648, of which they spoke. But to

this we shall turn presently.

B. Institutions

But our view of the pre-war world, and our sense

of the upheaval to which it has been subjected, will

not be complete until we have extended our survey

to other and less purely political influences, to the

institutions which, in onr modern society, serve as

the recognized agencies for the origination and
diffusion of Ideas. The chief of these—-to cite them
in inverse order to their antiquity, if not to their
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potency—are the Press, the University, and the

Church

The daily newspaper is the pnncipal means by
which public opinion—^the hfe-blood of the modern
state, as of its parties and other groupings—^is

formed and nourished
;

it supplies both the informa-

tion and the explanatory comment which are the

raw matenal of a reasoned judgment upon public

affairs. It is, therefore, placed in a position of

pecuhar advantage for seconding the efforts of the

statesman in educating his fellow-countrymen upon
current issues. In the modern democracy the plat-

form and the Press, the orator and the editor, should

be natural alhes in the task of popular enhghten-

ment. The work which falls to the latter’s share is

indeed one of the most essential pubhc services in

the whole range of the life of a civilized community,

and, on the whole, a glance at the files of the

pnncipal European newspapers of the nineteenth

century, and at the distmguished hst of their contri-

butors, would reveal that this responsibihty was
neither unrecognized nor ill discharged. In recent

years, however, the Press has extended its sway and
discovered its power to assume even more potent

functions. For the vast new, inquisitive, and semi-

emancipated pubhc brought into existence through-

out Europe by compulsory schoohng it plays the

part, not merely of purveyor and interpreter of

news, but of teacher and preacher, guide, philosopher,

and anonymous but unremitting companion. The
power of the written word has never been so strong

—

not even in the early days of Protestantism, when
the Book was almighty—^than among the uncntical

miUions who pin their faith to what they have
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'' seen in the paper.” The cold majesty of print,

surrounded by the pomp and circumstance of

headline and editorial elaboration, persuades or

intimidates all but those who have consciously

trained Lhemselvcs to resist. Emperors have not

known such intimate and conliniimg power, nor

the Vatican such audacious and unquestioned

infallibility, as is enjoyed by those who have

mastered the art of catching the ear, or ticlding the

palate, of what is called by courtesy the reading

public.

For the spread of mdustnahsm, and of the

standard of values and habits of life associated with

it, both among rich and poor, has coincided, during

the last half-century, and especially during the last

twenty years, with a decline both in the quality and
in the integrity of the Press. As, on the one hand,

the pubkc has become more receptive than ever

before to manufactured opinions and ready-made

ideas and arguments, so, on the other, the proprietors

and purveyors of the printed word, neglectful of

their responsibility towards the intellectual life of

the community, have lost sight, more and more, of

theii informative and educative function, and have
surrendered themselves to the temptations of com-
mercial success. Plere and there, to take instances

from Britain which might be parallelled in France,

Germany, Italy, and elsewhere, a C. P. Scott, a
Spender or a Garvin (whatever one may think of

their judgment) stand out to remind us that writers

like Charles Dickens and John Morley once adorned
the purlieus of Fleet Street ; but to survey the

re^ou as a whole is regretfully to conclude that

honesty and independence aie now at a discount,
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and that the writer who wishes to place his pen at

the service of what should be the honourable

profession of journahsm finds it hard to avoid

trimming his sails, or even prostituting his

integrity, at the bidding of some magnate for

whom owning a group of newspapers is as

irresponsible an amusement as owning a yacht or

a grouse-moor.

When such are the influences behind the scenes

it is not surprising that the foreground should be

little edifying, and more than a httle confusing, to

the ummtiated pnvate citizen. It is hardly too

much to declare of the bulk of the daily Press of

Europe to-day that to read it without some previous

equipment of critical power, and of understanding

of public affairs, is to darken counsel, and that as

between a censored and a doctored sheet there is

but httle to choose. At any rate it is safe to say that

those who happen to be aware of the propnetor of

the paper, of his political and social afiihations, his

ambitions and enmities, and his relations to this or

that group or influence in his own or other countnes,

will read far more in and between the lines than the

vast majonty of the ingenuous public. Take but

a single instance. A fair proportion of readers may
be gifted with some measure of critical judgment
upon what they read, but it needs an unusual

measure of discrimination to draw conclusions from
what is passed over in silence. When the word is

given that a man’s name is never to be mentioned

in any of a group of S5mdicated journals a power of

excommunication is set in motion to which Rome
at its zenith hardly attained. Such an edict

may indeed never be issued ; the knowledge
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that it can he is in itself sufficient. It has

served before now to provoke confidences and

indiscretions which have altered the course of

history.

Thus by the outbreak of the war the Press had

become increasingly commeicialized, and had con-

tributed sensibly to a debasement, a growing

frivolity and irresponsibility, m men’s attitude of

mind towards public affairs. It is hardly necessary

to recall the extent to which these influences were

intensified by the war Clear and honest thinking

is never so necessary, but also never so difficult, as

in times of national passion and crisis
;
and in this

case the task was rendered doubly difficult, both

for lournahst and citizen, by the emergence of

official agencies of propaganda. When an ill-

educated democracy is engaged in a life-and-death

struggle in a cause as to which it is but imperfectly

informed, it is perhaps unavoidable that systematic

moans should be taken to enkgliten it. But the

expedient is open to obvious abuse. When
Governments begin to colour the Press and
to tamper with the publishing trade, the re-

actions are as unfortunate as they are subtle

and incalculable , and the end of the war found

what Burke called the avenues to piibhc opinion

partly blocked up and pubhc opinion itself far less

receptive, and considerably more cynical, than

before the official pubheity artists began their

operations.

It is out of this cymdsm, and the critical process

of which it is evidence, that improvement is

ultimately to be looked for. It is idle to talk of

reforming the Press. The pMlanthropists who
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buy up this or that sheet in order to boycott betting

or divorce news or to boom the League of Nations

are mistaking the symptom for the cause ; it is

from the mind of the reader, not from the office

end, that the change must come. It is the intel-

lectual tradition of Scotland which causes a Scottish

leading article to be better argued, on the average,

than its English compeer, and it is the sincerity

and pubhc spirit of Lancashire which keeps the

Manchester Guardian up to the mark. Not every

district, in Britain or outside it, has the Press it

deserves; the particular combination of capital,

enterprise, and pubhc spint which go to make up
a great newspaper may not happen to be available.

But the pubhc has nowhere a right to complam
that the Press which serves it is beneath its needs,

for it can always get rid of it by ceasing to use it.

There are plenty of alternatives to the daily paper,

both for the reader and the advertiser ; the book,

the periodical, and the lecture are obvious examples.

All that is needed to dethrone our modern infaUibles,

if we are annoyed by thdr ubiquitous impertinence,

is a little strength of mind on the part of their

disillusioned purchasers.

If the Press should supply the modern community
with the circulating life-blood for its daily mental

existence, the University should be its chief brain-

centre, the seat of its most strenuous, persistent,,

and vital thinking. No modern man can live

without taking thought for the morrow; fore-

thought, the power to look ahead and see his hfe

as a whole, and to frame plans and policies accord-

ingly, is the mark of the civihzed, as against the

Ee
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untutored and savage, human being. And what

is true of the individual holds good also of the

nation. Communities which live from hand to

mouth, by the mere jostling and collision of in-

numerable day by day impulses and interests,

without any sense of design or puipose, or any
consciousness ol the need for a broader vision,

cannot long maintain themselves in the modern
age. Sooner or later, the tide will seize them, and
they will drift to disaster.

To meet this need for comprehensive and long-

range intellectual effort, and for the sense of moral

integrity and elevation resulting from it, the Univer-

sity is not only the most suitable, but practically

the only available instrument. In the ancient

world the stoa and the market-place, in the Middle

Ages the monastery, might minister to the enquiring

and reflective mind ;
but the nature of modern

Hfe, and of its characteristic problems and interests,

has turned the monastery, in so far as it still sur-

vives, into a backwater, remote fiom the living issues

of the day, while to imagine that senous thinking

is possible in the urge and bustle of a modern market-

place, without an island of quiet to repair to for re-

freshment and detachment, is to fall into the error

of trying to serve God and Juggernaut at once.

Whatever may be the other and more specialized

functions of the University in the modern community
—and it is not denied that, both in the field of

general intellectual discipline and of professional

training it has indispensable work to do—it cannot

be absolved from its peculiar and responsible duty
of ministering to the deeper spiritual and intellectual

needs of the age, and of supplying quality and
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substance, mature reflection and the tonic of

steadying and sympathetic criticism, to its ideals

and aspirations It is in this and no mere

ornamental sense of the word that Universities

can and ought to be regarded as homes and radiating

centres of culture.

Such was the work performed and the influence

exerted by Universities m the heyday of their power

and greatness, when students, young and old ahke,

repaired to Paris and Prague and Oxford as sources

of living knowledge and inspiration. And such, if

in lesser measure, owing partly to the competition

of the printed with the spoken word, was the in-

fluence of the continental, and not least of the

German Universities, during a large part of the

nineteenth century At a time when Newman was
proclaiming to deaf ears his immortal Idea of a

University, and when Oxford was instituting com-

petitive examinations as a much needed improve-

ment upon old-fashioned systems of patronage,

Matthew Arnold could point to Germany as the

chief standard-bearer of spiritual freedom in its

struggle against the debasing influences of the age.

“ What I admire in Germany,” he wrote, after his

visit there in 1865, “ is that while there too in-

dustnahsm, that great modem power, is making at

Berlin, and Leipzig, and Elberfeld, the most success-

ful and rapid progress, the idea of culture, culture

of the only true sort, is in Germany a living power
also. Petty towns have a University whose teaching

IS famous throughout Europe; and the King of

Prussia and Count Bismarck resist the loss of a

great savant from Prussia as they would resist a

poHticai check. If true culture ever becomes a
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civilizing power in the world, and is not overlaid

by fanaticism, by industriahsm, or by frivolous

pleasure-seeking, it will be to the faith and

zeal of this homely and much-ridiculed German
people that the great result will be mainly

owing,” ‘

During the half-century which has elapsed since

these words were written the European University,

and with it the European ideal and standard of

culture, has suffered a decline comparable, in its own
sphere of activity and temptation, to that of the

Press. If it has not yet, or only in small measure,

become commercialized, it has succumbed to a

characteristic and subtle form of industrialization.

It has become the victim of that division of labour,

that specialization, upon which Adam Smith fixed

as the distinguishing mark of the modern age.

Where fifty years ago the University, if ministering,

in some countries at any rate (though not in Ger-

many) to an unduly restricted range of students, sent

forth into the life of the community men who had
acquired the power to think for themselves and to let

their minds play truly on the great enduring interests

of human life and society, to-day their tendency is

more and more to produce a manufactured and hall-

marked article, designed to fiU a particular niche

in some organized scheme or system. The old

University course, with its wide and infectious appeal,

‘‘•Schooh and Umversthes on the. Continent, by Matthew Arnold,
M.A., Foreign Assistant Commissioner to the Schools Enquiry Com-
missionj London, 1868, p 256. See also p. 24^, where he makes the
intcrestaig observation, now m process of verification, that " Italian
girls seem to me those m all Europe who are best suited for school
education as distinguished from home education j who derive most
benefit from it, and with the fewest drawbacks of any kind.” It is

for this reason that the ” woman's movement ** in Italy is perhaps the
healthiest and most promising m Europe,
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its ideal of the universitas or studium generals, the

unity and integration of human knowledge, has been

dissipated and departmentahzed by the intrusion

of one favoured subject after another to a position

of equahty with the more general human studies

and interests, while the scholar or teacher himself,

instead of being a “ master " of the old style, alive

to all the issues and interests and implications of

some noble and wide-ranging area of man's learning

and achievement, is too often just a laborious hack,

who has drudged himself into a doctorate by some
conscientious compilation of other men’s thoughts—

a mere piece of dead and unresponsive stone in a

vast cold mosaic of “ research ” of which it is left to

posterity to discover the pattern and assess the

value. When it is claimed, for our present-day

academies, that they have discovered how to apply

scientific method to this or that branch of human
enquiry, too often all that is meant is that they

have developed some mechanical scheme for putting

live knowledge into cold storage, in the vain belief

that
”
facts,” set out and documented in a learned

pubhcalion, will emerge some day of their own power
as fresh and rosy as frozen apples from the Antipodes.

The modern world has, in fact, discovered how to

organize factories and syndicates of knowledge, and
how to use students, and even graduates, as mere
labourers and helots without either the abilities or

the opportunity for promotion to a worthier situa-

tion. There is many an untutored peasant and
workman, a shepherd out on the hiUs or a cobbler

or tailor at his bench, whose framed intelligence

and all-round knowledge, mterests, and even

refinement, would bear favourable comparison
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half-century has witnessed in Germany an intellec-

tual transfoimation, a change in outlook and values

and quality, such as her admirers in Victorian

textual cntic is no reproach to anyone, nnless he pretends to be what
he IS not. To be a textual cntic requires aptitude for thinking and

things are supplements and cannot but be substitutes. Knowledge
is good, method is good, but one thmg beyond others is necessary, and
that is to have a head, not a pumpkin, on your shoulders, and brains,
not pudding, in your head ” {Cla^stcal Association ProccedmgSi rpnr,
p. 84%
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(owing to the increasing attractiveness of the

metropohs) of the Prussian, state, and, under the

^gis of a vigilant and autocratic government,

freedom of thought and integrity of soul dechned.

Culture, m its most hmited and mechanical sense,

became an article of exportation and advertisement,

and the young and aspmng Universities of Central

and Eastern Europe, and even of France, Italy,

Britain, and America, have been touched and
tainted by its arrogant and devitahzmg influence.

How deadening to the moral sense, and at the same
time how superficially impressive and plausible,

this influence has been can best be reahzed by
anyone who, hke the present writer, has had occasion

to read a great amount of what was written by
German philosophers, historians, and economists on

the war, and to observe the way in which, not only

the smaller fry, but men with European names, such

as Lamprecht and Eduard Meyer, Troeltsch and

Eucken and Kerschenstemer, not merely allowed

their patriotic feelings to run away with them—^this

is but a human weakness, pardonable even in a

professor—^but sought .to readjust their Welta-n^

schauung, their whole philosophy and scheme of

values, in order to bring it into conformity with a

government as to whose conduct and motives they

were content to be left in the dark. The bankruptcy

of the pre-war regime m Germany touches far more

than its statesmanship. It is the debacle of the

whole system of speciahzation of which the entrust-

ing by the patient and credulous German people of

its pohtical interests to experts is but a single

example. The nation which allowed itself to be

governed by a bumptious dilettante like the Kaiser,
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aided by bureaucrats who had trained themselves

to make the best sense they could out of his whims,

was content also to draw its general ideas, in the

deficiency of real intellectual leadership and insight,

from pamphleteers and pseudo-philosophers who had
mastered the easy ari of manipulating abstract

terms. In the event, the German people is faced

with a mass of d(?biis—political, intellectual, and
social—even vastci than it as yet suspects ; and the

world of her neighbours and former admireis, which

was suffering, if in milder form, from a similar

sapping of its intellectual integrity and a similar

absence of leadership and initiative in its brain-

centres, is gradually becoming conscious of the full

extent of the upheaval in prestige and influence, as

in methods, quality, and values, entailed by ihe

events of the last seven yeais. The old universitas

of European culture will not be rebuilt in a day

;

but it is time for the new generation of students to

realize the task which awaits them if European
civilization is to survive.

In a survey of the intellectual influences of our

time it would be discourteous to omit the Christian

Churches, for they represent the oldest organized

teaching institutions in the community, and they

still retain a large measure of power over the minds
of men and women.

Europe is still considered, in common parlance,

as a Christian continent, and it is on this assumption
—'to preach a religion and a way of life of which
Europe is regarded as having been for some sixteen

centuries the authoritative home and centre—that
European missionaries are maintained throughout
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other parts of the globe. It may be doubted,

however, whether, in any real or deep sense,

European society, or any considerable proportion

of European men and women, in any one of the

seventy generations which have elapsed since

Christianity became the official religion of the

Roman Empire, has ever accepted, or even

endeavoured to understand and apply, the teaching

and outlook of its Founder. There has indeed

never been a generation without Christians, but

their influence on public affairs has been hmited

and intermittent, and often very wrong-headed in

application, so that the good that a Bede and an
Anselm, a Hus and a Wichf, a St. Francis,

a Savonarola, and a Father Damien have done in

the name of theif common Master, has been more
than outweighed by the wars and the persecutions,

the crimes of intolerance and ambition, the worldly

vamty and hardness, of those who acted, and had
the power to command others to act, in the same
name. The long history of European Christianity,

if it ever comes to be written, wfll be the history

of a submerged and hidden movement—^the tracmg

of the course of a pure but tenuous stream of living

water which has refreshed the souls of innumerable

men and women who have penetrated to its secret

recesses, but has but seldom emerged into the

open, to flow through the broad and dusty cities

where the world’s main activities are carried on.

However that may be, m the present age, at any
rate, the so-called Christian Churches are but

little representative of the true Christian spirit,

and their influence and work, both on its intellectual

and more purely spiritual side, has been affected.
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as was inevitable, by the mateiial and vulgarizing

forces of the age. There has, indeed, in the Europe

of the last few decades, been a perceptible increase

of interest in the problems and the experience of

the religious hfe. Thanks mainly to the spread of

popular education, men and women are eveiywhere

seeking to nd themselves of shams and shibboleths,

and to find guidance and inspiration in the search

for the abiding realities of human fate and existence.

But not merely do the Churches, almost without

exception, stand aloof from their endeavours, but

they are in general the most senous and discouraging

obstacle in the path of the seeker after truth.

What more ironical spectacle can be imagined than

that, at a time when earnest minds are everywhere

bewildered by the difficulty of harmonizing the

laws and processes of the visible and the invisible

realms of reality, when the discord between religion

and science, faith and knowledge, must be resolved,

and resolved quickly, if manland is to be saved

from a rending in twain of its inner hfe, greater

than any of the mere external schisms which have
taken place in earher ages, the collected religious

dignitaries of the English-speaking world, number-
ing some three hundred and fifty bishops, should

have passed a sponge over this whole discussion

bymerely reiterating a set of formulse, antiquated m
expression, if not in meaning, drawn up at a similar

conference in Asia Minor sixteen centuries ago* ; or

* Eesolution VI. of “ the Conference of Bishops of the Anglicaa
Communion, holden at Lambeth Palace ” in rgao, runs, m part, as
foEows :

" We believe that the visible unity of the Church will be
found to involve the whole-hearted acceptance of . . . the Creed
cominonly called Nicene as the sufSicieut statement of the Christian
faith.” On the preceding page we read : " The times call u« t» a
new outiooh and new measures.*’
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that, with Europe mat^naily and spiritually in chaos,

the successor of the fisherman at the Vatican should

be concerning himself, purely for reasons of matenal

pohcy, with the renewal of diplomatic relations with

France, with the safeguarding of his organization,

and the continuance of a celibate priesthood,

in the land of John Hus, and with the preservation

of the Moslem power at Constantinople and in

Nearer Asia, in order to neutrahze the progress

made by a great sister organization of Christians ? *

Is it too much to say, in the face of all this, that it

IS the organized Churches, and the habit of mmd
they foster—or, rather, fossihze—^which stand chiefly

in the way of the religious revival that has so often

been predicted and so often postponed? If by a

miracle the existing rehgious organizations could

be dissolved and their endowments not distributed

but obhterated, what opportunities would be opened

out and what energies released for the rehgious

aspirations of modem men and for the devising of

better means for their satisfaction 1

“ It is the letter which kiUeth and the spirit which

maketh ahve.” In the modern age the analogue

to the letter, and its jealous guardian, is the organiza-

tion. Rehgion is imprisoned by its professional

keepers. And this has become as trae of the

Protestant Churches, which owe their origin to a

great movement of spiritual liberation, of protest,

not merely against the abuses, but against the

fact itself of religious organization, as of their

Cathohc and Orthodox colleagues. The hardening

of Cathohcism into a system where, for all the

^ This was wnttea before the recent agreement, negotiated under

the new Pope, between the Vatican and Greece.
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beauty of its ritual and the majesty of its traditional

appeal, for all the spacious iibeity allowed in

non-essentials, the believer is committed to the

surrender of his spiritual freedom and initiative,

IS a problem and a spectacle with winch European

minds have been familiar for many centuries. But
the similar hardening of the Protestant Churches,

who can neither claim so imposing an ancestry nor

rival Rome in its outward graces, is a fact of the

last few generations ;
and it is due to the stealthy

pressure of material cares, to the silently growing

power of organization and system, to the pre-

dominance of the Marthas over the Manes, If

neither in France nor in Germany, neither in Holland

nor Hungary nor Switzerland, nor among the Free

Churches of Britain, a power of intellectual and
spiritual leadership is to be discerned, the main
cause is that the Churches have become accustomed

to regard themselves, according to the gospel, not

of their Master, but of the Guild-Socialists, as

professional organizations, and that , in the

atmosphere of endowment controversies and Million

Guinea funds, and of the worldly intrigues and
entanglements which these involve, deeper interests

are lost sight of. “ He that seeketh to save his

soul shall Jose it ” is as true of the hfe of organizations

as of the individual. In spite, if not because, of

the fifty years’ straggle of the Church of England to

preserve its schools the ex-Church school scholarswho
fought in France were found by the chaplains to

be as ignorant of the faith, and as indiflerent to

their ministrations, as their more reputedly godless

comrades ; nor do the efforts of the Free Churches
to arrest the decline in the statistics of their Sunday
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school scholars and Church members absolve them
from the duty of attending to the task for which

they were founded. The war has often been

described as proof of the impotence of the Christian

Churches It would be truer to say that modem
life as a whole is a demonstration that neither the

world nor the churches have even attempted to

be Christian. But the war has certainly set this,

the greatest and most baffling of all our problems,

in a new and glaring light, and made it more urgent

than ever for all good Europeans to apply their

minds to its solution.





PART II

THE SETTLEMENT

E)(^6(rTi7 oSvvTj iroXXa (^povkovra firjSevh^s Kpareew.

There ts no bitterer pain than to have much knowledge

and no power—•Hekodoxus





INTRODUCTORY

The events which now fall bnefly to be descnbed

have, in their sadness and in their irony, hardly, if

ever, been equalled in the long history of mankind.

A whole continent, worn out by effort and suffering,

by suspense and privation, looked to three men, in

whom the concentrated organization of a modern
war and the chances of pohtics had vested supreme

power over its destinies, to bring it lasting justice

and appeasement. They failed it. The gifts which

had made of the one a great teacher and preacher, of

the second a great energizer, and of the third the

heroic veteran of a desperate hour, were not the gifts

for which Europe called. Ignorant of their hmita-

tions, they essayed a task with which Fate, perhaps

in mercy, had forbidden a Lincoln and a

Cavour, each on a lesser stage, to grapple. While

they fumbled with the tiller of the ship of Europe's

fortunes it seemed, to one onlooker at least, as

though the devil himself were seizing it from their

hands.
“ The first six months after the armistice," re-

marked a high French authority recently, “ put

Europe back a hundred years," It is still in our

power to make this an over-statement, but it sums
up the impression made by the course of events on

the minds of the host of subsidiary actors who were

powerless to change the course of the plot. Every-

thing went wrong, from the first caU for negotiations

in October until the final rejection of the Treaties

by the United States Senate.

FE 8i
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the attack on the Iser Tirpitz bethought him, too

late, of the possibihties of the submarine, ^ but the

soldiers looked eastward. Their choice lay between
the north-east, with the possible rout and elimmation

of Russia, and the south-east, where lay the Danube
waterway and the road to Turkey, Heliferich, with

his eye on Roumanian grain and oil, advised

the one. Falkenhayn, who had taken Moltke's

place after the Marne, chose the other. Although
Turkey had now come into the war, she must wait

as yet for her munitions.

It was a precious interval for the Entente. If

Greece would co-operate, Serbia would be reheved,

Bulgariaintimidated orwon over,and the Dardanelles

opened by a rapid stroke. King Constantine in-

tervened with an unconstitutional veto
;
the Turks,

who had warning, were able to strengthen their

defences ; the British failed to push home their

naval attack, and, when their land-forces arrived

five months later, could gain but painful inches of

ground. The surprise landing at Suvla promised

better fortune, and there are men still hving who
looked down from the crest above upon the inner

waters widening to Gallipoli. But there was a delay

in the operation. Turkish reinforcements arrived,

^ By a decree of January 26, 1915, the German Govemment assumed
control of foodstuffs This was held by the Bntish Government to

justify themm detaming cargoes of foodstuffs as merchandise consigned
to the German Govemment A food-ship, the Wilhelmtna, was thus
detained While she was stiU m the pnze-court, before judgment had
been rendered m the case, the German Govemment, in a declaration

of February 4, 1915, declared its mtention of estabhshmg, as from
February 18, a blockade of the United Kingdom, to which the British

Govemment rephed by a counter-blockade The order of these events

IS often inverted by German apologists. It is worth adding, in this

connection, that the Bntish reluctance to place foodstuffs on the

contraband hst was not anticipated in German ofScial Quarters For
a cilnous piece of evidence on tins see my NaUonahtv and Government,

p. 308 (note).
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the attempt was abandoned, and the evacuation

followed. The blunder of a commander, or of a

subordinate, had prevented the sea-power from

piercing the one open joint m the land-power's

armour. The lilack Sea, and the gi eat Russian world

behind it, remained cut oil fiom the ocean. The
result was thiee more years of war and the Russian

revolution. So many ills could a failure of judgment
in one poor moi tal bring upon a continent and upon
mankind

!

Meanwhile, despite the intervention of Italy,

German arms were pressing eastward By the

autumn of 1915, after Suvla and the occupation of

Warsaw and Kovno, Falkenliayn was free to turn

south. Bulgaria, after disposing of her harvest,

joined the Germans in overrunning Serbia. The
remnant of a heroic army made its way across

Albania to Duraazo, and, eventually, to Corfu. It

was a second and almost more terrible Kossovo, but

the more quickly to be retneved. German prestige

was at its zenith, but victory was no nearer.

Roumania remained neutral.

Falkenhayn decided to cripple France before

Britain's new army could take the held. For four

months he hammered at Verdun. The did not

let him pass, and on July i, 1916, Kitchener's Army
struck on the Somme, the first battle in which tanks,

omen of a coming supenoiity of offence over defence,

at least on the land, took their ungainly part. At
the end of August Roumania threw in her lot

with the Allies, and rashly invaded Transylvania.

Falkenhayn gave place to Hindenburg and Luden-

dorff, who circumvented the Roumanians by a rapid

advance on the Danube. Bucharest was occupied
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in December. Helffericb was assured of Ms supplies

The winter of 1916-1917 was indeed to be terrible,

but, so far as food was concerned, the immediate

anxiety was removed.

The land-power now seemed more triumphant

than ever. After its many victories all it needed

was finahty. Within a few days of the occupation

of Bucharest the Kaiser and his three nominal
associates made a grandiloquent offer of peace. A
few days later President Wilson, whose intended

intervention had been delayed, first by the Lille

deportations and then by the Presidential election,

issued a note to the belhgerents asking them to

state their war-aims, and recommending “ peace

without victory.” But before his action could

mature, Ludendorff, aided by strong popular forces

in Germany, had converted the Kaiser to the pohcy

of using the submarine to the hmit. The German
people, who were hvmg largely on turnips, were

prepared to stake aU on a single throw to end the

war. In vain Helfierich argued that Amenca would

intervene, and would save, and send Bntam, more
additional food than the submanne would smk. * He
saw Hoover in a vision ; had he shown him in

person it is doubtful whether he would have con-

vinced men hke Ludendorff and the Kaiser, whose

minds moved in the old military grooves. But he

might have secured a six weeks' respite—the six

weeks which, as the event proved, sealed the doom
of the German power. On March 12 came the

Russian Revolution. It meant, as Berhn at least

could reahze, the end of the Russian resistance.

With the Eastern front eliminated, with Amenca still

^ See HelfEench, dsf Weltkneg, vol. a, p. 384ff.
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neutral, and with the resulting moral and financial

situation, the war might well have been won. But
it was too late now to capitulate to Washington,

The Russian disintegration, coinciding with the

failure of General Nivclle's offensive in Franci',

relieved the military but embariassed the political

situation. In April Count Czeinin, now Foreign

Minister for the young Emperor Karl, reported that

the Dual Monaicby could not face another winter's

fighting. When Ludendorlf would not listen to

him he appealed to Erzbeiger. One result was a

confused political cnsis in Germany in July, the

fall of Bethmann-Hollweg, and the passing of a

moderate war-aims resolution by the Reichstag,

which the new Chancellor, Michaehs, claimed the

right to interpret as he thought fit. Another was
the Stockholm Socialist confeience, wisely boycotted

by the governments of France, Italy, and, in the

face of a naive opposition, Britain.

Meanwhile the submarine, which looked, for some
weeks in the spring, as if it had found the heel of the

oceanic Achilles, was discovering the limitations of

its power. It was defeated, but only just defeated,

by the convoy system, and by the perfection

of the inter-alhed shipping organization. Peace

seemed further off than ever. True, the Eastern

army was now available. Nevertheless, man-power
was running shoit, and the American military

strength, if, as was to be feared, it could be trans-

ported to Europe, was limitless. Best strike soon

and hard to break the opposing morale. It was the

only road to victory stiU open to the land-power,

Italy had been weakened by Socialist and Catholic

propaganda* Ludendorff selected her for the first
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blow. It would carry Austria-Hungary through

the winter, and the news of the Germans in Vemce
and Verona might even end the war. Caporetto

followed
;
but its result was to make, not to break,

the morale at which the stroke was aimed. The
attack was stayed on the Piave, but its impact was
felt, not onlym Italy, but m certain English country

houses. Early m December, Lord Lansdowne
wrote a letter to the Daily Telegraph which seemed
to show that British morale was at last really

weakening. Ludendorff, no doubt over-estimating

the sigmficance of the new aUiance between a small

Conservative and a small “ Labour clique, decided

to strike at Britain. The offensive launched on

March 21 was the result. It found the Allies

unready. For though, with characteristic insight,

Mr. Lloyd George had read in Caporetto the lesson

of a unified Allied command, long since demanded
by the French, he withdrew the suggestion, with

a promptitude equally charactenstic, when it

encountered obstacles in the House of Commons.
It was not tiU March 26, at Doullens, in a gloomy

hour, that, on the initiative of Lord Milner, General

Fochwas set in supremecommand of the AUied forces.

The last great German efiort for victory was
doomed to failure within a few weeks. Ludendorff

has stated that it was not until after August 8

that he realized that the AUied counter-attack

could not be stayed, and that power was slippmg

from his grasp. His nimbler colleague Kuhlmann
saw it many weeks sooner, and on June 24 he

informed the Reichstag that he saw no prospect

of an early victory. By July 31, the beginning of

the fifth war-year, the Frankfurter Zeiiung was at
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last admitting that Germany would have to face

the whole force of America
;
in other words, that

the submarine must be discounted, and that the

war could not be won. But the soldiers would not,

and the politicians could not, face the facts of a

desperate situation. The one practical suggestion

"—that Geiraany should make common cause with

the anti-Bolsheviks, and letrievc in the East what
siie was losing m the West and overseas—made by
llelfferich after his brief visit to Moscow m August,

was S|>urned by the vacillating directors of German
policy. They preferred instead to supplement the

Brest-Litovsk Treaty by a commeicial agreement,

concluded with an envoy whose real mission

was to pave the way for a Gennan Revolution.

So through August and September events which

were the prelude to catastrophe took their course

in the West, on the Piave, in Salonika, and in

Allenby's headquarters in Palestine.

CHAPTER II

SEPTEMBER 29-NOVEMBER II, I918

On September 29 the storm broke. The bolt fell,

as in 1914, in the Balkans. The long train of events

which had been laid at Sarajevo culminated in the

valley of the Vardar, Bulgaria submitted to the

AlHes in an armistice. ICing Ferdinand fled.

Allied troops were free to enter his capital and to

move northwards to Bnda-Pesth, or eastwards to

Constantinople, as they might wish.

The news was followed immediately at Berlin

by the resignation of Count Hertling and the
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appointment of Prince Max von Baden as German
Chancellor, with control over the mihtary power.

The “ defection of Bulgaria from what was called

the Quadruple Alhance, but was, in effect, a military

empire, meant, for anyone in either camp who
had eyes to see, the end of the war

,
for it was the

end of that Prussian mihtarism against which, as

the world had been told a thousand times, the war
was being made “ This is the greatest day in

Bntish history since Waterloo,” remarked a leading

British official to the present writer when the news
arrived. The incubus which had lain heavy on
Europe for fifty years was removed. The frontiers

of the German dominion had shrank in a day, as

the German Press was admitting, from Nazareth

and Uskub and Kovno to Passan and Memel.
“ Mitteleuropa ” had passed into history, or rather

into romance. Ail that remained was to press home
the victory and to perfect the schemes, already well

on foot, for the pohtical and economic settlement

of Europe. Those with inside knowledge reckoned

that fighting might go on for another six weeks,

and, to give precision to his estimate, November 10

was hazarded by one of them as the date of the

close of hostihties. It has frequently been stated

since that the events of October and November,

the collapse of the German resistance, took the

world by surprise. This may have been true of

the pubhc, of the soldiers, who naturally could

not see how hollow the iron shell of military orgamza-

tion they still saw in front of them had become,

and of some of the more slapdash pohticians ;
it

was not true of those whose business it was to advise

them from the fullest attainable knowledge of the
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facts. Every careful student of Germany knew
that, when the German morale yielded, it would

collapse utterly and at once ; and even those who
knew too little of Geimany to have been on the

look-out for this beforehand could have read it

for themselves in the German Pi ess. It would,

perhaps, be well to give one refeience. Piofessor

Delhi lick’s war-diary for September, 1918, published

m the Prembischc JahrbUchcr for Octoliei, is a tragic

and almost classical instance of the way m which

tiie German mmd reacts to outer ciicumstance,

and hastens to leadapt its whole philosophy of life

and history accordingly. Witlim a day of the

Bulgarian collapse he had admitted the bankruptcy

of the Machtpoliiik, which he had been upholding

and teaching throughout his long career, and was
turning his mmd senoiisly and respectfully to

Anglo-Saxon political ideas and to the possibilities

of a League of Nations.

Let us briefly recall the situation with which the

Allied statesmen were faced in October, 1918.

The world, as we have seen, was divided into two
great systems of economic organization, the one

oceanic, and in control of the world’s chief souices of

industrial raw material and of food-supply, the

other European. The Ocean had now definitely

defeated the Continent ; the besiegers had won the

day. With the collapse of tlie German military

power and its supersession by civil governments,

now no longer five, but (counting the Baltic states)

likely to become well-nigh a dozen in Europe alone,

the organization which, like a steel corset, had held

Europe together for the last four years, wMch had
provided emplo3nncnt, transport, food, and finance
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for its hard-ndden populations, was destined to

disappear. Europe, “ from the Rhine to the Volga,”

to quote from a memorandum written at the time,

was m solution. It was not a question now of auto-

cratic as against popular government ; it was a

question of government against anarchy. From one

moment to the next every responsible student of

public affairs, outside the ranks of the professed

revolutionaries, however red his previous affihations

may have been, was turned perforce mto a Conser-

vative. The one urgent question was to get Europe
back to work.

This mvolved innumerable difficulties of detail.

The chief, perhaps, was the problem of demobihza-

tion. How was the German army, consisting in

large part of industrial workers, to be demobihzed

into a society which was as yet wholly unable to

absorb them ? The Austro-Hunganan army was

faced with an even more urgent problem. It could

not be demobihzed because there was no authority to

send it home The collapse of the Dual Monarchy
mvolved the vanishing of the War Office. In the

event, the men mostly found their way home them-

selves, not without violence and larceny. The first

War Minister of the new Austrian Repubhc, a

Sociahst, Dr. JuHus Deutsch, has written an in-

teresting account of how he took up his quarters in

the old Habsburg War Ministry, and set to work

manfully to bring order out of chaos. Noske, the

German Majority Sociahst, has written a similar

story of his expenence as first War Mimster of the

German Repubhc.^ Others no doubt could tell the

^ Von Kiel bts Kapp, von Gustav Noske, Berlin, 1920 ,
Aus Oester-

reicTi's Revolution, von Dr Julius Deutsch, Vienna, 1921.
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1918, a super-government, or something very hke

it, was actually in existence, and plans had been
made, and could have been put into effect without

surpassing difficulty, for meeting the very problems
which men looked to the League of Nations to solve.

The oceanic, hke the continental system, had per-

fected its economic organization In October, 1918,

it stood, compact and victorious, at the zenith of

its efficiency. Inter-Alhed Committees, working

under the authority of the Supreme War Council,

were exercising a control over the whole, or the

greater part, of the extra-continental supphes of

wheat, sugar, meats and fats, oil and oilseeds,

copper, tin, nitrate of soda, rubber, wool, cotton,

jute, hemp and flax, leather, timber, coal, paper,

petroleum, and tobacco, together with nearly all the

Allied, and a large block of neutral shipping, which,

owing to the submarine, was the narrow neck of

the bottle regulating the volume and destination of

every sea-borne commodity. What expedient could

be more practical, and indeed more logical, than

that the victorious system should recognize its

responsibihty towards the tasks of its defeated rival,

annex, as it were, the continental area to its domain,

and so once more reknit the economic unity which

the war had sundered ? And what happier means

could be devised for the promotion of the ideal of

international co-operation of which the League of

Nations was to be the lasting embodiment ? It is

not given to peoples, except for the briefest of spells,

to hve by faith alone. Europe needed a visible

demonstration of the spirit and methods of the new

order which had been preached from Washington.

By their handhng of the urgent problem of Europe's
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economic need the Piesident and his message would

be judged.

We can now take up once moie the thiead of

events.

In the fust week of October the new German
GovernnieriC as was expected, decided to abandon
the Geiman war-aims en bloc, and to accede to those

of the Allies The natural mode of doing so would
have been to approach the Supreme War Council

or the Allied governments individually, with a

request for negotiations upon the teims and
principles so repeatedly proclaimed by their .states-

men. But, with a clumsy attempt at astuteness,

which proved, m the event, to be the height of folly,

instead of approaching the Allies as a whole with

a request foi peace, the German Government

approached President Wilson alone with a request

for an armistice. Its motive in approaching

President Wilson was plain enough. Notwith-

standing the general acceptance of his ideas and
pohey by the Allied statesmen, notably by Mr,

Lloyd George in a speech to the American troops in

the summer, the President’s own statements had
been more explicit, especially on the all-important

economic issue, than those of any of his confederates.

The third of his Fourteen Pomts stipulated for

equahty of trade conditions ” between the parties

to the peace, and only a few days before, on Septem-

ber 27, he had made a speech in strong condemnation

of “ selfish economic leagues,^' of which the oceanic

combination, in German eyes, was a potential

embodiment. Moreover, the President had nowhere

in Ms speeches laid particular stress on the reparation

due by the aggressors in the war for the damage
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caused by their invasion of Allied territory. It

might, therefore, seem to a German statesman, faced

with a choice of methods of surrender, that better

terms might be secured from the President than

from Bntam, France, and Italy. After all, the

President’s onginal ambition, only frustrated by
the declaration of the unhmited submarine war less

than two years before, had been to act as a mediator.

Why should he not once more assume the same role ?

Nevertheless the choice of the President proved a
grave blunder, for the Woodrow Wilson of October,.

1918, was no longer the man of December, 1916;
still less was the American public the same as it

was before the wave of enthusiasm and of sustamed

effort and expectation which had followed America’s-

entry into the war. Moreover, it indicated a distrust

of the Alhed statesmen and their peoples which

augured ill for the future.

Still more disastrous was the decision to ask for

an armistice. The request was indeed made
contrary to the better judgment of the Chancellor.

It was due to the insistence of Ludendorff, who-

thought himself faced in the early days of October

with an imminent military debacle in the West,

and wished at all costs to save the reputation of

the system which he embodied—^for reasons which

have become more apparent m the recent develop-

ments of German pohtics. With deplorable weak-

ness the Chancellor allowed himself to be overruled.

In the event, it was some forty days before the

armistice was secured—^time enough for the expected

debacle to have occurred, or, alternatively, for a

prehminary peace to have been negotiated. In the

interval the Field-Marshal realized that he had lost
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bis nerve and had exaggerated the inimmencc of

what remained, indeed, a real peril. But by that time

his government was well launched on the wrong track.

It had never been expected that the war would

end in an armistice An armistice signifies a

temporary cessation of fighting, under conditions

allowing for its resumption should negotiations

break down—as happened, for instance, between

the Balkan league and the Turks m 1913. It was
obvious that the industrial developments of modern
warfare made such a piocedure impossible in this

case. The vast stream of munitions and of the

other elements of war-production could no more
be turned off and on again from one day to the next

than a Niagara. If war-production, together with

the myriad arrangements dependent upon it, ceased,

it would be well-nigh impossible to resume it. If

it continued, the iron stream would accumulate

until it rapidly overflowed all possible means for

containing it. Any cessation of hostilities, then,

by whatever name it weie called, must, for strictly

practical reasons, be final. It had, therefore, been

expected that the war would end with the conclusion

of a preliminary peace, brought about, as 111 1814

and 1871, after a few weeks' negotiation during the

actual continuance of hostilities, and hastened by
the desire on both sides to save hfe. When Germany,

however, contrary to these precedents, asked first

for an armistice, she forced the Allies to draw up
terms so stringent as to render her resumption of

hostilities impossible. It was for this reason that

the conditions drawn up by the Allied mihtary

and naval authorities involved extensive measures

of military disarmament and occupation, and
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the continuance of the blockade, which was then
actually, as it still is potentially, the most powerful

instrument of control over the military system of

Germany. In this connection it should be remem-
bered that it was not tiU November 29 that the

German submarines operating in the Mediterranean

returned to their home ports The armistice may
have contributed somewhat, m unimaginative eyes,

to save the prestige of the German army, if not of

the German navy
; but, on the other hand, it thus

entailed the continuance, for the time being, of

war-time conditions, and left the German govern-

ment powerless, in the relaxation of the AUies’ sense

of urgency, to hasten the conclusion of peace

Moreover, since an armistice is primarily a mihtary
and naval matter, it gave the soldiers and sadors

a predominance in what were, in effect, partly

peace discussions, to which the state of Europe
as It then was, and, stiU more, as it was becoming,

little entitled them. Thus it was that, whether
through inadvertence or pedantry, the strong

recommendation made by the representative of

the Alhed Maritime Transport Council, that a

provision should be mcluded for the delivery of

the German and Austrian merchant vessels and
their control by the Council, was rejected, thus

delaying for nearly four months the utihzation of

nearly a million tons of shipping at a time when
Europe was crying out for sea-borne commodities.

Little did the Chancellor think, when he 5delded to

Ludendorff’s appeal m the first week of October,

1918, that he was thereby delaying the conclusion

of peace, the return of the German prisoners, and
the resumption of commercial and diplomatic

Ge
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relations between Germany and her enemies till

January, 1920, and, indeed, m the case of the

United States, till November, 1921.

October was occupied, on the diplomatic stage, by
a correspondence between the President and the

Geiman government, cnlminaling in a virtual

demand by the former foi the abdication of the

Kaisei and an implied piomisc of better terms if it

occurred. The Allies, who were, for the moment,
out of the play, followed it with bated breath, not

realizing the mischief that was in the making Foi

the President, had he only known it, was undermin-

ing the very foundations of his own Libeial pro-

gramme, and iinperillmg the hope of its realization

in Central Em ope. By appearing to cast the blame
for the crime of the war upon the Kaiser and the

small group of his governing circle, he encouraged

the German people in the fatal belief—still one of

the main obstacles to the peace of Europe—that
there is any essential difference in public affairs, and
among a civilized and instructed people, between

sins of commission and of omission, and that those

who had allowed themselves to be used as the willing

and, indeed, enthusiastic instruments of an ir-

responsible and unscrupulous ruler, and iiad been

ready to profit by Iris successes, could acquit them-

selves of their responsibility by driving him into the

wilderness as a scapegoat Moreover, and what was
under the immediate circumstances even worse, by
asking the German people to effect a change not

provided for in their constitution he was striking

a blow at the system of limited and constitutional

monarchy which had now actually been inaugurated

and opening the door to revolution at the very
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moment when it was the duty of everygoodEuropean,

and of all who cared for Europe's welfare, to promote

stability and conservatism. The President did

indeed succeed, by his academic thunders, in driving

the Kaiser into exile and bringing a German
Repubhc into existence, but at what a cost ! The
figurehead was changed, but, as was inevitable, the

administrative and judicial personnel remained.

The new regime, insecurely, because hastily,

estabhshed within the framework of the old order,

had to face the whole odium of defeat, and of the

economic disasters which followed it. Worst of all,

the German people, having been led to believe that

they could dissociate their own behaviour from that

of their rulers, were given, if not a legitimate, at

least a natural and very human ground of gnev-

ance, when they discovered that the day of judg-

ment still lay before and not behind them.

Meanwhile, during the forty days' correspondence,

Ludendorff's empire fell into liquidation On
October 21 the German-Austrian deputies met alone

for the first time. By the end of the month Czecho-

slovakia and Jugo-Slavia were in being. Poland

followed a few days later. In the Baltic provinces

the Red Army of Russia was eagerly awaiting the

German retreat. But the Continent was still cut

oh from the Ocean, and the inter-Alhed organization

was still making plans, as it was bound to do, for

the continuance of the war into the next summer.

When the President had brought his argument

with the Germans to what he deemed a satisfactory

conclusion he transmitted their request for an armis-

tice to the Alhed governments. He informed them at

the same time that the German people were prepared
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to make peace “ upon the terms and pnnciples set

forth ” in his “ address of January 8, 1918 (the

so-called Fourteen Points speech), and subsequent

addiesses,” mcluding, of course, the address of Sep-

tember 27, and enquiicd whether they weie prepared

to accept the same basis for detailed negotiations.

The Supreme Council met on October 31, and on
the 1st, 2nd, and 4th of November, to consider Ins

communication. The minutes of these momentous
meetings have, of course, not been made public,

but, from the accounts given by M. Tardiou and
others, it would seem that the discussion of the

details of the armistice, which was, after all, the

most urgent matter, took up the bulk of the lime.

Whether the addresses of the President were ever

considered in detail, and subjected to an analysis of

their vague and sometimes inconsistent phraseology,

we have as yet no official means of knowing. It

may, however, bo conjectured that the President’s

representative, Colonel House, considered that the

United States should cease hostilities upon this

basis, whether the Allies accepted it or not. How-
ever this may be, Britain, France, and Italy decided

to signify their adherence to the President's “ terms

and principles ” with three reservations. In the

first place, Britain, followed by the other Allies,

struck out the clause relating to the freedom of the

seas- In the second, agam, it appears, on the

British initiative, the President's references to

reparation were accentuated and re-stated in the

following formula :
“ Compensation shall be paid

'

for all damage done to the civilian population of

the Allies and their property by the aggression

^ See note on p. 309.
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of Germany by land, by sea, and by air.” Finally,

the Italian representatives secured the placing

on record of a statement that they did not regard

the basis thus accepted for peace with Germany
as governing the future settlement with Austria-

Hungary. On November 5 the President informed

the German government, through the Swiss Minister

at Washington, that the Alhed governments had
accepted his proposed basis, with the two reserva-

tions mentioned. The Italian reservation, as not

affecting Germany, was not included m his com-
mumcation, and, for some reason not hitherto

disclosed, but surely httle creditable to the Alhed

governments, it was not published separately,

and only became known during the Fiume
controversy some months later. On November ii

the German plenipotentiaries signed the armistice,

practically on the terms submitted them by Marshal

Foch, with an additional clause, due to the insistence

of Herr Erzberger, stipulating that the Allies con-

templated the revictualling of Germany, but without

providing for the shipping which would be required if

others were not to go short to meet the German need.

Let us pause to survey the political situation

at which we have arrived.

The Allied and enemy governments were now
bound by hwo engagements. The first, in time as

m importance, was the mutual pledge to conclude

peace upon the terms and principles set forth in the

President’s addresses Tins pledge, offered by the

Germans on October 5, had been accepted by the

Allies with certain reservations, in a communication

dated November 4 and pubhshed three days later.*

^See Appendix I , Part I.
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It is therefore geneialiy known as the Pre-Aimistice

Agreement of Novembci 4. The question has since

been laised as to whether this mutual pledge, made
by correspondence, constituted a binding inter-

national agi cement. Without going into teciim-

caiities, the point may be briefly answered. In the

first place it was regarded as so binding by the

parties, and by the Press and public men, in their

comments at the time ; the vigorous protest made
by the Australian Premier against the '' bond ”

signed, as he complained, behind his back, may be

lecailed in particular^
;
and it was on the strength of

this interpretation that the German government

authorized its plenipotentiaries to sign the armistice

by which it engaged to disband its foices. In the

second place it was expressly stated to be so binding

by the Allied governments on several occasions dur-

ing subsequent negotiations, particularly in the

covering letter accompanying the final terms sub-

mitted to the German Peace Delegation in June,

1919.* The agreement, then, must be regarded as

being as solemn and as formal as any pact, like the

Belgian Treaty of 1839, signed in due and proper

form by plenipotentiaries round a table. And i! there

was one portion of it more binding than another it

was the clause which the Allies drew up of their own
motion, in order, as they said, that no misunderstand-

ing might arise on the question of reparations. The
wording of that clause, which has already been

quoted, made it perfectly clear, both to the lay

mind and to those who were familiar with the
^ Speech of November 7, reported in The Ttme'> of November 8, with

commoat ia a leading article Mr. Hughes retorted in a letter published
the following day He took particular exception to I^oiats 3 and 5
among the Fourteen Points, and to the reparation formula

® See Appendix IL, Part X.
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technicai discussions, that the Allies demanded only

the payments due for damages suffered during the

war by their civihan citizens, and renounced the

request for an indemnity, on the 1871 model, for the

cost of the military and naval operations themselves.

The wisdom of such a renunciation, in view of the

origin of the war, and of the cripphng cost of such

items as pensions and separation allowances, par-

ticularly to invaded states hke France, Belgium,

Serbia, and Italy, may be disputed. ^ But as to the

fact that it was made there can be no dispute.

The Times, in its editorial of November 7, whilst not

criticizing the policy adopted, characterized it as
“ an unusual concession to defeated enemies.”

It may be asked why, then, has so httle been

heard among the Alhed, and especially the British

public, of the agreement of November 4, and why
IS it still so widely beheved that the war ended in an

unconditional German surrender. The answer is

not creditable, but neither is it far to seek It is

because the Alhes, and again especially the British

government, took no steps whatever to enlighten the

pubhc as to the true nature of the diplomatic

situation Whether out of embarrassment or pre-

occupation, the agreement was passed over in

^ It has since become clear, through the wntings of Mr, Keynes and
others, that a serious injustice has been done to the invaded countnes
by the adoption of the “ compensation for damage ” formula Mr
Keynes is no doubt on sound ground in arguing (A Revision of the

Tteaty, p ii8) that “ indirect pecuniary and business losses ansing m
the devastated distncts out of the war ” axe not admissible for com-
pensation under the formula A moment’s reflection on the loss of
business and workuig power involved to the French nation through the
occupation of its chief mdustnal distnct for four years will help to

ei-plam the state of pubhc opimonm Fiance on the reparation question
If Mr Keynes had kept this aspect of the mattermmmd whilst penning
the statistical analyses on French reparation claims m his two books,
and worded the tone of his comment accordingly, his sjnnpathetic

attitude on the question of mter-Ally debts ivould have been quicker
to receive recognition from French pubhc opinion
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silence. The writer cannot recall a single instance

during the last three years in which the British

Premier, or the British Foreign Secretary, whose

joint duly it is to keep the public abreast of

imjiortanl developments m our foreign policy, have

made clear from the platform the real nature of the

obligations assumed by us before the armistice to

the enemy governments and peoples.

There is a further aspect of the agreement of

November 4 which has also been ignored. President

Wilson's speeches ranged over a wide area, and the

acceptance of the pohexes outlined in them covered

a number of points already dealt with, in treaties

concluded during the war—^treaties which have been

much criticized for their perhaps excusable secrecy,

but are in some cases more open to attack for their

substance. The Italian government, as we have

already seen, had the foresight to think out the

implications involved in the Wilson policy, and to

keep its hands free within the sphere of its own
special interests. But the very fact of this Italian

reservation was a vigorous reminder that the

Wilson policy so pubhely adopted, and at so

solemn a moment, was incompatible with certain

other precedent obligations, and therefore neces-

sarily, under the circumstances, superseded them.

Since not all, but only the leading Allied Powers,

were represented at the Supreme Council at which

the new policy was adopted, formal notice should

perhaps have been sent to Serbia, Greece, and other

Alhcd states whose interests were thereby affected.

The public, at any rate, which was told of the

acceptance of the Wilson policy, naturally con-

cluded that its implications were being worked out
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(which was indeed the case, so far as the experts

were concerned), and would duly be embodied m
the treaties. Had it known of the Itahan reserva-

tion regarding the Austro-Himganan peace it

would only have been confirmed in what, to the

lay mmd, seemed the only natural and practical

view, that the acceptance of Wilson pnnciples as

governing the peace with Germany involved also

their acceptance for the settlement with Bulgaria,

Turkey, and (with allowance for the Itahan reserva-

tion) Austna-Hungary For was not the homo-
geneity of the settlement one of the very pnnciples

laid down in the President’s addresses ^

Why the President did not drive home this

simple logic to the Alhed statesmen in a brief final

communication is stiU an unexplamed mystery.

It is true that there were some of the secret

engagements of which the President knew nothing

till he reached Paris ; but there were others,

such as the Treaty of London, which had been

widely published and the authenticity of which was
known by most well-informed European students

of affairs. Here was a grave and fatal fault of

omission, which proved a seed of endless mischief.

The second bindmg agreement was the armistice

itself. This was a document concerned, not with

the peace settlement itself, but with the military and

naval arrangements precedent to its negotiation. We
have already seen that its negotiators, holding even

too hmited a view of its technical character, had
rejected a provision which their economic advisers

regarded as indispensable on more general grounds.

But there was a further and more ominous factor

in the situation on the morning when the armistice
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was signed Both the governments which were pii-

marily responsible foi it no longei retained the confi-

dence of their peoples. On Saturday, November 9,

when the German plenipotentiaries were already on
enemy soil, the explosion for which the Picsident,

whether consciously or not, had been laying the tram
took place in Berlin. Pimee Max of Baden resigned,to

be leplaced, for the time being, by a provisional gov-

cinment of Socialist Commissanes {Volksbcattfimgte)

The Kaisei iledfrom Spa into Holland, and the minor

German sovereigns and pimces abdicated en masse

Meanwhile, on November 5, on the very day on which

he forwarded to the German government the Allies’

acceptance of his principles and pohey, the result of

the biennial Congressional elections showed that the

President, who had appealed to the people on a party

issue, would no longer command a majority in the

legislature and joint treaty- making body. His own
people had turned against the preacher at the moment
of his greatest triumph abroad. Here, indeed, fate

was weaving the matter for a confused and tragic

denouement. “ They are ringing theii bells/’

remarked one who knew both Europe and America

to the wntcr on the morning of November il,

“ They will be wringing their hands soon.”

Walpole’s sombre jest soon found fulfilment.

CHAPTER in

FROM NOVEMBER II, I918, TO THE OPENING OF THE
PEACE CONFERENCE

On the morning of November ii the writer was one

of those who stood at a Foreign Office window and
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watched Mr. Lloyd George at his door in Downing
Street across the road, receiving the congratulations

of the small crowd that had gathered at the news
of the armistice. To the man in the street the

Premier was the symbol of victory, and of the long

effort now ended at last. But the men at the

upper windows were looking, not back, but forward.

His power they knew, and his energy, and his

capacity for repainng what had been up to two
years before an almost complete ignorance of

Europe.^ Would he who now s5unbolized victory

have the vision and the courage and the humihty
to become also Europe's chief artificer of peace

and justice ? For it was plain that, in the complex

and difficult tasks that lay ahead, the chief respon-

sibility would fall upon Bntam. France, who had

borne the mam and, for well-nigh two years, almost

the whole brunt of the mihtary effort, was unnerved

and exhausted. America was new to European

problems. If Britain rose to the height of a great

opportunity, she could dominate the coming confer-

ence by her combination of ripe expenence and

unselfish detachment, and act as the interpreter of

the wiser mind of America to an expectant Europe.

On the afternoon of the same day chance brought

the writer into contact with one who had come
flesh from converse with the Premier. What he

told was stunmng, and what was even more stunning

was the impression he conveyed of the atmosphere

that he had just left. The Premier, so he said,

was making ready for a General Election. This

space forbids illustrative quotation The Schleswig-Holstein
“ howler,” by reason of the particular importance of the occasion, may
serve for an example (Parliamentary Debates, vol iiy, p 1214, debate
of July 3, X9I9)-
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was not sLirthng news in itself, although at such

a moment, with Europe acini t and nicidcrlcss, it

seemed a somewhat paioclnal pieocenpation.

Parliament was stale, the sutlragc had been extended,

and a (jcncia! Election witli a limited mandate to

strengthen a government uiiicli was then still a coali-

tion of thiee out of the four parhamentaiy parties,

in the coming tasks of negotiation and icconstruclion

was no unreasonable expedient But tins was
not, it appeared, what was projected. The Premier

intended to stiffen the ranks of his supporters, to

organize what would, despite its name, be a new
government party, and to appeal to the electors foi

a full five yeais’ measure of confidence—m brief,

to light what would inevitably degenerate into a

khaki election. Before the week was out the news

was public property. On Saturday, November i6,

within five days of the armistice, the Piemier had
appealed at an old-style political gathering, with a

duke in the chair, and had inaugurated the most

momentous election campaign in the whole record

of the British Parliament.

Let us pause for a moment to consider what a

British Premier, at such a moment, might have told

his fellow-countrymen. He could have begun by
emphasizing the completeness of the victory, and

the part played by British sea-power and British

arms in securing it. He could have made them
realize, what it was hard at such a moment, and after

such an eSort, for an unimaginative people like the

English to take in, that Prussian militarism lay in

very truth in the dust, and that a new era was dawn-

ing for Central and South-Eastern Europe. He
could have told them of the many peoples, some of
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them ex-enemies, but some of them—^the greater

number—natural friends and allies, who were now at

length dehvered from the yoke of Ludendorff’s

domimon. With the picturesque touch of which

he IS so inimitable a master he could have given the

Bohemian and the Slovak, the Serb, the Croat,

and the Slovene, the Pole, the Ruthene, and even the

Magyar, not to speak of the nations of the Caucasus,

Nearer Asia, and Syria, at least some faint shadow
of reality for the British people. All these, he could

have told them, were now hberated, expectant, and
looking to Britain—the embodiment of the ripest

pohtical wisdom in the modern world—to help them
through this crisis in their national hfe. He could

have made them feel that they were hvmg through

one of those crucial and plastic moments of history

which decide the fate of vast territories for many
generations of men and women, and that it was to

Britain that these looked, and looked with a naive,

ardent, and unquestioning hope, all the greater

because of the respect inspired in those of them who
had encountered the British soldier or individual

representatives of the British name, to set them on

the road to liberty, justice, and prospenty. Would
Britain rise to the height of what men asked of her ?

That, he could have published throughout the land,

was the question which was to be decided at the

polls. The war had ended a full six months earher

than the pubhc had expected. We had, so to

speak, SIX months’ fighting power and six months’

finance m hand. He did not ask the British people

to sacrifice a smgle hfe on the tasks of European

reconstruction. All he asked was that the men
now under arms, or a sufficient proportion of them,
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retiiming to the colours after a short leave to see

their families, should imdeitake to serve on police

duty on behalf of weaker nations faced with the

task, at a moment's notice, of organizing a govern-

ment out of chaos ; and that British credit should

be mobilized, together with the credit of the United

States, of Fiance, Iialy, and Japan, and he ventured

to hope, of neutiai peoples, such as Norway, Sweden,

Denmark, Holland, and Switzerland, if they, too,

felt any responsibihty towards their less fortunate

neighbours, in a combined international credit

scheme for restoring the productive power of an

impoverished Continent.

Then he could have spoken to them of the League

of Nations. He could have explained to them that,

between nations as between classes, there is no true

relationship of co-operation, still less of fraternity,

between the rich and the destitute, tie could have

made them see, he of ail men, with his unerring power
of making a telling point, that to form an association,

whether of nations or individuals, composed of

debtors and creditois was to build upon the sand,

and that a League of Nations thus composed would

never win the confidence of expectant and practical

men and women. Finance, he could have exclaimed,

was the key to the settlement, as sea-power and

shipping had been to the war. Set Europe on her

feet again as the busy centre of the world's industries,

fill her empty factories with raw material, provide

employment for her demobihzcd soldiers, put them
to work upon the goods for which, at the moment,

everyone is asking, and everyone is still able to pay,

and you will be keeping solvent—nay, more, keeping

aHve (for it is a matter of life and death to tens of
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thousands)—^men and women who will be your

friends and your customers in after years.

As regards the German people, our relations, he
could have said, will be difi&cult. We owe them the

stnctest and most punctual justice. We must carry

out, in the letter and in the spirit, the terms on which
they laid down their arms. But we cannot forget,

and it is for us to see that they come to understand,

the nature of the crime m which they have been the

passive, but no less for that the responsible, accom-

plices. They must realize what it means to have
brought war, and four and a half years of angmsh
and misery, upon the peoples whose homes they

have destroyed or defiled. If Cologne and Frankfurt

stand where they have stood for centuries, while

ypres and Arras and Belgrade are m ruins, let

us see to it that, according to the strict letter of

the terms, Germany pays, and pays as quickly as her

revived production allows, for every wrong that she

has done, so far as it can be assessed in money value,

towards the civihan populations of her enemies. It

IS true that, on this basis, Britain will not receive

so much as those whose civilian populations have

sufiered, not on sea and from the air only, but on

land ; but the victims of the Zeppelin and the

dependents of our heroic merchant seamen will be

provided for ; and as Britain and her Domimons did

not enter the war with the thought of gam, neither

would they desire to strike a hard bargain in the

moment of victory. We are a nation of seamen

and of traders ;
and, as such, we have played our

good part in the common efiort^ But we are not a

nation of shopkeepers.

Thus it was that he might have spoken and
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could have spoken The facts wcie at his command,
and tlie men who had worked out their implications

were at Ins service. Nor was he, so i1 appeals,

unawaie of the oppoi tiimty opened out to him.

One oi those wiio pleaded with him in this sense

dming those critical days has related how the

Preman, with a good angel at one ear and a bad
at the other, seemed neaily won to the better

cause lie mred, not, like the English people,

out of Ignorance, but deliberately, out of cowaidice

and lack of faith. At the pmnacie of his taieer,

when the moiai leadership of Europe lay within

his giasp, he yielded to the Tempter and made
what will live in human annals as one of the Greatest

Refusals in history. He sinned against the light, and

the sin of one weak mortal, entrusted with power for

which he had not the moral stature, caused suffering

to millions, and kept a continent in chaos. For all

Ms bravado, he has been a. haunted man ever since.

During the first week after the armistice the moral

thermometer of the British people went down some
fifty degrees. During the subsequent month, right

up to polling day in the middle of December, it con-

tinued to fall. The seif-dedication, the unselfish

idealism, the sense of national and individual

responsibility for the making of a better woild, pain-

fully achieved and sustained throughout more than

four years of tension, were dissipated in a riot of

electioneering, thrown like chaff on the winds of

demagogic claptrap and invective. A section of the

Press, with a lapse of memory more excusable in

journalism than in statesmanship, neglecting the

Pre-Armistice Agreement of but a week or two

before, loudly demanded that Germany should be
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asked to defray the entire cost of the war. After a

few vain attempts at evasion, the Premier gelded,

and was then led on, floundering and uncomfortable,

from one pitfall to another. Ignormg the state of

Europe and the appeals which were already pressing

m for the services of British troops m maintammg
order, and equally bhnd to the state of emplojunent

at home, he pledged himself to rapid demobiliza-

tion ; then, faced with the possibihty of Bntain

entering the council chamber shorn of the force

wherewith to execute her decisions, he turned round

and with characteristic insouciance made perhaps

the greatest incursion ever attempted by a British

statesman into continental politics by calhng for

the abolition of all conscnpt armies. Danes and
Dutchmen, Swedes and Swiss, unfamiliar with

slapdash thinking, not hitherto associated with a

British Premier, must have rubbed their eyes in

amazement, but the compatriots of Marshal Foch,

who had surely a right at such a moment to feel a

pride in the mihtary system which had borne them
to victory, may have been pardoned for being

conscious of other sentiments than surprise. And
so the campaign proceeded. To speak of Central

Europe m terms of relief, of encouragement, of

orgamzation, was to be stamped as a “ pro-German,’'

and, in the eyes of the unenlightened electorate.

Central Europe was still thought of as either wholly

German or as still under German dominion. It

was not till many months after the armistice that

the term “ Central Empires ” fell into disuse among
public speakers and writers.^ The problems of the

’Itoccurs prominently m the New York Nakonm an Octobei, 1921,
issue

He
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newly liberated stales remained wholly unknown,
and the pioblems of Germany herself were minimized

and evaded by politicians, whose biismcss was
rather to ride to victoiy on past events than to

shed light on the existing situation. Thus it was
that by a crowning instance of that British slow-

wittedness which has sometimes carried English-

men m the pasl through dangers greater than they

knew, during the weeks when her statesmen were
marring the future for which the flower of her

youth had given their lives, the conscience of Britain

found no tongue wherewith to speak. The Press,

the Universities, the Chuiches, all ignored the

infamy which was being committed. Here and
there a brave voice like that of Bishop Gore,

representative of the true Christianity, was raised

in protest against the hurricane ; but there was no

organized opposition. The official leaders of the

Church evidently regarded the question of the

violation of the Pre-Armistice Agreement as beyond

their province, A year later they were organizing

collections on Holy Innocents* Day for the count-

less victims of a ruler who, if less direct a murderer

than his predecessor, had slain his tens of thousands

where Herod had, at the most,
,

slain thousands.

Even the opposing political parties were cowed

into silence. The Labour manifesto demanded
reparation without making clear the vital distinction

between damages and war-costs, whilst the Liberal

leader lamely admitted, to his shame, in answer

to a Scottish heckler, that the claim to total war-costs

was justifiable. It did not save him his seat.

Meanwhile, what was happening in the wider

world? The story of the first eight or ten weeks
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after the armistice can be summed up in three

words—delay, confusion, and disillusionment.

Hostilities with Austria-Hungary and Turkey had
ended in each case with an armistice and a conse-

quent military occupation
, but the resulting prob-

lems were left to be handled by those most directly,

and therefore the less impartially, concerned with

them. The Austro-Hunganan armistice hne, drawn
up by the Italian Commander-in-Chief and hastily

passed by the Supreme Council at Paris, corre-

sponded m a remarkable manner with the line drawn
in the Treaty of London , and the Jugo-Slavs of

Ljubliana and Split and Sebenik and Kotor, who
were expectmg a composite force of Allied troops

to consolidate their hberation from the Habsburg
yoke, found themselves with Italians alone quar-

tered upon them, to remain there for many months
and spread new seeds of embitterment and misun-

derstanding. Sarajevo and Zagreb in their turn were

left almost entirely to the Serbs. Meanwhile the

Turkish armistice produced an even more plenteous

harvest of strife, culmmating eventually in a new
war which, as these lines are being written, is still

proceeding. But that hes outside the framework

of this volume.

As for the economic problem, the master question

of the moment, it was simply shelved. The Tad-

poles and Tapers who were busy cutting coupons

and counting constituencies had no time to spare on

trivial tasks, such as the restocking and revictualling

of Europe. The momentum of war-time pohcy

and organization lasted long enough for the Bntlsh

Cabmet to approve and transmit, on November 13,

a proposal emanating from the Allied Mantime
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Council for that body and its staff to be merged into

a General Economic Council, “ which would
co-ordinate the work of the various councils, and
through them the work of the Programme Com-
mittees ” foi the problems of the transition jiieiiod

But wlien the proposal met with unintelligent

opposition from Washington, it W'as not pressed by
a government which, as the days went on, was less

and less inclined to identify itself with a healing

and remedial policy for Central Europe The
result was first a deadlock and then a rapid dis-

mantling and dibintegratioii of the whole organization

so laboriously built up. First the American repre-

sentatives declined to continue serving, in face of

the attitude of their government, and then, with

the discontinuance of the financial arrangements

under which it had been carried on, the other

governments, already debtors, lost interest in

the work. Wlicn, in December, the Food Controllers

and other inteiested members of the Allied govern-

ments met, at Mr. Hoover's instigation, to consider

the problem of revictualling, now growing increas*

ingly urgent, it was upon the basis of the creation of

an entirely new body. After endless discussion,

centring round the degree of executive power to be

delegated by the governments to the director of

operations, an Allied Supreme Council of Supply and

Relief was cvcniually established in January, 1919.

What followed is best described in the words of the

historian of the inter-Alhed siiipping control. The

new Council, " tesirided to one not dearly separable

part of the mmy economic problems facmg the Allies,

without the assistance of a staff accustomed to work
together, and without either the uniting influence
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of war or the tradition of united action which that

force had given to the war organization, proved

ineffective. In February, 1919, it was merged in

and replaced by the Supreme Economic Council,

which was in personnel, in functions, and in general

principles of organization, almost exactly the same
as the body into which the Transport Executive had
proposed to transform the Transport Council at the

beginning of the previous November. Even so,

however, the new Council was too tardily com-

menced, too hurriedly improvised, and insufficiently

equipped with a personnel accustomed to corporate

work. Moreover, over three invaluable months had

in the meantime been lost. There can be little

doubt that if the two proposals made by the Trans-

port Executive before the armistice had been

adopted, the economic position in the spnng of

1919, and possibly afterwards, would have been

substantially better. The German ships would have

been at work in December instead of March, and

food would have gone into Germany as from January

instead of April, with results it is not easy now to

measure exactly upon the pohtical position in

Germany and the consequent difficulties of the

earlier peace negotiations. At the same time the

relief assistance given to the rest of Europe would

have been facilitated."

These words, with the wealth of human meaning

which must be read into their official phrasing,

should serve to destroy the legend, so current in

Germany and elsewhere, which makes the continu-

ance of the blockade one of the chief indictments

against the AUies' policy after the armistice. It

was not the continuance, but, to put it parodoxically,
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the disconimuaftce of the blockade wherein their

real fault consisted, or, in other words, the discon-

tinuance of the positive system of inter-AUicd

economic oiganization which had developed, after

tour and a half years of warfare, out of wliat had
onginally been estabhslicd with a negative and
preventive function. The blockade, as we have

seen, was continued for nnhtary and naval reasons.

But it would have been useful also for economic

reasons, as a safeguard of the policy of “no cake

until all have bread," against the indiscriminate

use of shipping space for other than necessary

freight, had it been supplemented by positive

measures of organization such as had been worked
out by the responsible authorities. As it was, the

blockade lay like a dead hand over Central Europe ;

the German ships stayed idle in German harbours,

and the orgamzation which should and could have

sped the productive forces of Europe on their way
was allowed to disintegrate in obscurity.

Before concluding this section of our survey we
must take a glance across the Atlantic. We have

seen that the Washington government was opposed

to the formation of a General Econoimc Council. It

“ took the view," to quote our authority once more,
“ that it was desirable after the cessation of hostilities

that the war orgamzation should be discontinued,

and that where necessary the new problems of the

armistice period should be dealt with by appropriate

new machinery," This line of policy on the part

of President Wilson was partly due to sheer ignorance

of the economic situationin Europe andthe indispens-

able part that the inter-Allied economic organization

had been playing, and should be allowed to continue
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to play—an ignorance which was not corrected

till his arrival in Europe at Christmas. It was
partly also due to an academic habit of thought,

which made a clean and theoretical break between
war-time and peace-time problems, and looked

forward to the estabhshment of new working

machinery on his own American model. In any
case, it would have been better for Europe if the

President had either not come over at all and
delegated fuller powers to his economic experts on
the spot, or had taken the first ship after the

armistice. As it was, he delayed in America long

enough to allow the dismtegratmg process to make
headway, and to make the fatal address to Congress

on December 2, when, no doubt to conciliate

the Repubhcan opposition, he declared for the

abohtion of war-time controls. Havmg thus struck

a blow in the dark at the Continent which looked

to him as its Messiah, he took ship, together with

his Secretary of State, with the scheme of a League

of Nations in his pocket which he refrained from

discussing with him. ^ He reached Brest on December

13 and London on the 26, on the eve of the

declaration of the polls, and drove through cheering

Christmas crowds to Buckingham Palace. Next day
the same small group of Foreign Office workers

stood on a balcony and watched him enter No. 10

Downing Street to confer with the British Cabinet.

As he stood on the threshold, with the Premier

awaitmg hun within, he turned round to the movmg
picture men and smiled as they revolved their

handles. The man behmd him, had he only known
it, had aheady stabbed him m the back.

^ Lansing, ThePeaceNegottahom, London, 1931, p. 71. See alsop. 43.
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CHAPTER IV

THE PEACE CONFERENCE

After this meeting between the British and
American repiesentativcs, which, warned by one

experience of an Anglo-Saxon Preliminary Confer-

ence, Pn*sidcnt Harding lesolutely declined to

lepeat, the statesmen m whose hands lay the

destinies of Europe at last met face to face in. full

conference at Paris. It was now the second week
in January, nearly two months after the armistice.

But it was still not a Peace Conference, but a

preliminary conference of the victorious powers to

determine the terras which should be offered to the

plenipotentiaries of the enemy ; and the idea of

concluding a Preliminary Peace with each of the

live enemy powers, which remained, as late as March,

in the minds of those responsible for the technical

procedure, was eventually abandoned. ^ It was
resolved, instead, to concentrate into one huge
document ail the matters that required to be

regulated with each of the enemy states respectively,

and to set to work first upon the Geiman volume.

As a result, no personal conference took place with

the enemy delegates at all and, to quote from the

most authoritative British account of the proceed-

ings, the complexity of conditions and the pressure

^Taulku, ha ra%x, p ii6, states that the Frcn<'h plenipotentiaries

onginaily puiposeri that “ a suimnary treaty ahould follow close upon
the ArmisUcr,” and that it was not until March i%, at the urgent
request of President Wilson, who desired to have one, not two, docxi-

roents to submit to the Senate, that the idea was abandoned See also

Ml. Headlam-Motley’s arUcle in Dfscovery, No. i, January, 1920,
where he stales that " ihiough a very large part of the Congress all the
papers were headed ‘ Prehznmancs of Peace,' a style which seemed
to indicate that the onginal mtention had been bnt of ah to make
general prellmiaanes of peace with Germany and aflerwaids to proceed
to more detailed regulation of minor and secondary points,”
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of time compelled the Treaty to be drawn up in

sections and prevented the cumulative andconverging
effect of the provisions from being realized at

the time/' The German volume thus composed,

was ready in May, and then made known m a bare

summary, which rendered effective criticism difficult,

to the Alhed peoples. It was signed on June 28

and subsequently ratified, after debates which were

little concerned with its details, m the British and
Dominion, as in the other Allied, Parhaments

It came into force, after a formal exchange of

ratifications, on January 10, 1920 ,
but it was not

till the Spa meeting in the summer of that year that

British, French, and German statesmen met for the

first time round a table as—^had Ludendorff not put

his professional pnde before the interests of his

country—they might have met in October, 1918.

Exhausted by the mass of work involved in the

preparation of the German volume, the four rested

from their labours in the summer of 1919. Austria-

Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey were still waiting

to know their fate. The last-named, indeed,

favoured by an unduly lenient armistice, had by
now, with the diminution of the Allied armies,

recovered her old-time obstinacy and almost for-

gotten her defeat. When she needed a reminder

the Greeks were the only instrument of Allied

power available. They landed in Smyrna, and

plunged into a Xenophontic adventure of which it

is no easier for Athens than for the Western observer

to see the end. It was September 10 before the

Austrian Treaty was ready and signed. The Bul-

garian followed on November 27, and the Hungarian

on June 4, 1920, to be ratified only in July, 1921,
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whilst the Turkish, pul together with infimie labour

at San Remo and elbcwhere, was eventually signed

on August i6, 1920, only to be tom in pieces by
the defeat of Veiin.elos at the polls and the return

of King Constantine with ficsh ideas and ambitions.

It was nut till SeptemlxT i, that Great Britain,

thougli still <il war with I'm key, was able to proclaim

the ollicial " termination of the war.” Such is the

long arm of consequence resulting from the

thoughtless adoption of a vicious procedure

But this brief discussion on lutthods has earned

the story too quickly forward. It is time to return

from procedure to substance. It was a conference

of victors both great and small
;

but li was soon

apparent that, as m 1815, the power would be

wielded by those who had also the responsibility.

The arrangement by which decisions were made by
the four or five Great Powers and communicated, as

edicts, to their smaller colleagues, would have been

above criticism had the Great Powers themselves

been conscious of the greatness of their obligations.

But the Bntish General Election had poisoned the

atmosphere. The British Premier entered the

conference-room with his election pledges hanging

like a millstone round his neck. In oider to embody
in the Treaty financial demands which he knew would
be Contested, and rightly contested, by the President

as contrary to the Pre-Armistice Agreement, he was

constantly forced to throw wider considerations to

the winds
;
and to avoid the employment of British

and Dominion troops, now in rapid process of de-

mobilization on siiips winch should have been used

for the restocking and revictuailing of Europe, he

was obliged to dally and temporize with difficulties
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which, with the British army still in being, he might

easily have prevented from ever ansmg at all.

Great Bntain was indeed being overwhelmed

during those months, as the Foreign Secretary once

stated, by demands for British troops, for the services

of those kindly but inarticulate khaki battahons

whose imperturbable sang-froid and good humour,

had they arnvedm good time, could have maintained

a temporary Pax Bntanmca an57where from Riga to

Reichenberg and Teschen, from Danzig to Fiume,

and from Beuthen to Lemberg and Buda-

Pesth.

The Bntish election commitments had another and

even more disastrous reaction upon the Conference.

They rendered it impossible for British statesmen to

argue against the vahdity of such of the arrange-

ments concluded dunng the war as conflicted with

the Wilsonian basis of peace. Those who had them-

selves been the first to violate the Pre-Armistice

Agreement were in no position to remind Italian,

Japanese, Roumanian, and other statesmen of its

imphcations in regard to the so-called “ secret

treaties. " It was no doubt an mexphcable mistake

of tactics on the part of the President that he did

not drive his own logic home in November and

obtain an express repudiation of claims contrary

to the Pre-Armistice basis while the American army

^ This IS, incidentally, one of the reasons why British opposition

concentrated on the French daims with regard to the Rhine aiea, a
matter on which, for once, our hands were not tied The Italian claim

for a strategic frontier on the Brenner, allowed by the Treaty of London,
is open to exactly the same cnlicism as the French claim, not for a
strategic frontier, but for a buffer state, on the Rhine It must be added
that, while our Treaty engagements prevented us from championing
the German-speaking population of the Southern Tyrol, we were not
equally tied with regard to the Slovene populations which passed under
Italian rule as a result of the Treaty of Rapallo
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was still an indispensable instrument of victory. ^ Or
lie could have registered a public protest, and left

the Conference on the first occasion that the validity

of sucli claims was maintained m his presence, in-

stead of allowing himself to be entangled m detailed

discussions and compromises But it was upon
Britain, with hei greater knowledge and experience,

that the responsibility for such a protest really

rested. Together, Britain and America could have
made a clean sweep of the diplomatic cobwebs of the

war. But such a collaboiaiion, if it was to be

successful, implied a willingness both to adopt a

generous and comprehensive economic policy and to

subordinate individual claims and interests to

broader human ends. The President, who had no

claims to make except for a few ships and cables,

would have been ready for such an alliance. But
his British colleague, unlike his greater forbear in

1815, was tied hand and foot by his election pledges,

and the devoted labour of subordinates, eager to

set their knowledge and their sympathy at the

service of Europe, were of little avail when their

chief was largely estopped from making use of them.

As a result the Treaties were not, as the President

^ It now .ipfx .us, ftom <i c,il)l('grAm fnvin Cnloii(>l IIousi' to Mr.
Lanwig by Mi Raj Staimaiil Bakfi (Nm York Times,
Fpbruaiy 26, th.it on Noverabir 15, “ thf Frenrh I'uroign

threw out a niomf'iit.uy sui^gcstion of willinffness to Sfrap all

the ,wret tv< alien fta the lake* of otiibing n.ilv
” " Here,” .'ulcis Mr.

Baker, who has hatl act ess to all tiie cx-Prt'suieiit's papers, "was .a

goMm opporliimly, neglected through faihirt* to apprt‘ciale its import-
ance." Mr Balui throws the Ulanie lor the Piesulent's failure h) take
tip the fjuestJtm of the secret treaties upon Colonel Htnise and Mr.
Lansmg, tlrawmg attmiioa to '* the profoundly important fact that
among the papeis Mr Wilson so carefully pieserved therti ts no docu-
ment giving any cfcfmite mfotmation nbemt the set ret tieuties ” But
the hhitm must at least be dividetl with tlm President, since, as caustic
writeis m the Ammcan Press have pointed out, much of the missing
information cauld have been procmed by him for ten cents at any
bookstall
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hoped, a clean-drawn charter of a new Europe, but

represented a compromise between the conscientious

labours of experts on the one hand and the claims

and commitments of pohticians on the other. What
IS sound and endurmg m them—and it is much

—

is due mainly to the diplomats , and what is flimsy,

faulty, and indefensible to the pohticians. Had the

expert staffs of the five Great Powers, the much-
abused and much-dended bureaucrats who, because

their tongues are tied, are so convenient a scapegoat

for other men's sms, been left alone to draw up the

Treaties, they would have emerged devoid of most
of the imperfections which mar their usefulness as

the basis of the pubhc law of post-war Europe. As it

is, there is httle in their territorial provisions which

is unanswerably indefensible^ , but the process of

bargaining and bartering which accompanied their

drafting led to much lU-wdl and recnmination,

* The London Nation (March 25, 1922) criticizes the wnter for what
it calls his “ defence of Balkanization,’' but, like most Bntish and
Araencan wntmg on the subject (e g Mr F. A Vanderlip’s attack on
the “ poison treaties ” in his What Next in Europe ? New York, 1922),
It ignores two vital factors (i) The fact that it is impossible to make
any European settlement, either m Central Europe or in Ireland,
without what looks to the outsider hke Balkanization, and without
leaving national mmonties on the wrong side of the line When the
Prime Minister spoke to the Bntish and Amencan journalists at Genoa
of the necessity of " settling the hne there where it will be accepted
by everybody ” (newspapers of April 28, 1922), he was probably rather
mimstenng to what he regarded as their ig3iorance than revealing his

own (2) The sanctions provided under the Mmonty Right Treaties
signed by all the powers concerned, with the exception of France and
Italy, and earned out under the asgis and inspection of the League of
Nations It is the existence of these treaties which rendered it such a
blunder (to use no stronger word) on the Bntish Premier’s part to use
the Genoa Economic Conference as an occasion for bnngmg up the
question of the treatment of mmonties m the Austro-Hunganaa
Succession States (at the meeting of the Convenmg Powers held on
May 10, 1922, as reported m New York Times of May ii) If the report
»s to be believed, the advocates of the League of Nations, and of pohtical
correctitude, retoited by threatening to bnng tbe nationalist difficulties

of the Great Powers, not regulated by Mmonty Rights Treaties, before
the Conference At any xate the matter disappeared from the
Conference agenda.
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wHcli has had a lasting el feet on the mutual relations

of the signatory powers., both great and small.

Histoiy will assess the full measure of the moral

mjiny inflicted upon the world, and the British

Empire, by Britain's sudden swerve towards selfish-

ness. For the moment, it would seem to mark the

first step in a process of disintegration which later

statesmen, even if, as they surely must, they

acknowledge, and seek publicly to retrieve, the sms
of Ihcir predecessois, will find it hard to arrest

;

for the accumulated moral capital of a wide-spiead-

ing Commonwealth like ours, once wantonly

dissipated, is not so quickly regained. Thus the

public opinion of the Dominions, always susceptible,

despite an outward show of independence, to English

fashions of thought, was quick to follow the Premier

down the slippery slope ; and the chosen represen-

tatives of the men who at Ypres and at Vimy, at

Pozicres and Villers Bretonneux, had given their

all for the cause of freedom, without one least

thought of fee or gain, engaged themselves to their

peoples to bring home substantial spoils in pounds

or dollars, and were still, thirty months afterwards,

haggling painfully over the percentage division of

an indemnity to which, for all practical purposes,

they had no rightful claim at all. ^ What chance, in

^ Extract £rom Report on the Conference of June, 1921 . The
Conference agreed that the reparation receipts under the Treaty
of VersaiUes should be appoifctoaed approximately as follows

:

United Kingdom . . 86 85
Minor Colomes
Canada .

.

Australia
New Zealand
South Africa
Newfoimtllaad
India

.80

4 35
4 35
x.ys
.60
,10

t.20
Mr. N. W, Rowell’s speech on this subject in the Canadian House of

Commons, quoted on p. 257, should he iccalled m tins comieation.
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such an atmosphere, had the Itahan proposal for

the cancelhng of mter-AlHed debts, and the launching

of an international credit scheme, modestly put

forward by a nation which was dependent, for the

moment, for raw materials, foodstuffs, and financial

favours upon Allies who took no pains to conceal

their dommant and domineermg position ? ^ France,

with her industry crippled and with the gaping

wound in her side, was, for the time being, equally

dependent—so at least her Premier considered

—

upon the good graces of Britain
,
so, with a mistaken

judgment which M. Tardieu, with all his hterary

abihty, is able but lamely to defend, she determmed

to associate herself* with a view of the German
liabihties which, by mcludmg items of pure war-

costs, contrary to the Pre-Armistice Agreement,

inevitably put her own Just claims for reparation

in the shade and by nearly trebling the total bill

made it mcreasingly difficult to begm extract-

ing payment from Germany at all.® Dearly have

^ The Itahan proposal was revealed by Signor Orlando m an inter-

view contributed to the Pans Maim m August, igax The following

passage from an article by M Rasm, the first Czecho-Slovak Finance

Mmister, is mterestmg m this connection “ Dunng the Peace Con-
ference . . I endeavoured to raise a loan in Amenca for the purchase

of raw matenals I met with no success Instead, I was offered manu-
factured articles Eventually we secured a credit, but only for the

pmchase of foodstuffs. Whilst duly grateful for this, it was a credit

which would have set our factories workmg that we really desired,

so as to put to work men whom the war had turned into idlers, and to

avoid the necessity of paymg doles to the unemployed fay providmg
them with the chance of workmg "

* With the mgemous reasonmg of M Tardieu, La Pmx, p 321,

compare the followmg passage from Baruch, p 27- “ Without pensions

and separation allowances the bill against Germany was estimated to

be approximately §15,000,000,000, which it was generally thought

she could pay France would have received full payment for the

devastated areas With the inclusion of pensions and separation

allowances, without a pnonty for the devastated areas, France would
have a larger bill to present, but would receive a less sum of money
than if she had excluded those items On the other hand, England
and her dommions would get more ”

*See Appendices III , IV , and V., Part I



the two countries, bound togetliei by the holiest

of ties, suheied, individually and m their mutual
relations, fiom the relapse of the one into the old

di&cic<lited nianneis of petty shopkeeping, and for

the 1 chance of the other, honourable, if, for once,

mistaken, on the geneious and moderating tradition

of Ihitish foieign policy Clemenccau had known
and watched Kngiish .statesmanship, foi over fifty

ycais, with ail its intellectual limitations and com-
pensating integrity and sense of honour. How
could he be expected to realize that, by a strange

accident of fortune, this crisis m British history*

found, for once, no English gentleman at the helm ?

Thus it was that, without unity of purpose or

of principle, without the force to uphold their

decisions, and steeped in an atmosphere of vague

idealism which became daily more unreal and

hypocritical as day followed sickening day, the

four dictators sat and drew lines on the map of

Europe while the power was steadily slipping from

* This passage has been cnticized by several reviewers on the ground
that, by common consent, M. Clemenceau was the dommalmg figuie

«i the Pcat,e Conference But, personalities apart, a survey of the
piobleins involved m the wai and in the Confeicnce, and of the lesults

aihieved, reveals the fad that Britain was in a dominating position

throughout as compared with France The fact is that, as Mr Baker
points out {Nm York Tme<!, Pmuary 22, 1922) m a revcaimg aiticle

on The Avonhng of Naval Disarmament at the Pans Conference,”
” the British o.ime out of the war feeling mure secure,” while '* the

French, as a result of the war, felt themselves in the stew of Continental
liurope, less seeme tliau before ” As regards the French, this is doubt-
less an over-statemeut ,

but it remains true that, through the delivery

of the German. Fleet and the ehmmation of the Freedom of the Seas
article from the fourteen Points, Britain entered the Conference with
her problem of security already substantially settled, wheieas for

Prance security was the major issue throughout. Let the leader who
dimbts this turn to the contents pages of M Taidieu’s book, written

with a view to French opinion, <ind note the pronimence of ” security
”

problems and issues Had Fiance entered the O inference with the

same consciousness of secunly as Bntaia, her interest in wider pioblems
in Eastern Europe, Asia, and Afnca, woukl have been very much more
marked and muie in keeping with her best tiadition But m 1919
these things were inevitably legardcd as idealistic luxuries.
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their grasp. For the peoples of the Continent,

cheated of the hopes of which Peace had been the

symbol, dnven half crazy by having to hve, at the

expected moment of relief, through the worst of

five war-winters, were turning their eyes towards

Bolshevism—from the unhelpful phrase-makers and
Parliamentanans of Western democracy to the

rough-handed dictators of Moscow. There, at

least, was action, not inertia, and a faith that gave
fife and meaning to the formulae of platform and
mamfesto. The red tide, which, m one critical

week, had even washed the sturdy bourgeois

ramparts of Switzerland and the Netherlands,

swept for a moment over Mumch, threatened

Vienna, and submerged Buda-Pesth. A Red
Hungarian army, half Bolshevik, half Nationahst,

invaded Slovalaa
,
while in Russia itself a Jew

who had but lately been an Eastside journahst

in New York was in command of an army which,

with the melting of the Allied forces, was soon to

be the largest m Europe. Poland, Roumania,

the new-born Baltic states, trembled for their

mdependence. Alhed troops sufficient to face the

menace were not available. The peoples of Central

Europe learnt, in bitter moments of helplessness,

to rely on their own nght arm ; and if Poland

and Roumania, Czecho-Siovakia and Jugo-Slavia,

seekmg to weld their composite youth mto a trust-

worthy defence force against dangers far less

imaginary than those now confronted by the

British Navy, are employing French or French-

trained instructors to hasten and to perfect the

process, this should be a cause neither of astomsh-

ment nor reproach to those who had not the wisdom



* Bratjsh and AmvncM op)iii<»n scorns taa icgard the aximos of the
Little I'lntenlo and of Poland as in soino way more “ miUtaiist " thjui

th«r own. As a matter of fact they aie less piofessioiial <ind therefore

less iiiihtaust Ihey are, m fait, as the It.dian army was after the

nniheatjoii of Italy, a convement means of education, esi^ecially in

countijes hitiierto deprived, thiough mifagovcrmnent, of adequate
feystems of national educatKiu. Ihe following extiaet fiorn a leceiit

addiess hy Ihosident Mas.nylc to the oftners ot tlie gainsoa at Olmut/.

(Ol0niouc) IS worth citmg m this connection .
“ I am following atten-

tively the development of our army We must not disguise foom

against soldiers. Our mam task is to constitute a democratic aimy
1 bis IS not a mere formula ; it is a living reality, and perhaps the chief

responsibility in connection with it rests upon you supenor officers,

*fhe problem is a new om for all of us, aud you have no doubt already

been able to observe that the balk of the population ... is begroning
to bo used, to our restored army. I can only beg of yon once more to

reflect well on these tasks, to execute them in your own interest and
that of the nation, and to be vigilant in seeing that the army applies

the principles of democracy/'^
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in February as a mere problem of relief. With
matters as they then weie no other measures, or,

at least, no other first measures, were possible

;

but charity is always tamting, not least between
nations*

; and the disadvantages attaching to its

adoption have in this case been slow to efface them-
selves. Sir Wilham Goode and Mr Hoover and their

able staff of rehefworkers rendered yeoman service, on
a field famihar to the Bntish and Amencan mind,

from Germany and Austria as far afield as Armenia;

and they were discreetly reinforced by pnvate

agencies, notablyby the Society of Friends. But the

inevitable relationship of patronage has brought

subtle and demorahzmg influences in its tram. In

Austria, shorn of her self-respect, it hasbredahstless

spint of paupensm which the energetic promoters of

the Ter Meulen credit scheme are discovering to be

not the least formidable of their many obstacles in

their attempt to set that country on its feet, » while

^ For a more detailed discussion of this see the chapter entitled

“The Amencan Error” in Balkamzed Europe, by Paul Scott Mowrer
(New York, 1921), a book which is m refreshing contrast to so many
purely economic discussions on this subject by Amencan wnters

* As a reviewer in TheTimes LUerary Supplement'gomie6.o\xt,-mth.(iXi.t,
however, malang clear the recent date of the change, this statement
now reqmres correction The Burgenland incident, in October, igsi,
“ awakened Austria to the call of a genuine national existence,” and
the hitherto dormnatmg sentiment, “ that she was too weak as a
nation to hve by herself, has been obhterated ” In the words of Sir

Wilham Goode, from whose recent paper to the Institute of Interna-

tional Affairs these quotations are taken “ The volte face has been
one of the most mterestmg phenomena of recent times in Central
Europe,” and, it may be added, one of the most stabihzmg It has
been followed by the negotiation of the Czecho-Slovak Treaty, by which
the two neighbours guarantee one another’s frontiers, and it may be
hoped that the idea of umon with Germany is now done with for

good, and that Vienna wiE remain—what geography has made her

—

a Danubian banking centre and enirepdt rather than a frontier-city in

an extended German Republic If the Austrian Republic, with its

awakening morale, can find the means to develop its wealth of water-
power—only 10 per cent of which is used at present— may soon he
on the highroad to “ normalcy ” See also the more recent article by
Sir Wilham Goode m the Guardian Reconstruction Supple-
ments, No 3.
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(rerman pride has only survived the Immihation of

witnessing the centre of tiie world’s culture treated

as an object of pity and relief by trying to regard

it as an act of just, if inbiifficient, atonement to a

martyr nation. Here, as in the nationalist feuds

further cast, tlui sutfermgs and passions of the post-

war period have eclipsed the memory of the war
itself, and the Germans find m our failure to help

them, as wo could and should have helped them,

out of their seif-infhcted distresses, fresh reasons

for fortifying their threatened self-righteousness

and for refusing to face the real issues and ongins

of the war. Gemiany in the autumn of 1918

resembled a patient emerging, exhausted but

convalescent, from a prolonged period of hallucina-

tion. Handled with firmness and understanding,

above all, with consistency, she might have been

set on the road to a rapid heahng ; but first the

American, then the British, doctor bungled the

case ;
and the latter’s blunder was the greater in

that he destroyed the growing morale of the German
people by supplying it with just that with which

it IS above all things necessary that such a patient

should not make play—-a genuine grievance. Until

the manifest injustice of the Pensions and Separa-

tion Allowance clauses of the Veisailles Treaty is

publicly removed, Germany will remain blind to

her own guilt, and will apply a diseased and Jaun-

diced vision to iliis or that other clause of the

Treaty, which, if necessarily harsh, is perfectly

compatible with the terms of her surrender.

No less disastrous has been the effect upon the

British people of the great outburst of charitable

organkation winch followed the discovery, months
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after the event, of the consequences of the failure

of their statesmen to lead Europe back towards

prosperity. They sought, as so often, to excuse

want of foresight and lack of courage by fumbling

in their pockets and producing handsome subscrip-

tions. The Enghsh-speaking peoples are giant

givers, and it is ungracious to criticize what is, after

all, a golden virtue of their defects ; but money
given by private individuals m a tardy attempt to

cure what should have been prevented by pubhc
pohcy carries with it less than the usual blessing

,

and it cannot be too often repeated to those who,

for all their subscription lists, are at bottom still

parochially-minded, that, as chanty is no substitute

for justice, neither is organization a substitute for

personal affection and understanding. It is a

redeeming feature in these poor chantable make-
shifts for statesmanship that they have, at least in

some cases, helped to bring such understanding about.

Meanwhile, to return to the Conference, if the settle-

ment of Europe lagged,the organization of the world

proceededwith amazing,andindeed ommous,rapidity.
The President had arrived in Pans with the draft of

a League of Nationsin his pocket. Lord Robert Cecil

met him with another draft, which had been passed

bythe Bntish Cabinet. Out of a conflation ofthetwo ^

^ It seems to have been, a conflation of documents rather than a
meeting of mmds, for, to judge from Mr Baker’s account {New York
Times, May 14, 1922), the President never understood one of the mam
ideas of the Bntish draft, the estabhshment of a standmg Conference
of Leading Powers on the analogy of the Bntish Impenai Conference
or Conference of Bntish Premiers Of the “ Cecil plan ” Mr Baker
remarks that “ if provided for an upper council, but . . this body
was to consist only of the representatives of great powers Strong
as were the President's feehngs on the subject of the responsibihty of

the great powers, this naked form of dictation, based frankly on the

precedent of iSrs ” (it would have been truer to say, based on the

expenence of four centunes of European pohtics) “was too much for

him ”
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the Covenant took shape, and, after a few

weeks of cvcniTig sittings, the document winch
was to bung lasting peace and justice to a

distracted woriil was leady to be presented to

a full meeting ot the Conference in h'ebruary.

Soon afteiwaids it was announced that it would

be ciiibodic^d in each of the five Treaties,

thus betommg automatically, and without the

simimoning of a special conference, part of the

public law of the world. On January lo, 1920, when
the German IVeaty came into force, the League of

Nations was born
;

and ever since, and, indeed,

already before that date, the devoted and truly

international staff of the secretariat, drawn from

cx-Allied and cx-neutral peoples alike, and now
open to two of the ex-oncmies as well, have

been seeking to repair, or rather to build up
afresh, what might have been saved and spared

had the originator of the Covenant been more
alive to tlic realities of the world lie tried so

hard to serve. The League is still a plant of

tender growth
;
but no one who has seen its staff

at work, and considered the range and volume

of the business entrusted to it, can doubt that it

stands not merely as an idea and a symbol, but

by virtue of substantial achievement. It is one

of the ironies of history that what will live, after

all, both in idea and fact, as one of the greatest com
tributions made by America to the life of the parent

continent, should have been the cause, or the

occasion, of the downfall of its author among his

own countiymen. When the United States Senate

rejected tbe Treaties because the Covenant was

contained in them, the blow was aimed at the
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President. ^ But it was Europe as a whole that was
the sufferer. Thus, by an unwitting stroke, was
the victim of European diplomacy avenged.

^ As this sentence is liable to misinterpretation, it should be said
that It contains no imphcation with regard to the nghts and wrongs
of the two parties m that histone dispute.
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THE OUTLOOK

Vavenif, c'est nons-mtmes





CHAPTER I

THE POLITICAL OUTLOOK

The war, as we have seen, has destroyed two of the

SIX Great Powers of pre-war Europe and gravely

crippled a third. How will the collective affairs of

Europe be managed in the coming years? What
will take the place of the old Concert of the Powers,

or of the Balance of Powers into which it was not

infrequently resolved?

President Wilson was in no doubt as to an answer.
" The old discredited game of the Balance of Power/’

he said in one of his addresses which formed the

accepted basis of peace, was to pass away for ever,

to be replaced by a system of firm and smgle-minded

co-operation, earned on through the agency, not

of the old diplomatic machinery, but of a new
organization, the League of Nations. Tn the

President’s conception the league was to take over

all that was best and most responsible in the old

Concert of the Great Powers, with four improve-

ments. It was to be world-wide instead of

European. It was to include smaE States as well

as great. It was to do its work through a permanent

routine organization which was to meet at regular

intervals and be virtuaEy indissoluble. FinaEy,

it was to be the instrument of a single concerted

pohey based upon a common set of hberal political

pnnciples. The League of Nations, in other words,

was to be the international instrument of an idealistic
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liberalism, as the Holy Alliance, in its day, was of

a benevolent Conservatism and the Vatican of

the pohtical philosophy of the Roman Catholic

Church.

It was with this conception in his mind that the

President hastened the preparation of the Covenant
and insisted upon its inclusion m each of the treaties

of peace. If the framework of the new world could

but be nghtly constructed, compromises of principle

and blunders of improvization made withm its

hmits could, so he thought, he corrected at

leisure. The one indispensable prereqmsite was to

provide mankind with an instmmentahty which
would enable it to work out its own pohtical

salvation.

Does the League, as it now stands, two years
after its inauguration, fill the place designed for

it by its author, or is it hkely to step into it within
the coining generation? Both questions must be
answered with a frank negative. The League is

not doing, and is not now hkely to do, the work for

which It was designed. That is not to say that it

is a feilure, or that it is of httle value. On the con-
trary, it is an indispensable part of the machinery
of civihzation, and is daily increasmg its usefulness.
But the work which it is doing is not of the same
order as the work for which the President designed
i|;, and the sooner this is recogmzed by public
opinion the sooner we shall return to an atmosphere
bf candour and reality in mtemational ajEfairs.

Much confusion has been caused by those who have
persisted in preaching the League of Nations as a
panacea long after such potentialities of that
nature as it ever possessed had evaporated from
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the scene * Enghshmen in particular, who are apt

to afiect for European issues a sentimentahty which

they would not dream of appi3ung to their own more
intimate concerns, have grown into the habit of

saying that Europe has to choose between the way
of the League and the way of suicide and ruin.

This IS one of those clean logical dilemmas which
spring from an ignorance of fact and detail. Such
language, so far from testifying to a faith in the

League, is httle more than a self-nghteous soporific

—a convenient way of dissolving an awkward and
complicated subject m a cloud of vague benevolence

One is reminded of the old lady who refused to face

the possibihty of a world war m 1914 because she

was convmced that “ the Powers would intervene."

The League of Nations is not, and was never in-

tended to be, a substitute for the governments of

its component states. As its name imphes, it is a

league, an alhance, an instrument of co-operation,

not a government. Co-operation, however, pre-

supposes common pohcies and common aims
,
and

it is here that the League, or rather its member-
ship, has disappointed the expectations of its

founder. In his relative inexperience of European

problems and pohtics the President beheved that

hberal prmciples, sincerely accepted and honestly

apphed by the European powers, would lead to the

adoption of a common pohcy, at least in the major

problems. A few weeks’, even a few days’,

experience of the Peace Conference was enough to

^ These tv'ords were written, before the Upper Silesian decision, and
the Pnme Minister’s pohcy, had tended to change the orientation of
certain sections of English opinion towards the League At the present
time the warning in the text is no longer needed, and a positive appre-
ciation of what the League has done, can do, and is by Treaty entrusted

with doing, would be more m place
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prove that such a hope was vain. On the Russian

question, the first large immediate issue with which

the Conference had to deal, no concerted European

pohcy proved possible of adoption ; the angles of

vision with which the British, French, Itahan, and

Japanese governments approached it were too widely

divergent ,
and the prolonged and discouraging

course of compromise and vacillation into

which the Powers drifted would not have been

substantiahy difierent had it been handled by the

Council of the League of Nations rather than by
the Supreme Council of the Alhes. A common
European policy presupposes common convictions

and a common outlook among the leading European

peoples. Such convictions and such an outlook

have not existed since the Middle Ages and do not

exist to-day; and it is not in the power of any

pohtical organization, however perfectly planned,

to create them.

As a substitute, then, for the old Concert of the

Powers the League has proved a disappointment.

A standing organ of European, and stiH more, of

world pohcy, workmg upon an agreed and consistent

basis of prmciple, is as impracticable to-day as it

proved after 1815. Policies will continue to be
shaped and co-operations and understandmgs to be
concerted as during the last four centuries, as the

need arises for adjusting mevitable disagreements,

in this or that centre of state sovereignty, in London,
Pans, Berhn, Rome, Prague, Tokio, Washmgton, and
Buenos Akes, rather than m the spacious Council

chamber that looks out over the Lake of Rousseau
and Byron. To have imagined otherwise was to
ignore the limitations of the human imagination
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and to forget that, in the closest analogue which

exists to the comprehensive design of a League of

Nations, in the British Empire, Ottawa and Mel-

bourne and Pretoria—not to speak of Dubhn

—

have not yet learnt to adjust their pohcies and
purposes to the needs of the Commonwealth as a

whole.

What prospects are involved for Europe in this

breakdown of the League’s pnmary fimction must
be discussed later on. Let us pause to consider

the sphere of usefulness which still hes open, under

the existmg circumstances, to President Wilson’s

creation.

The League of Nations has four organs—^the

Assembly, the Council, the Court, and the Secre-

tariat. The Assembly was designed to be an open

forum of the intelhgence and conscience of mankind,

an expansion before a wider and less technical circle

of the mternationai discussions and pohcies of the

Council. Despite the failure of its companion

organ to fulfil its appomted role, it can still do most

useful work in this field. It is true that the dele-

gates, both of the great and the smaE Powers,

come fiEed mainly with their own concerns, and

that their international enthusiasm is apt to mamfest

itself mamly in matters in which their own country

is not closely interested. Nevertheless, the debates

are of real value and provide an opportunity, such

as has hitherto only existed at partisan or techmcal

congresses, of initiating pnbEc discussion, under

conditions where almost every pomt of view is

represented, on problems which form the sub-

stance of international controversy and the

potential cause of future wars. Signor Tittoni,
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for instance, did tlie world a real service in 1920

when he drew on himself the wrath of the Canadian

delegation by raising the far-reaching issue of the

international control of mdustrial raw matenals.*

Still more valuable, perhaps, for immediate purposes,

is the occasion provided by the Assembly meetings

for personal contacts between the representatives,

and the trained officials, of some forty different

countnes.

The Council has been described as a disappoint-

ment ; but as Mr. Balfour told the Assembly last

September, no one can read the unadorned pages of

its last annual report, or even scan its table of

contents, without feehng that, if it is not doing

the work for which it was designed, it has already

made itself indispensable by the numerous other

tasks which it, and it alone, has been able to under-

take. General Smuts and the authors of the British

draft of the Covenant, and presumably also President

Wilson, mtended it to be a standing Conference of

Prime Ministers similar to the British Imperial

Conference. This plan was thwarted, whether

wittmgly or not, from the moment that the League
of Nations Commission agreed to admit four repre-

sentatives of lesser states to membership of the

Council. It does not require great pohtical experi-

ence to understand that confidential co-operation

between states endowed with widely differing

measures of power and responsibility is a virtual

impossibility. The British Imperial Conference

^ This IS not to express approval of the form m -which Sigaor Tittoni
brought up the question Mr. RoweE was m the nght m jommg issue
on that point, for nothing coiEd be more disastrous to the League than
the formation of a premature cleavage inits ranks between “ industrial ”
and “ raw material-producmg ” members The problem is one which,
in its practical mtemational hearings, needs extremel-y careful handhng
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did not attain to such reality as it now possesses

until the federation of Canada and Austraha and
the union of South Africa had enabled its member-
ship to consist of substantial and responsible units.

Newfoundland remains a harmless anomaly, but

four Newfoundlands sitting at a table with four

Great Bntams would go far to rob the proceedmgs

of reality. If the greater Allies could not bring

themselves during the war to consult their smaller

confederates, such as Serbia, on issues of policy,

like the Italian Treaty, which vitally affected

them, it IS not to be expected that, under the

much looser and more self-regarding conditions

of post-war pohtics, the Great Powers wiU put their

cards on the table m the presence of Spam, Brazil,

and China, or even of Belgium. The admission of

the smaller Powers, whether it was a concession to

principle or to camouflage, has certainly been an

important, perhaps a determining factor in pre-

venting the Council from even being allowed to

attempt the pohcy-makmg function which was in

the mind of its onginal designers.

What is the nature of the new activities which it

has made for itself? It may perhaps best be

described, in brief, as a sort of international House
of Lords, or Conference of Elder Statesmen. It is

pecuharly adapted for dealing with questions which

are, on the one hand, too tangled and political,

too non-judiciable, to be handed over to the Court

and, on the other, sufficiently compact, sufficiently

detached or detachable, from popular or party

passion, to be remitted to an international authority

withgood hope that its judgment wiU be accepted as

final. The decision to ask the Council to adjudicate

Ke
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on the Upper Silesian question marked a turning

point m its development. It beckoned it away from

the field of pohcy, where it can never hope to shine,

on to that intermediate region, half-judicial, half-

pohtical, of the processes variously known as

negotiation, mediation, and arbitration. That there

was a certain element of camouflage in entrusting

the fate of a Central European province to a body
so curiously and even accidentally composed may
be admitted ; but the first-hand information and

expenence available at their service in the

Secretanat and elsewhere no doubt served to supple-

ment the knowledge, without impairing the detach-

ment, of the Belgian, Brazilian, Chinese, and Spanish

representatives who were asked to draw up the first

report for their more immediately interested

colleagues.

Of the Court, now finally constituted, little need

be said. Its activities cover the sphere of questions

either directly remitted to it as justiciable or referred

to it automatically as a result of definite treaty

agreements. This sphere does not as yet include

the larger and deeper issues which still divide the

leading peoples and groupmgs of mankind. To take
but a single instance, there is on the new Bench
but one representative of the Far Eastern and none
of the Indian or African peoples. Even if therefore

it were able to dehver, on some issue of the colour

question, the justest judgment which the wit of

man could devise, what hope is there that the
non-white peoples would bow wilhngly before such
a decision ? The deepest issues which anse between
nation and nation, race and race, as between
individual men and women, transcend the power
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of judge and court, of rule and precedent, to deter-

mine. This IS not to decry the prestige or authority

of the new creation, which fills an important and
mdeed indispensable place in the organized human
scheme, but only to remind the ideahsts, always

apt to court disillusionment by pitching their

concrete expectations too high, that politics are but

the outward and over-simphfied expression of deep-

iymg passions and traditions which have not yet

been touched and transfigured by the harmonizing

power of human reason.

But by far the most hopeful and vital creation

of the authors of the Covenant is the Secretariat.

For the first time in human history there is a body
of men, drawn from the peoples and races of five

continents, dedicated to the service, not of this or

that state or sectional grouping, but of mankind.

To have created an International Civil Service,

ammated, as this is, by a single world-purpose, is

a greater achievement by far than to have estabhshed

an International Court of Justice ; for a Court can

only adjudicate on what is submitted to it, whilst

an adimnistrative service, with the health, the

transport, and a number of other vital and complex
but relatively non-contentious matters under its

charge, works on steadily and quietly day by day,

weaving into a single and harmonious pattern the

great permanent common interests of mankind. At
last the m puhhca, the Commonwealth of Man,
has the mimstenng spirits at its service, for the lack

of which men in their separate groupings have

waged an unequal fight through the ages against

disease and distance and ignorance and many another

inveterate enemy of mankind. Whatever may be
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the fate of the Assembly, whether it perfects

its organization by the inclusion of the United

States, Germany, and Russia or whether it becomes

more and more a purely European and West Asiatic

body, supplemented by similar regional groupings

in America and elsewhere, there can be no doubt

that the Secretariat, hke the Court, even more than

the Court, must and will remain as an indispensable

instrumentahty of world-wide co-operation and
administration.

How then, in the absence of a League of Nations

or a Holy Alliance, are the collective affairs of

Europe to be regulated ? What is it that takes the

place, in post-war Europe, of the pre-war Concert

of the Powers? In order to answer this question

in the present, and to suggest an answer for the

future, a frank and somewhat detailed discussion

is needed.

The control of European policy, in so far as it is

collectively controlled at all, has been vested since

the armistices, and is stiU vested, in the Supreme
Council of the Allies. This body, which has lasted

on from the war period, is composed of the Prime
Ministers of Britain, France, and Italy, the three

victonous out of the four remainmg European
Great Powers, together, since last June, with an
American ' observer.’ It meets at irregular intervals,

now in Paris, now in London, now at S. Remo, or

on the French Riviera, generally when some definite

question, or group of questions, relating to the Peace
Treaties is in urgent need of settlement. Durmg
the intervals between these meetings the execution
of its decisions, and the settlement of any lesser

questions that may arise, is m the hands of a Council
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of the Ambassadors of the same three Powers,

which has its seat in Paris. In so far, therefore,

as this fragmentary and provisional European
Concert has any standmg organ at all, it is to be

found m the Council of Ambassadors ; and it is

to this body, for instance, and not to the League
of Nations (which is only concerned with the Peace

Treaties m cases where definite tasks have been

remitted to it, as with Danzig and the Saar Basm)
that the Czecho-Slovak government, always so

scrupulously correct, addressed its communications

drawing attention to the disturbed conditions in the

Austro-Hungarian frontier lands.

But it IS only by courtesy that the Supreme
Council, m its present form, can be descnbed as a

true Concert, or a European authority at all. Its

shortcommgs in this respect are manifest. To
begin with, it hves on simply by the momentum
of the war-penod, which is visibly giving out as the

memory of the great common struggle grows dim.

It is based neither on a written alliance or agreement

nor on any clear common aim, policy, or outlook.

Its declared purpose is indeed to watch over the

execution of the Treaties negotiated, or rather

dictated, under its auspices. But the three partners

are at one neither as regards the importance to

be attached to the strict observance of the various

Treaties nor as to the sanctions to be apphed in case

of default. Their association durmg the past three

years has been a study in contrasts rather than m
harmony ; and, so far from exhibiting to the rest

of Europe, and especially to the newly-created

states, the spectacle of an unselfish and responsible

co-operation m the interests of the Continent as a
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whole, it has made all the world aware of the pro-

found differences of outlook and interest which

render such a co-operation, under present conditions

of leadership at any rate, an unattainable ideal.

It is between Britain and France, m particular, that

these diferences have come to a head, for Italy is

less closely concerned with the problems of the

German Treaty which form the mam substance of

controversy. The two Powers have dnfted, after

a long course of argument and recrimination, into

a condition of mutual distrust and ill-temper which,

although confined indeed to comparatively limited

circles in each, is none the less a serious menace both

to the two peoples themselves and to the stabihty

of Europe.

For, if Anglo-French co-operation is merely a

provisional arrangement, without any written

sanction to back it up, it is nevertheless the mam,
indeed almost the only effective authority which

is available at this moment to mamtam the pre-

carious structure of European peace. No one who
has travelled in Central and Eastern Europe can
doubt that, were a definite rupture to occur between
the two countnes, the effect would be immediately

disastrous. It would give new hope to reactionary

elements throughout the Continent, in Berhn and
Munich, in Reichenberg and Zagreb, m Buda-
Pesth and Sofia ; and it would almost certainly

be followed by a concerted attempt to alter by
force the temtorial arrangements established in

the Peace Treaties. Enghsh hberals who, with
traditional naivete and want of imagination, ima^ne
that they are serving the cause of European peace
by rating and scolding a tender and susceptible
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neighbour, might pause to reflect, before the wound-
ing adjective shps off their pen, that it is the associa-

tion between Britain and France, and that alone,

which protects Europe at this moment from a con-

tinuance of the agelong racial struggle between the

German and Magyar and Slav and Roumaman for

which so many reckless spirits are thirsting from
the Rhine to the Carpathians and the Adriatic.

Not that the Supreme Council is all-powerful. It

has proved powerless to protect Armema, or to

coerce Russia, or to prevent the outbreak of a fresh

war between Greece and Turkey, or to eject

Zeligowski from Vilna. Its effective authority

extends only over Western and Central Europe
and suffers palpable diminution m proportion as it

attempts to move eastward, beyond the range where

French rmhtary power or the pressure of a Bntish

blockade can exercise effective compulsion. Never-

theless, himted though its authonty may be, far

more hmited than it would have been had Eastern

Europe been bound to the West by a firm hnk of

international credit-power, it suffices in present

circumstances to mamtain a provisional stability

and to give the new Europe, the Europe of the

Treaties, time to harden and crystallize.

Before asking how a true concert can be formed

or reshaped, let us glance for a moment at this

new Europe. Three features strike the eye at once.

Firstly, the old multi-national Empires, Austria-

Hungary, Turkey, and Russia, have disappeared,

if m the last case only temporarily, from the

European scene. Secondly, the European states

correspond, not indeed perfectly but far more
completely than before the war, to the hnes of
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demarcation between nation and nation, the change

bringing into existence no less than six wholly new

states, Poland, Czecho-Slovakia, Lithuania, Latvia,

Esthoma, and Finland, and three which are virtually

new creations, Jugo-Slavia, Austria, and Hungary.

Thirdly, with the diminution in the number and

authority of the Great Powers, what may be called

the medium-sized Powers, substantial units of

territory such as Poland and Jugo-Slavia, or highly

developed industrial regions such as Belgium

and Czecho-Slovakia, are destined to exercise a

considerably greater relative influence than under

the old pre-war conditions. In 1914 (excludmg Lilli-

putian communities like Monaco) there were nineteen

sovereign states m Europe, out of which six were

Great Powers
;
to-day there are twenty-five, with

four Great Powers, including Germany, whose

effective military and economic power is subject

to numerous disabihties.

How is this Europe bound together ? Three

different and, in some degree, competing sets of

arrangements are at present regulating the mutual
relations of its members. In the first place, there

IS the Covenant of the League of Nations which
the overwhelming majority of the European states

are pledged to observe. Under this they are bound,

firstly not to make war upon one another without

recourse to a procedure involving pubhcity and
delay

; secondly to take some action (not necessarily

either mihtary or economic) to preserve the terri-

torial integrity and independence of their fellow-

members. Under present conditions, when the
League has as yet had little chance to acquire either

the moral authority or the economic leverage which
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it may hope to wield in future years, these obhgations

do not constitute so weighty a factor as they should

in the life of Europe ; and recent discussions, at

Washmgton as at Cannes, and m East Central

Europe, have shown how states, anxious for their

security, exhibit a preference for regional agree-

ments, however weak the obligation involved in

them, over the widely scattered guarantees afforded

by Article X. No case has indeed as yet occurred

in Europe, as it has m Central Amenca, m which

two members of the League, completely unmindful

of the Covenant, have actually embarked upon
regular hostihties with one another

;
but the

recent boundary dispute between Jugo-Slavia and
Albania, whatever the character of the fighting,

did not fall far short of this. Already, however,

weak and necessitous states hke Austria have become
pamfuUy dependent on the good graces of the

League, and, if the projected credit scheme takes

shape, it may prove to be an agency of potential

pressure as well as of rehef, and thus arm the League

with some rough kind of sanction or control. But
this, of course, will, at best, be true only of the

smaller and more helpless members of what, despite

the boasted doctrme of the Equality of Sovereign

States, IS m reahty destined to be either an aristo-

cracy of the Great, or a bourgeoisie of the larger and
medium-sized Powers. For a true mternational

democracy, m the sense of a regime of equal con-

sideration for all states irrespective of their size and
strength, we must wait until force, whether pohtical

or economic, has been eliminated from the field of

international deahng.

The second set of arrangements are the Peace
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Treaties, which, despite the arbitrary manner in

which they were presented for signature to the

enemy states, regulate so large a number of matters

in the hfe of the recent beUigerents, from armies

and frontiers to waterways and labour conditions,

as to be not undeserving of the description, recently

apphed to them by a Czecho-Slovak statesman, as

the charter of the new Europe. They are indeed

open to serious criticism, in their economic rather

than m their terntonal clauses
,

but the most

important defect, or hmitation, in their scope, from

the point of view which we are now considering,

IS that, apart from the clauses in the Covenant to

which allusion has just been made, they make no
adequate provision for their own continuing

enforcement.

It IS this which has led to the third set of arrange-

ments, those embod3nng defimte treaty obhgations

between separate Powers. The most important of

these IS one which, just because it never grew from
being a project of a Treaty into being a Treaty,

forms the most striking illustration of the problem
which it was designed to meet—the Treaty proposed

by Mr. Lloyd George and President Wilson to

M. Clemenceau as a guarantee against an unprovoked
German aggression. When the joint guarantee

broke down owing to non-ratification by the United
States, and Britain declared herself unable to

assume the burden alone, France turned elsewhere

and concluded a convention with Belgium which
forms at the moment the sole assured international

military protection of her oft-invaded Eastern
frontier. Parallel to this, as a sanction of the
Austrian, as the Franco-Belgian Treaty is of the
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German settlement, are the political and military

arrangements concluded between Czecho-Slovakia,

Jugo-Siavia, and Roumania, collectively known as

the Little Entente. Besides this, Bntain has a

Treaty with Portugal, dating from long before

the war, and Czecho-Slovakia a treaty with

Poland. ^

Such is the present pohtical organization of

Europe—a big unfinished design, supplemented, and
m part replaced, by patchwork improvization. What
is the outlook for the future? In what direction

are we to look for a consistent and comprehensive

alteration m what must be now admitted to be an
impracticable design ?

The present writer believes that a solution of

these perplexities and comphcations can be found

in one way alone, along the simple and well-tried

road of the old Concert of the European Powers.

Europe has not been saved from the West, nor yet

from the East, as was hoped by two opposing sets

of idealists. Amenca and Russia, each in their

own way, may yet return to play then part in the

hfe of the old Continent. For present purposes,

however, we must rule them out. Europe will be

wise to adapt to her own case the old Italian motto *

Europa fara da se. She must look to her own
heahng. Then perchance others, who seem at

present to look on, kindly but unhelpful, from afar

will find the will and the means to co-operate. And
the heahng must begin where the wound is deepest,

from the Western end of the Continent. The goal

of aU good Europeans at this juncture should be
^ To these should now be added the Austro Czecho-Slovak Treaty

and the Treaty, referred to on p 341, between Poland and three out of
the four E. Baltic States
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to work for the establishment of relations of mutual

confidence between Britain, France, and Germany.

If this can be achieved, Europe will recuperate

her strength in secunty and the League of Nations

will find the mam obstacle to its growth removed

and will deepen its roots and spread its branches.

Let the idealists who pm their faith to the League,

and the reahsts who make light of it because they

know how powerless any mere organization must
ever be to combat the fears and suspicions which
still poison the hfe of Europe, join hands in attempt-

ing to solve what has been the major problem of

European pohtics dunng the last three years, and
dunng the fifty years which preceded them.

It is not an insoluble problem. All three nations,

indeed, if they could give expression to their deepest

thought, desire ardently and wholeheartedly to

solve it. Especially is this true of the two most
closely interested of the three peoples, who, in their

broad masses at any rate, are weary of the eternal

vicissitudes of armed conflict which have clouded
their serenity and worn out their energies ever
smce Caesar encountered the German chieftain

from across the Rhine. It is not the desire for a
solution that is lacking, it is the understanding

—

the mutual understandmg of moods and motives,
of deep-lying passions and unspoken philosophies
which alone can bring harmony into the relations
of t'^^o anguished and tortured peoples. If the
difficulty were superficial, it could be easily solved,
and might as easily recur. Just because it is agelong
and inveterate, compounded of traditional passions
and of ancient and recent sufiermgs, it needs a
deeper analysis for its healing. But it is precisely
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because, as a result of the war, such an analysis is

at last possible, because submerged dispositions have

become mamfest and hidden fears have been justified

by horrid facts, that such a heahng is at last within

the range of practical pohtics.

Let us look first at the case of France, for a

right understanding of her nature is the master key
to the problem. “ France has lost ground with

both British and Amencan opimon at Pans,” wrote

two years ago an Enghsh observer who had unusual

opportumties for witnessmg the work of the Pans
Conference from withm, ” but the fault lies largely

with us. If by lack of understanding we fail

to evoke French genius and French political

imagination in building up the new Europe, no other

gams that we may make ” (not even, if we may pause

to underhne the thought implicit behind the words,

a perfected League of Nations or a firm umon of the

Enghsh-spealang peoples), “can compensate us for

that supreme loss.”^ The statement, or rather the

prediction, here expressed has been only too painfully

fulfilled. During the last three years Bntain and

America, more particularly Britain, have not under-

stood, have seemed not even to be trying to under-

stand, the mmd or mood of France. As a result,

France, discouraged and resentful, has failed to exert

her incomparable gifts of mterpretation and under-

standing in the building up of the new Europe. And,

as a further result, we see the Europe that we see, a

ship adrift in heavy seas, with no visible helmsman.

Why does not France j'oin wholeheartedly in the

Anglo-Saxon project of the League of Nations ? Why
IS she a perpetual obstacle to pohcies and proposals,

^ ResponsthhUes of the League, by Eustace Percy, p 125
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such as a general measure of military and naval

disarmament or the admission of Germany to the

League of Nations, which seem, to the British mind,

normal and necessary steps towards the recuperation

and stabihzation of Europe ? The answer may be

given m three words, fear, indignation, and suspicion.

Twice mvaded within fifty years, France fears for

the security of her Eastern frontier. Watching the

trend of recent Bntish pohcy towards Germany,

which seems to her, and to her not alone on the

Continent, a nauseating compound of sentimentahty

and commercialism, and confronted with the nerve-

racking spectacle of her own ravaged departments,

she IS driven by reaction to evoke and cherish, as a

possession not now to be shared with her former

Allies, the moral indignation which to her sensitive

spirit IS no more than a just and necessary tribute

to the heroic dead. Finally, faced with the dis-

illusionment resulting from the constitutional

complexities of American and the opportunist

vicissitudes of present-day British pohtical hfe, her

confidence in the Enghsh-speakmg peoples has

been rudely shaken and the old seed of suspicion

of perfide Albion has once more found a lodgment

m her mind. Find the means to allay that fear, open
a broad European channel for that noble indignation,

remove the rankling causes of that poisonous

mistrust, and France will once more resume her

normal place and poise as the mam element of

reason and harmony and proportion in the many-
sided life of the European peoples. ^

* The change m French opinion, in the direction of greater dignity,
calm, and self-assurance since the accession to power of M PomcarS,
h^ been very marked Had they been yrntten m the sprmg of 1922
these paragraphs would have been somewhat differently phrased.
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How can that fear be allayed? The remedy
hes with Britain, and it is not hard to find. Not
once but many times dunng the last three years

have Bntish statesmen and editors, safely ensconced

behind their mantime ramparts, armed with a naval

predominance any discussion of which was ruled

out of the agenda of the Peace Conference before-

hand, assured France that her fears were groundless

and upbraided her for “ nervousness ” or even for

“ mihtansm.” Granted that French fears are a
hallucination, assurances proffered under such con-

ditions are calculated rather to exasperate than to

allay them. If Bntam sincerely desires to remove
the gnawing fear at the heart of France, she must not

merely tell her old Ally that she has no need to fear,

but take action to prove it. Up to the present such

action as she has taken has seemed to the logical

French mind directly to behe her assurances. When
France asked that the Rhine should be made the

permanent military frontier of Germany, Britain

and Amenca refused and offered instead a joint

guarantee agamst an unprovoked German attack.

When the Amencan guarantee failed to mature
owmg to the action of the Senate, Britain refused

to undertake the burden alone. Why did she do-

so? No doubt the Bntish Premier had his own
reasons, which, whether creditable or otherwise, are

readily intelligible to anyone famihar with the

course of Bntish pohtics. But to the French mind
the refusal to undertake the burden of the Alliance

could only mean that Bntam, whatever her assur-

ances, regarded a new Franco-German war as a
contingency not altogether unhkely to take place.

And French statesmen point out, with some justice,.
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that, as a result of a war in which France has

suffered, and suffered horribly, from an unprovoked

aggression by an enemy against whom she and her

fnends were msufficiently guarded, she is left with

even less assurances of support from Britain than

she had before In 1914 her Eastern frontier was

protected, firstly by the neutrahty of Belgium, of

which Britain was an individual guarantor, and

secondly, less exphcitly, by the Grey-Cambon

understanding. To-day Belgium is no longer

neutrahzed
;
the British obligation towards Belgium

has fallen to the ground, and Britain has no obhga-

tions towards France other than the vague and

insubstantial commitments embodied in the Cove-

nant of the League of Nations. To the French

mind, trained, alas, by experience to measure

co-operation not m rhetorical assurances of good

wiH but m army corps and mobihzation orders, the

League of Nations is not enough. Britain and
France are at least ahke m this, that they both

prefer a double lock to their door. There are very

few Enghshmen, certainly not enough to form a

majority m any constituency, who would sleep

soundly in their beds if the Covenant, and not the

Navy also, were the protection of their island-

fortress. France, with a more vivid and poignant

experience of invasion than a few scratches from
sea or air, is only asking for the same double system
of insurance. If we beheve, as others beheve of

ours, that her demands are superfluous, that is

surely all the more reason for acceding to them. A
declaration of British readiness to sign the Guarantee
Treaty would be the best possible answer to French,
and it may be added also to Belgian, fears. Surely
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it IS not too much to ask that after their pecuharly

intimate association in the greatest war in history,

the marks of which remain mdehble on French soil,

France and Britain should be bound together, under

the all-embracmg aegis of the League of Nations,

by a pact recognized as constituting as fixed and
natural and stabihzmg an influence m the European
scheme as the old association between Britain and
Portugal. Such a guarantee would differ from the

old-world diplomatic combinations to which excep-

tion is nghtly taken by the defimteness of its terms

and the hmited scope of its obligations It would

not be available, hke an ordinary alhance, as a

means for covering ambitious designs by one of the

parties in this or that region of the world, or as a

support to selfish economic pohcies
,
and those who

argue that, m the sphere covered by its obhgations,

the distinction between defence and “ aggression
"

may m practice be difficult to draw, would find a

convincing answer to their fears if they were better

acquainted with the true attitude of France. She

seeks no new gains or adventures on her Eastern

frontier. All she seeks is to hold what she has won
and to guard her own territory. He httle knows
either the French peasant or the French townsman
who thinks that aggression, whether open or con-

cealed, against Germany, need ever be feared from

their country. The guarantee, therefore, so far

from dividing Europe into opposing diplomatic

camps, would be a true secunty, not only for peace,

but for serenity of mind, and would promote, rather

than impede, the estabhshment of a tnpartite

understanding
;

for the secunty of the German
Repubhc agamst the mihtarist hotheads who still

Le
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seek to wreck it depends upon the stabihty of the

new governments in East Central Europe, and upon

the Entente of the Great Powers which created

them. Britain, France, and the New Gernaany have

a compelling common interest, of which the wiser

heads are everywhere aware, in the stabilization of

the settlement and in the discouragement of pohcies

of adventure or revenge. In any case, however,

whether the pact is signed or not, France may rest

assured that the association, of which the Guarantee

would be the formal expression, exists already m the

hearts of thousands of individual members of the

two countries, who will carry their sense of mutual

comradeship and obligation with them to the grave.

»

Such a declaration need not be unconditional.

It could be coupled with a general pohcy of dis-

armament. Bntish statesmen have repeatedly laid

stress Oil the efficacy of the disarmament clauses

of the German Treaty, and, despite occasional

scares, French opinion is now disposed to accept

the same view. It is common ground, at least

between those best quahfied to weigh the mihtary

facts, that, thanks to the mihtary commissions of

control provided for in the Treaty, Germany is for

the present, and wiU be for some years to come,

powerless for a western aggression. But this is not

sufficient to aUay French fears, still less to justify

a substantial measure of disarmament on the French
side. France looks ahead into the future, she

^ This feeling was finely and opportunely expressed in the King's
speech of thanks to President Millerand, for the ^ft to the Bntish
nation ot the war cemetenes on French soil on May 14. “ These
memories,” he smd, “ must recall for all time the sentiment of faithful
comradeship which inspired those who fefl side by side in the Great
War, and which was bequeathed by them as a sacred legacy to omr
two nations.”
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contrasts the relative population figures of the two
countries, and she asks herself what is hkely to

happen when the commissions of control are dis-

banded, when the Rhine occupation is ended, * and
when, in the course of years, a forty miUion France

IS once more face to face, this time without Bntish

or American support, against a seventy or eighty

milhon Germany Is it any wonder that she should

look eastwards, among the Slav peoples, or even to

Africa, * for the support so ungenerously, as she thinks,

withheld her from the West ^ Here again it is fear,not
“ hupenahsm,” which has led to manifestations of

French activity, at Warsaw and elsewhere, which

have served to deepen the estrangements between

Paris and London. France feels that the same wil-

fully uncomprehendmgly Bntish policy, the same
aggravatmgly self-righteous professions of correcti-

tude, pursue her in the East, from Danzig to Upper

^ Reference may be made at this point to the controversy between
MM Tardieu and Poincare in the Temps in September, 1921, as to
whether the “ guarantees ” which must be fulfilled before the evacua-
tion of the Rhine area becomes obligatory under the Treaty (Article 428)
mclude the projected Guarantee Treaty with Bntam and the United
States M Tardieu argued, as in fais book (pp. 234-6) that they did
M Pomcard’s refutation proved unanswerable, and was duly noted
by the German Press

* French opmion with regard to distinctions of colour resembles that
of the ancient Greeks and Romans (see my Greek Commonwealth, p 317,
2nd ed

)
rather than that of the Enghsh-speakmg peoples British

writers on “the black stain on the Rhine” (whose imputations,
have, incidentally, been refuted by a neutral Commission of enqmry)»
can have bttle idea of the wounding effect of this and similar agitations
on the sensibility of races thus mdiscnminately impugned Enquiry
among the coloured people of the United States on this pomt, and oa
their feeling towards France, would prove eniightenmg to them. For
a recent discussion of educational and other issues in French North
Africa see Le Pnnctpe des NahonahUs . son application au regime
colonial, by Bernard Lavergne (Pans, Alcan), pp, 69-142, esp p io8»
on the influence exerted indirectly by President Wilson on French
pohcym Algeria On the not very creditable history of the re-mterpre-
tation of the Afncan mandate clause m the Covenant so as to permit
of the voluntary enlistment of natives of the mandated areas see a
characteristically frank note by M. Clemenceau in his introduction

(p xvu.) to M Tardieu’s book
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Silesia, as on the Western frontier of her hereditary

foe ;
and in her nervous exasperation she puts herself

even more in the wrong with her impeccably cool-

headed neighbour.

How can France be given security against the

re-armmg of Germany after the disbandment of the

present mihtary commissions of control? Firstly,

by the Guarantee Treaty, which would definitely

throw upon the British Government and people the

obligation of enforcing the mihtary clauses of the

Treaty, especially those providing for the demili-

tarization of the Rhine area and of taking concerted

measures with their French Allies to secure an

adequate margin of security. If it be urged against

this that it might mvolve a change in the traditional

British mihtary system, the answer is that such

an argument is itself a confession that the German
disarmament laid down in the Treaty is likely to

prove illusory, and that the French fears are there-

fore justified. But it is our business, as much as

that of France, to see that the Treaty provisions are

maintained, and it is here that the opening is pro-

vided for a second measure of security in the estab-

lishment of some permanent international agency to

keep watch over the problem of armaments. Such
a measure is foreshadowed m two articles of the

Covenant. Article I lays down that every state

admitted to membership of the League after the

first batch of original members,” “ shall accept

such regulations as may be prescribed by the

League in regard to its military and naval forces

and armaments,” and Article IX. provides that ” a
permanent Commission shall be constituted to

advise the Council on the execution of Articles I.
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and VIII " (the limitation of armaments danse)
“ and on military, naval, and air questions generally.’'

Such an authonty would need to be equipped to

report not only on the strictly mihtary, but on
mdustnal measures of mobihzation. No European
government, after the experience of this war, is

hkely to embark on hostihties until it has amassed,

not merely the mumtions, but the industrial raw
materials needed for a successful issue—unless,

indeed, it is so wilfully perverse, or so bhnded by
a desire for revenge, as dehberately to run amok.

Secret preparations for war, therefore, except for

an air offensive, with chemical gases, against which

neither greater nor lesser precautions can avail, are

even less possible than they were before 1914, when
the intelligence departments proved to be not ill-

informed as to the mam facts. The estabhshment

of some such body as that contemplated in Article

IX. would go far to aUay the apprehensions, not of

France only, but of the other powers, such as

Czecho-Slovakia and Jugo-Slavia, who have equal

and even greater reason to fear possible aggression

from untrustworthy and revengeful neighbours. It

IS true that, as became clear at Washington, a

general programme of European mihtary disarma-

ment cannot be adopted until Russia has been

brought into hne,‘ and the Hungarian situation

gives the other Succession States more ground for

confidence, but there is no reason why the project

for an international commission of control should

^ The chief difficulty about Russian disarmament, as not everyone
m England seems to realize, is, of course, the securmg of satisfactory

guarantees Expressions of wiHmgness to disarm, especially from a
government which relies m unusual measure upon armed force for the
mamtenance of its domestic authonty, are valueless without such
guarantees.
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not be adopted independently of any subsequent

programme of limitation. Such a programme

already exists in the Treaties for four European

states

A third measure of security could be given by
Britain to France by the perfecting, within the

limits lately agreed upon as legitimate, of the

ofiensive activities of our sea-power If Frenchmen

habitually look to British divisions rather than to

British destroyers as the effective instrument of

common defence, every German knows that it is the

British Navy which, in the last analysis, has the

stranglehold over his country’s life . There is no doubt

in any Englishman’s mmd that were France once

more to be the viclim of an unprovoked attack, such

power would be used to the full But it is not

enough that the power should be there m reserve.

Both the French and the Germans, and, let it be

added, their recently neutral neighbours, should be

made to realize that it is there, and that it is meant
to be used The course of Alhed policy has led the

pubhc opmion, not only of the three countries most
closely mterested but of the rest of the world also,

to think that military power, and m the main French
mihtary power, is the only available sanction against

Treaty-breakmg It is important that the rdle of

the Navies, and especially of the leading European
Navy, should not be forgotten, and with it, let it be
added, the pohtical responsibilities, especially in the

domain of commercial pohcy, which the possession

of such inexorable power involves. The reader who
has followed the underlying argument of the earlier

part of this volume will not need to be told that the
British Navy is hke amagnet set up to draw Germany
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steadily towards a westward orientation and to

forbid her to indulge in eastern adventures in wMch,
though she may conquer whole kingdoms, she risks

the loss of her connections with the overseas

world and of the indispensable elements of civihz-

ation and hvehhood which it provides for her

population. ^

The system of regional agreements for mutual
protection between naval powers lately inaugurated

at Washington should be extended to European
waters, with which Washington was powerless to

deal. Were this done, and Malta, Tunis, and Tripoli

brought within a pact similar to that which now
includes Austraha, Formosa, and the Phihppines,

the memory of a recent unseemly wrangle at

Washington would be obhterated, and the chief

obstacle to a comprehensive naval disarmament

removed.*

So much for French fears We pass now to a

more subtle and intimate subject, the moral m-
dignation which estranges the victim from the

wrongdoer. The remedy here hes mainly on the

German side ; but there is something that can be

said m this place. Perhaps the greatest of all the

many psychological barriers to Franco-British under-

standing IS the contrast between what the English

are fond of calling “ sportsmanship on the one

*The wnter was recently {but before the announcement of the
Russo-German Treaty) discussmg this pomt with a leading Amencan
expert authonty His answer, with regard to a Russo-German combma-
tion agamst the Western Powers, was short and to the point “ Rubber
alone would be enough to prevent it ” The contmual re-emergence of
this bogey is not creditable to the political common sense of the leading
sea-gomg nation Mr J L Garvin may be mentioned as a promment
victim of this delusion

®The Mediterranean situation has a bearing on the submanne
discussions at Washington which, due perhaps to wise discretion on
the part of M. Sarraut, has not been appreciated m England.
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hand, and French sensitiveness on the other. The
rough, good-humoured, optimistic, and imperceptive

attitude towards hfe which caused the British

soldier to endow his German foe, m the opposing

trenches, with the innocuous title of Fntz is, and
remains more than ever after five years of com-
radeship, a mystery to the intense and deeply

patriotic po^lu, who sees in the Boche the barbarian

invader and defiler of his home. It may be said

at once, of the Enghsh and the French, as of the

Enghsh and the Insh, that the former are apt to

forget what it were better to remember and the

latter to remember what it were better to forget.

But the French have an especial spur to memory
which is denied to their more obhvious neighbours.

The growth of a Mndly, or even a calm, sentiment

between the mass of the French and German peoples

IS perpetually impeded and thrown back by the

spectacle of the devastated regions. The invaded
departments are too closely hnked with the rest of

the hfe of France, both sentimentally and in-

dustrially, for the wound to exert a merely local

influence and reaction. The children growing up
amid the rums of Rheims and Arras or in the damp
and draughty shanties which stand for home in

Lens and Albert and Bapaume and hundreds of

equally obhterated villages will bear about with
them through hfe the indelible memories of suffering

and squalor imprinted on their infant sensibilities.

Nor, in a land hke France where the tradition of

the soil and the homestead counts for so much in

the heart and mind both of peasant and townsman,
are the uprooted victims of the invader, transplanted
to Lyons or the Loire or even to the all-engulfing
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metropolis, to be reckoned in happier case. For

such a wound no real heahng is possible. Rheims
Cathedral, the Town Hall Square of Arras, like the

Cloth Hall of Ypres, have passed for ever into

history, even as the heroes who defended them.

But at least there can be reparation, so that new
hfe may spnng up to replace the old and the busy

hand of man once more reawaken and revivify the

desolate tract which for four long years marked
the boundary of freedom. Reparation to France

is not only, or mainly, a financial problem. It

embodies a demand of human justice sprmging

from the depth of the French soul. When the

British Premier, aided by his Austrahan colleague,

added war-costs to the Alhed claim, he was not

simply trebhng, or even quadruplmg, the total

biU
,

he was minglmg two tragically different

elements of hability. He was asking for Britain

and Canada and Australia, for India and Portugal

and Brazil, who had known nothing of the long-

drawn shame and anguish of enemy occupation,

a share in what should have been regarded as an

almost sacred, if madequate, tribute of recompense

to the innocent civihans of the invaded lands.

Until this aspect of the reparation problem, so

deep-felt in France and yet so hard to state to an

outsider, is rated at its full value both by Bntam
and Germany, the soul of France will continue to

suffer from an outraged sense of what is, at bottom,

a just and noble indignation. Perhaps it may yet

prove to be the hidden blessing m the ghastly

tragedy of Oppau that its crumbled rums and its

giant crater, with their stream of stricken refugees,

may bring home to dwellers by the Rhine scenes
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on the Somme and the Aisne, the Lys and the Yser,

which their imaginations had hitherto been too

weak to picture.

The third element in what, to use the technical

language of analysis, we may term the French

complex, is a pervading and poisoning mistrust.

Here it is best to be frank, however distasteful

the task may be. For the last three years, ever

since the peace discussions began, French statesmen

have been engaged m constant and intricate negotia-

tions with the British Premier. The result of

these personal contacts is that Mr Lloyd George,

to quote the words of an unusually balanced, if

plam spoken, British joumahst, “ is hated in

France as no Enghshman has ever been hated.

This hatred is not due primanly to differences of

pohcy. Such differences have indeed, during the

last year at any rate, been rather the result than
the cause of the personal difficulty. It is due to

the mistrust and the bewilderment caused by the

tactics of a pohtician who seems consistently to

violate the rules hitherto associated by the French
mind with British statesmanship. Had a British

statesman of the old type, a Gladstone, a Sahsbury,
or even a Milner—^the Milner who was brave enough,
in October, 1918, to issue the warning against the
disintegrating possibilities of a German revolution-
been in office at the time of the armistice, the con-
flict of pohcy and temperament would have been
acute ; but France would have known where she
stood, and would have received from Britain what
she expected, the firm and sympathetic guidance of
a generous friend. But to have been led by British

^ New Statesman, September 24, 1921
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statesmanship along the path of violence and
revenge, and then to have watched the treacherous

guide, his own immediate objectives attained,

craftily tummg on his old tracks and making for

the enemy’s camp, has proved too exasperating to

French sensibihty It must unfortunately be set

down, if not as an axiom at least as a preponderant

likehhood, that no real improvementm Anglo-French

relations can be looked for till there is a change

in the British premiership The same is true, let

it be stated at once, of Anglo-German relations

also. To the French pubhc Mr. Lloyd George is

the man who, having engaged to try the Kaiser

and to exact the uttermost farthing from the

Boche, has pocketed most of the German colonies

and German merchant fleet for his country, and
put Britain’s chief opposmg Navy and chief trade

competitor out of the way, and has then left France,

uncompensated and unsupported, with a paper

Treaty as her chief asset To the German pubUc he

is and remains the man who, having declared, under

circumstances of unusual solemnity, that the war
was bemg waged against Prussian mihtarism and

not agamst the future of the German people, and
havmg pledged his country to make peace upon the

Wilson basis, is responsible for a Treaty which

completely ignores the “ equality of trade condi-

tions ” provided for m the Fourteen Points and
wipes out, generally to the advantage of Britain,

what Germans regarded as the elementary legal

rights of their traders abroad. For the wrong
done to Germany before the Treaty was signed,

and the wrong done to France smce, the British

Premier will not easily be forgiven from either side

;



are alike agreed.

We are not concernedm this volume with personal

questions except when, as in this case, they have

an important bearing on European policy. David

Lloyd George the man may be left to the biographers,

who will do Justice, one may be sure, to the energy

and resourcefulness, the unquenchable vitality

and the almost uncanny powers of receptiveness,

intuition, and improvization which go together to

make up what, but for no added touch of greatness,

would undoubtedly deserve the name of gemus.

Greatness indeed, and goodness too, lay at his roots,

and were nourished by his early Welsh upbringing.

But when the soil was changed the plant, for all its

appearance of adaptabihty, seems to have lost the

best of its native quahty. Students of Wales may
see in the Premier, not the “ greatest living Welsh-

man," but a symbol of the tragedy of their country.

Students of Europe cannot look so deep. They
can only take regretful note that one who might

have hved m history for service rendered m a plastic

hour, made the Great Refusal and so effaced himself

from the scene

We may now pass on from France to her eastern

neighbour. The case of Germany is graver, but

less subtle and complex than that of France. She,

too, endured greatly for four years and more and
emerged from the war nerve-racked, exhausted,

and m need of guidance. But whereas the problem
for France was to heal the wounds of body and
mmd so as to be free to pick up the threads of her
old life, whether in the fields or in the arts, the

problem for Germany is to find a new way of life
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altogether. Germany is the victim of a complete

breakdown—a bankruptcy of all that to which
her people had been, or thought they had been,

attached for fifty years. For the German, both

by temperament and by added traimng, sees his

hfe, and the hfe of society, as part of a general

scheme or philosophy^ and when the fabric of

Bismarck collapsed, its whole intellectual and moral
foundations were involved in the rum. At the

impact of a fact hke the Bulganan armistice into

the ordered scheme of his histoncal thinking, the

successor of Treitschke readjusted his whole mental

furniture, and the sincerest spokesman of the old

order, Fnedrich Naumann, told the parents of the

dead that their sons had fallen to close an epoch,

and that a new age demanded new tasks and a new
outlook * So much he was privileged to see before

a merciful death removed him from the scene. His

countrymen as yet have seen no further. If the

question be asked, Whither is Germany tending?

the answer is, No whither. She is still too much
stupefied and bewildered by the catastrophe which

has befallen her to have taken her bearings or laid

out a new track. The older generation, and the

more obstinate and embittered among the young,

are indeed harking back to the old banners
;

but,

as the Kapp Putsch and recent events since the

murder of Erzberger have shown, they no longer

possess the power to lead them to victory, unless

some large European change, such as a rupture

between France and Bntain, should open the way.

But the mass are Republicans. They accept the

^ Oa this point see Baron Von HugeFs penetrating study on The
German Soul, the best bnef book on the subject

* Published in Htlfe }nst after the end of hostilities
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new order. They recognize its inevitability and

its power over their lives. But they have as yet

discovered no intellectual or political initiative of

their own.^ Not, indeed, that their lack of con-

viction IS due to a failure to expenment with new
philosophies. In the autumn of 1918 and through

the early winter, until it became clear that the

Allies were letting the economic situation go by
default, all Germany was Wilsonian and the Four-

teen Points were quoted and commentarized as

though Washington were a new Sinai. Later on,

in the desperation of a workless winter when the

blockade, so far from being relaxed, was even

extended to the Baltic, the Bolshevik philosophy

had its brief day of intellectual vogue. But the

failure of the Munich expenment, coupled with

more detailed news as to the actual situation at

Moscow, soon shepherded the enquiring flock away
from these dangerous pastures. Since then,

compromise and politicalimprovization have been the

order of the day. But if the German is still doubt-

ful as to what he shall think, he has found rehef in

the renewed power of work. Every month puts

the blockade and its privations further behind

him ; while, raw matenals once purchased somehow,
the exchange rate has facihtated the resumption of

export to a degree exceeding all expectations of

two years ago. When one of the earhest British

writers to visit Germany after the publication of

the peace terms declared that the Treaty gave

^ On this point see a very sincere and suggestive article by a repre-
sentative oi that section of German opinion which is bent on facing
the Ml truth as to the German dibdcle, Karl Wilker, La NomdU
AUemtgne, jRevufi de Genivu, Feb., 1922. See also the very well-informed
article by a “ neutral ” (evidently a Swiss) judge in the Edinburgh
Emm, Apnl, 1922, entitled German Pohitcs and ReconcihatioH.
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Britain the power to “control the world’s com-
merce,” he httle thought that within two years

there would be far more unemployed in his own
country than in Germany.^

So far, then, as ingrained German dispositions

are concerned, there is no reason in the nature of

things why the German Repubhc should not put
the whole Wilhelmian tradition, with its methods
and ambitions, aside as a nightmare and enter

into relations of confidence and co-operation with

France and Britain, particularly with France.

Psychologically, as any observer can test for himself

on the spot, France and Germany were mtended
to understand and not to misunderstand one another.

Nature meant them to co-operate, not to collide.

The traveller who passes from the pure France,

through the borderlands of Franco-German culture,

whether in the redeemed provmces or in the

temporary French area of occupation, to the pure

Germany, is conscious, not of a clash, but of

an agreeable blending of cultures. Alsace and
Lorraine are not, hke Fermanagh and Tyrone, the

meeting place of two mutuaUy mcomprehensibles,

nor yet like the Welsh Marches, where the blending,

although no longer a pohtical issue, submerges,

rather than reveals, the best of both, but the home
of a true borderland people who, despite their French

allegiance, now indehbly fixed, have the power to

take in and to radiate forth, in characteristic and
homely fashion, the mfluences which come to them
from both sides. Germany has owed much to

France, from the Middle Ages onwards, and France in

her turn, whether in music, science, or scholarships

Brailsford, Across the Blockade, p. 150.
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has owed much, of late years even overmuch,

to Germany. It is pohtics and politically-poisoned

culture/' and these alone, which have caused the

tragic misunderstanding which both sides, and the

world as a whole, have bhndly accepted as an

unalterable fact in the hfe of Europe.

The same, if in lesser degree, is true of the relations

between Germany and Britain. If culturally the

two peoples are far apart—for the North Sea and

the Channel form one of the marked cultural

frontiers of the world—racially they have much in

common Racial affimties are a good foundation

for mutual intercourse, and it is not surprising that

the Bntish and American troops in the Rhine area

should have been pleasurably surprised to become

aware of them. They are, however, a dangerous

basis for pohtical co-operation, unless supplemented

by some more conscious and definite understanding.

The difficulty about the relations between Britain

and her late enemy at this moment is, not that there

is a want of contact, but that superficial contacts,

facihtated by racial affinity, are making the tnpartite

understanding, wherein hes the only real solution,

more difficult of attainment and forming a crust,

as it were, over an unhealed and envenomed wound.
For the German disposition with which France

and Britain have to deal is not normal, or simply

convalescent after collapse and exhaustion, but
abnormal and outraged, stung, hke that of France,

by a sense of justice denied and of continumg wrong.
The pubhcation of the draft terms of the Treaty in

May, 1919, put a sudden end to German Wilson-

ianfeml and to the sincere, if superficial, mood of

receptiveness—-penitence would be too strong a
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word—^wMch accompanied it. Isolated for over

four years from contact with, the opinion of the

outer world, Germans m the early part of 1919 were

gemiineiv surpnsed to discover the opinion enter-

tained about them by the mass of mankind, and

felt conscientiously constramed to begin examining

into its grounds But the truth, as revealed in the four

volumes of German Foreign Office documents, and

in the damning and unanswerable summary of their

contents pubhshed by Kautsky, was too terrible

for all but the most courageous of minds to

assimilate, and the Treaty not only gave Germans

a substantial grievance of their ownm compensation,

but opened the door to self-justificalmg argument

and ingenuity on the major issue Dunng the last

two and more years, despite, or indeed because of,

the declaration of guilt embodied m the Peace

Treaty, German opmion has once more hardened in

the belief, not indeed that the AUies, or any one of

them, caused the war, but that it “ just happened,’*

hke a disturbance of Nature, or that, at the worst,

the responsibihty can be divided.^ Every kind of

^ It IS partirularly unfortunate that Germans of the calibre of

Pnnce Max von Baden should still believe in handling this subject in

a spirit of propaganda, or, as they would say, counter propaganda,
and that bodies such as the German League of Nations Society
should be publicly associated with the propagandist activities recentlyset

on foot in order to disprove Germany’s sole responsibility for the %var

There is a good summary of the mam facts, as we now have them,
regarding the outbreak of the war, m three articles m the Awencan
Hi'itorical Review (by Professor Sidney B Fay, of Smith College),

though why they should be quoted, as has occurred several times
recently in the Amencan Radical Press, as though their conclusions
did not confirm the current Allied view point is not apparent from a
study of their contents For a convenient summary (from the writings

of Morel, Neilson. and others) of the pro-German case see The Mvik
of a Guilty Nation, by Albert Jay Nock ( Histoncus ” of The Freeman},
New York, igai It is an almost classic example of foreground detail

w'lthout background loioivledge It imght convmce a visitor from the
moon, but for any European with even a superficial knowledge of

conditions in the decade before 1914, its arguments, regarded in

perspective, are childish

Me
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rationalization, to use the technical term which is

applied to similar processes m individual mental

cases, IS used to support this latter contention, but

that the patient remains unsatisfied, that the

problem of German responsibihty for the appalhng

catastrophe remains a grim obsession in the mind

of most thinking Germans, is manifest from the

constant output of hterature on what is among the

Alhes now an outworn subject, and becomes still

more evident to anyone who has had occasion to

discuss the issue with Germans face to face.

It is vital not only to the restoration of confidence

between France and Germany, but to the heahng

of Germany herself, that the question of the responsi-

bility for the war should not be evaded or glossed

over with frivolous and repugnant amiabihties, but

faced frankly in all its nakedness. It is the only

means to the recovery of German serenity and self-

respect, and to the restoration of a right and honour-

able relationship between the German people and
the rest of civilized mankind. Nor, difficult. though

it is to pm mdividual Germans down to this issue,

as difficult as for a psycho-analyst to bnng his

patient to talk of his hidden wound, does it transcend

the possibihties of sincere and sympathetic inter-

course. What is needed above all is an increase of

personal contacts between frank, honest and patriotic

spirits on either side, between those who understand
what love of country means, and what anguish is

involved for aU true Germans in the thought that

the devotion and endurance so prodigally and
unquestioningly rendered against a world of enemies
were spent on an evil cause. " Even if I were con-

vinced by what you tell me,” said such a true lover
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of the Fatherland after a frank discussion of this

theme, “ I could not say so to you.” Here, on the

ground of a common love of country, of a uniting

and reconciling human experience, rather than in

the empty rhetoric of cosmopolitanism, is material

for a real restoration of confidence and even of

friendship. Not to forget and forgive, but to under-

stand and forgive, should be the watchword of both

parties to this common effort.

Such discussions reveal that there is a two-fold

difficulty to be overcome. There is, firstly, the fact

that the two sides are worlong from two different

versions of the historical events, the German
version, in the writer’s view, being by far the more
distorted and incomplete, partly to the failure on

the German side to realize the direct, m this case

the awful, responsibihty of the individual citizen

in a modern state for the actions of his government.

If, as the evidence from June, 1914, onwards, proves

up to the hilt, Germany was responsible for involving

first the Balkans, then Europe, then almost the

whole world, m the greatest war in history, then

the AUied peoples are nght in feeling that not the

German state but the German people, men and
women ahke, are responsible for what is rightly

described in the Allies' covering letter of June,

1919, as " the greatest crime against humanity and
the freedom of peoples that any nation, calling

itself civilized, has ever committed.” And they

will not feel free to enter into real relations of

confidence with their late enemies untd they have

received more than constrained and perfunctory

indications of sorrow and remorse on the German
Side. The public occasion may yet arise when some
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convincing indication of this land can be given. In

the meantime it is in the more intimate region of

personal contacts that the reconciliation must

begm.

But the road to such reconciliation is impeded

and blocked up by the mjustice of which Germany
has a right to complam in the Peace Treaty. So

long as the German people is labouring under the

huge habihty imposed upon it by the Pensions and

Separation Allowances clause, and under the dis-

abilities of the economic clauses, it will be as difficult

for Germans to feel, as for their late enemies to

demand, an appropriate attitude of regret. The
comparison between the two wi'ongs may indeed

recall the mote and the beam, though it must be

confessed that a sum of between three and four

thousand million pounds, a moderate estimate of the

liability under the clause in question, constitutes a

pretty substantial mote. Nevertheless, until it is

removed, Germans will continue to attribute to the

Treaty, and to the Treaty as a whole rather than to

its more indefensible clauses, evils which, probed to

the bottom, are in the mam the inevitable legacy of

the war itself, and wiU find consolation for the

prickmgs of conscience in an unwholesome attitude

of martyrdom.

Thus far our argument seems to have brought us

to a deadlock. France cannot re-establish true

relations with Germany while her wrongs remain
unredressed ; but Germany is estopped from
redressing them, in the only spirit in which redress

can bring heahng and appeasement, because she

too is nursmg hei wrongs. It is true that, as between
France and Germany, as between Britain and
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Germany, there have of late been symptoms of

rapprochement, of which the Rathenan-Louchenr

agreement for reparation m kind is the most con-

spicuous example But here again the agreement,

however desirable, has but a surface value. It

spnngs rather from a common interest or inchnation

to leave Britain on one side than from a genmne
desire to collaborate. So long as the moral atmo-
sphere remains as it is, co-operation between France

and Germany must remain on a purely matenal

plane, capable mdeed of involving Britain m a

damaging isolation, and even of formmg the nucleus

of an anti-British, or anti-Anglo-Saxon hloc of

Continental peoples, but not of reawakening the

old lost sense of the moral unity of Europe. Europe,

in fact, needs Britain, as she needed her m 1914,

and again in the plastic hours of 1918. Much has

been lost, but much can still be retrieved, if Britain,

who is m Europe yet not of Europe, can rise to

the height of her opportumty.

It is the fortune, whether for good or iH, of the

present writer to be able to see his country through

the eyes both of his feHow-citizens and of their

foreign critics. To have this double vision is always

a stimulus, but there are moments when it carries

with It a peculiar degree of responsibihty—^when to

speak is perhaps to incur odium, but to keep silent

is to be a traitor. Such a moment is the present,

when our policy and the conjuncture of events have

brought us into a situation which contains elements

of danger, as also elements of hope, of which few

Enghshrnen seem to be aware

There is no need to recall Britain’s services to

Europe durmg the war, or the spirit of unselfish
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and spontaneous sacrifice m which they were

rendered. Our five million volimteers—^how many
of them, alas, lost to the further service of their

country—^reveal a degree of individual cmc
responsibility which no other belligerent state on

either side can approach. Nor need it be stated,

except for the wilfully blind or the woefully ignorant

m other countries, that the British people, ir-

respective of class or party, cherish the most genuine

feelings of goodwill for the peoples of Europe and

desire nothing better than to be helpful to them.

If they sinned, as they did sm grievously, m the

election of 1918, it was through ignorance and bad

leadership, not out of evil purpose ;
and could they

be reawakened now to a consciousness of their

awful degree of responsibility for the subsequent

miseries of Europe, they would do all they could

to make amends. But they have been captained

by opportunists who have followed, not guided,

their inclmations
;

and their inclinations, during

the past three years, have been parochial and self-

regardmg. “ British statesmanship,” said the

influential writer, whose book has already been

cited, m 1919, “ has often been right about Europe ;

. . . but it has never been wiUing to hold in its

hands or to follow for more than a brief moment
the threads of pohcy which it has taken up or

fingered. In the European family of nations our

character and our history have made us amateurs
and preachers ” And he heads the chapter which
contains this characterization, so strangely

reminiscent of what we ourselves are fond of sajdng

of the United States, with these warning words of

Mazzini :
“ If England persists in mamtammg this
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neutral, passive, selfish part, she will have to expiate

it

It IS indeed the passivity of our British selfishness

which renders ns so exasperating to Continental

observers If we were actively and aggressively

selfish there would be ground for active cornplaint

;

it is our cool way of capitalizing our natural ad-

vantages of history and situation and of preaching

a similar businesshke reasonableness to others less

fortunately cucumstanced, which bnngs the word
hypocnte so readily to Continental hps What
other country in the world would have used its

coal export monopoly to the full, as we did m the

autumn of igig, at a time when the price of fuel

was a matter of hfe and death to ContmentaJ

manufacturers and workmen, whilst at the same
time promoting elaborate arrangements of chanty

for the victims of its own pohcy^* What other

country could wax so eloquent on the militansra

of others at a time when the offensive power of its

own navahsm has become one of the mam factors

m European pohtics ; or could crown a war waged
on behalf of the sanctity of Treaties with a Treaty

which itself embodied a violation of international

nght—a Treaty, moreover, which was taken so

hghtly that it was ratified by Parhament almost

without discussion and is regarded with so little

sanctity that two out of the three Parliamentary

parties have declared for its revision regardless of

the wishes of their co-signatories ^ Or again, who
else but the British would have claimed the idea

of mandates, of the unselfish trusteeship of weaker

^ The Responsibilities of the League, pp, 44 and 29-

* See Appendix, Part u , j.
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peoples, as a traditional national principle, at the

very moment when the stnct pohcy of three genera-

tions, under which we refused to secure special

advantages for our trade m the dependent Empire,

has been definitely broken down Or who would

have granted the Dominions a nght to separate

representation as independent units m the League

of Nations concurrently with the inauguration of

a system of mutual preference, thereby, at least m
foreign eyes, turning a unitary Commonwealth into

the model of a ‘‘ selfish economic league ” ^ ® Similar

lapses and mconsistencies could be adduced m our

commercial legislation, which has wounded ex-ally

and ex-enemy ahke. Suffice it to say that never has

our incapacity to see ourselves as others see us been

^ Dunag the General Election of igi8, the Lord Chancellor informed
a public audience that we could pay for the war out of the resources

of Mesopotamia This boutade would not be worth recallmg had it not
been taken senously by certain sections of the American public On
the oil question, see Le Petrole, by F Delaisi, Pans, 1921 (English
translation, pubhshed by Labour Publishing Company) which gives

details of the rivalry between the Bntish-Dutch and American com-
bmations and of the S Remo agreement of 1920 for the association

of the French with the Bntish mterests (see also Tardieu, p 446 note)

See also Mowrer, Balkamzed Europe, p 224, for an interesting account
of the situation m Roumania (in 1920), and of the strong resistance
opposed by Roumanians to foreign exploitation of their oil resources

There are indications, which, it is to be hoped, will be confirmed,
that Bntam and the United States have reached an agreement on the
oil question, on the principle of the “ open door ” It is therefore all

the more astonishing that reports should be cuculatmg, confirmed by
an interview given by the Italian Foreign Mmister to the Manchester
Guardian (May 22, 1922), that, in the words of the Nahon (May 27)
the Bntish Empire is proposing “ to furnish Italy with raw matenals
at differential or favourable rates ” Although the Nation reports this
as " certain,” and actually bestows approval upon the suggestion, it

nevertheless remams mcredible, if for no worthier reason than the
antagonism that such a reversion to the eighteenth century ideas
would provoke m the United States The worthier reasons are our
obligations under Point 3 of the 14 Pomts, and Article XXIII. (e) of
the Covenant.

* On the problem of imperial preference in its international aspects,
generally ignored by British opinion both at home and overseas, see
the chapter “ Preferences an International Problem,” in Comnierctal
Policy m Wartime and After, by Mr W S, Cubertson, now Vice-
Cbamnan of the U S Tariff Commission
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so strikingly demonstrated as dining the last three

years. ^

What can Britain do to end the Continental

deadlock ? She can realize her own dishonour

Few things are more stnkmg, or more painful, at the

present time for an Enghshman than the contrast

between the indignation or cynicism with which
his country's pohcy is regarded in France, in Ger-

many, and in the new and enlarged states of Central

Europe for whose problems we have shown so little

understanding, and the matter of fact way in which
the same subjects, the same agreed and accepted

facts, are treated m his own country. One example
must suffice The authontative history of the

Peace Conference issued by the Institute of Inter-

national Affairs deals thus with a question which is

vital to the welfare of some seventy miihon men,

women, and children. The Treaty arrangements
“ on reparation and indemnities ” it declares* “ are

the most dubious, but it is of interest to observe that

the most generally assailed provision in the Treaty,

that of making Germany responsible for pensions and
allowances, was proposed ” {supported would be more
accurate) by General Smuts, whom no one can

accuse of vindictiveness towards Germany. While

there were many who condemned the policy of

including pensions m reparation, and it is unques-

tionably the largest financial item m Germany’s

indebtedness, it is also well not to forget that there

were some high-mmded men who supported it.”

^ An excellent statement of how our recent commercial policy
stakes a well informed French observer iviU be found in La France d
Genes, Pans, Plon, 1923, chapter 2, “ En quoi I’Angieterre est respons-
able de sa propre cnse ”

* Voi li
, p. 14
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The sophistical memorandum by means of which

General Smuts finally secured President Wilson’s

assent, against the opinion of all his legal advisers,

to this clause in the draft Treaty will remain a

permanent slur on his record^ ; it is, however, worth

citing a German comment, in the popular Reclam
edition of the Treaty, on this very disingenuous way
of exploiting a statesman's lapse from rectitude.
'' The injustice of this demand is not only set forth

by Keynes, but is also revealed by the embarrass-

ment of other weighty Enghsh commentaries.”® It

IS exercises in self-deception such as this which

illustrate the reverse side of our much-vaunted love

of compromise and our emphasis, in education, on
the traimng of “ character ” as against " mtellect.”

To compromise with Truth on a matter where

clear thinking is a debt of honour, is a lapse

of intellectual integrity not far short of the sm
agamst the Holy Ghost.

Let us then set Germany an example in frankly

facing unpleasant facts and recognize, firstly that the

Treaty involves a violation of the very principle

on behalf of which we went to war, and secondly

that it is we—Britain and the Dominions

—

who are chiefly responsible for these violations,

which were conceived for our own profit. Once
this is reahzed, as it would be within a few weeks
had our front bench statesmen on either side the

moral courage to explain it to the electorate, the

nation itself would be quick to approve the further

step. The British Government, acting either alone

or together with India and the Dommions, should

^ See Appendix V
® Reolam*s Universal Btbltoikeh, No 6206, p 76
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formally state that, whilst bound by the clause in

so far as its co-signatones are concerned, it has

altered its opmion as to its moral validity, and that

it proposes, m consequence, to accept no payments
due to it on that account The practical effect of

such a declaration would be, firstly, to wipe out

a considerable ^ proportion of the German habihty ;

secondly, to secure for France and Belgium and
possibly also for Italy the hon's share of the available

payments. Instead of receiving only 52 per cent.,

for instance, as against our 22 per cent of the pay-

ments due, France would secure advances for her

legitimate needs at a considerably higher figure.

Thus by pubhcly surrendenng a claim to which we
have no moral justification, and which has done

infinite harm to our good name, we should do a

service both to France and to Germany and re-eqmp

ourselves with authonty for our task of mediation

and appeasement.

There is another direction which must be briefly

mentioned here, m which we can make amends for

our misdeeds. We have seen that anxiety to secure
" equahty of trade conditions " according to Point 3
of the Fourteen Pomts was a leading consideration

in the rmnd of German statesmen in demanding
the armistice. It is no over-statement to say that

Point 3 has found no practical embodiment in the

Treaty at all. " No general conventions were con-

cluded on this subject,” says the authontative

Enghsh wnter already cited, “ because , , . there

had been no sufficient pnor consultation between

the experts and no mature study of facts and
^ On Mr Keynes’ estimate of the relation between the vanous items

m the Reparation Commission’s assessment, the proportion, would be
36 per cent See his Hevision of the TretUy, chapter iv
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projects —another testimony to the results of the

vicious procedure of the Conference.^ An American
authonty is even more exphcit. After explaining

in some detail what " equahty of trade conditions
”

may be held to mean, that it is a declaration against

discnmmation, not against tanffs m general, he
remarks, " The matter was not thrashed out at

Pans ”
* In point of fact the commercial section

of the Treaty is full of one-sided obhgations under-
taken by Germany to which there correspond no
guarantees of reciprocal treatment on the Allied

side. But these obligations are limited m duration

and come to an end, for the most part, in January,

1925, when, to quote from the Alhes’ covenng letter

of June, 1919, “ the Alhed and Associated Powers
will be able ” (though, be it observed, they do not
bind themselves) “ to co-operate with her (Germany)
in arrivmg at a more permanent arrangement for

the estabhshment of an eqmtable treatment for

the commerce of ah nations.”

There has as yet been no sign that such an arrange-
ment IS in sight, or even contemplated. Recent
British practice, in fact, has been all m the other
direction. It is not generally known in England,
though it is more fully realized abroad, to what an
extent we have departed ^ smce the war from the
longstanding and pacific tradition of British COIH"'

mercial policy. “ Between i860 and 1919,” says a
recent American official report, “ “Great Britain
maintained the open door m India and m the Crown
Colonies generally, with either free trade or low

^ The JRespomtbthtus of the League, p 213
» Whal Really Happened at Pans, edited by Colonel House, p 314,
*Tnirodudory Survey of Colomal Tanf Pohctes, U S Tariff Commis-

sion, Washington, xgzi
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tariff, for revenue only,” the previous system of

preference having been swept away, after its abuses

had become mamfest, by Gladstone in i860. A
timid effort to reintroduce it had already been made
before the war, first m a preferential export duty
upon tm ore exported from the four Malay States,

which passed unnoticed by the British pubhc till

it was cited as a precedent for further action, and
then m preferential arrangements between several

of the West Indian Colonies and Canada Dunng
the war the breach was widened by the establish-

ment of a preferential export duty upon palm
kernels from the West Afncan Colonies, and in 1919
the system was formally extended to the whole

non-self governing Empire by the granting of

preferences to all imperial products dutiable under

the United Kingdom tanff, including of course,

sugar, cocoa, lea, tobacco, wine and dried fruit.

At the same tune there has been a considerable

expansion of preferential arrangements in the

Colonies themselves, initiated, or in the case of

India, favoured from London. “ Complete prefer-

ential import schedules have been adopted or

extended,” says the report already cited, “by aU

the tariff divisions of the West Indies except

Bermuda, and the amount of the preferentials has

been mcreased ; a complete system of preferences

has been mtroduced mto Cyprus , and differential

export duties have been imposed upon raw hides

and skins exported from Nigeria, the Gold Coast,

Sierra Leone, and Gambia,” thereby continuing the

war-time arrangement, “ and upon tm ore exported

from Nigeria. . . . There are thus ” (the report

contmues) " in addition to the self-governing
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Dominions and the possessions dependent upon or

intimately associated with them ” (the reference is

to the mandated temtories of the Dominions and to

areas like Basutoland and Bechuanaland) " twenty-

five tariff jurisdictions among the British Crown
Colonies, includmg India, which now have more or

less extensive differential duties.” In addition to

this we have passed domestic legislation, in par-

ticular, the Ahens Restriction Act, which discrimi-

nates against commercial travellers from ex-enemy

countries, and we have also permitted the Govern-

ment to become associated with certain private

enterprises in mandated areas, notably m the

case of the pre-war private oil concessions in

Mesopotamia, in a manner which, to say the

least, gravely strains the meaning of the Open
Door.

These are not matters of detail
; they are matters

of principle, and of vital importance, not only to

our good name but to our security. The greatest

external danger which threatens the BritishCommon-
wealth, the greatest external danger which has

always threatened it, is a coalition of hostile

powers. It is due to our fair and generous

commercial pohcy, more than to any other

single cause, that we were able to maintain

our naval supremacy, and to extend and develop

our empire, without exciting undue jealousy and
active opposition, during the century preceding

1914. But the world is more crowded and more
competitive to-day, and we cannot count upon the

same immunity. It is courting disaster to recur

to eighteenth century ideas, to hark back to the old

plantation theory of empire, at a time when, not
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Germany only, but a whole array of other states

have developed their industrial life to a point where
it is vitally dependent upon raw materials produced
under the British flag. That flag had long ceased

to stand for monopoly and has not in the past stood

for dishonour It must cease once more to stand

for either. Once the British pubhc reahzes the

incontestable fact that we pledged ourselves m
November, 1918, agamst discriminatory commercial

policies, and that the policy of preference in the

non-self-goveming terntones of the Commonwealth
is a grave departure from the hberal policy which
is at once the justification and the glory of our

world-status, it will be ready enough to take the

practical measures for making the pledges of Novem-
ber, 1918, and June, 1919, a reality. This can best

be done m an mtemational conference specifically

summoned to deal with the whole problem of

commercial pohcy, a problem which, it cannot be

emphasized too strongly, contams, more than any
other, the potentialities of a new war. Let Britain

prepare for such a conference by a frank public

statement of our desire to enter into fair and equit-

able arrangements, satisfactory to the other

industrial states, and m harmony with our

traditional pohcy, m regard to this whole group

of questions, and by working out m detail the

implications of the
"
equahty of trade conditions

"

accepted by us on November 4 , 1918. If her states-

men do so, and can make the country follow them,

as they can if they have sufficient faith in their

cause, they may steer the world back into the calm

fiscal waters of the eighteen-sixties, when a general
“ most favoured nation treatment ” was the order
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present threatens our Commonwealth, the danger of

a coalition of jealous or impoverished trade rivals.

Moreover, most immediately important of all, by
pa5nng a debt of honour due both to France and to

Germany, they wiU have created the soil and atmos-

phere m which the tender plant of Anglo-Franco-

German understanding can at length take root and

live. And this, as we have already said, is the best

hope both for the peace of Europe and for the

League of Nations.

For with France once more herself and with a

Germany conscious of her new direction and bring-

ing her wealth of ancestral endowment into harmony
with the deeper needs of the modem age, the equi-

poise of Europe, disturbed for over half a century,

can once more be restored. Let us not set our

expectations on the pedestnan level to which men’s

mmds have become accustomed since the gieat

disillusionment of 1919. If the necessary healing can

be accomphshed, a better era may dawn for Europe

than she has known for seventy years. Restored

to health and self-confidence, with her long humane
and heroic tradition ennched and intensified by a

great experience, with her rural hfe eased and
invigorated by the renewed prosperity of agriculture,

France will once more be free to radiate the stimulus

of her ideas and to exercise the harmonizing and
regulating function which is properly hers in Europe.

Germany, if, like the France of 1871, she can win
her way through to serenity and self-knowledge,

will yet bless the fate which freed her rich and
powerful spirit from the compulsion of a mechanical

tutelage and will feel herself openmg out to a new
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enterpnse of exploration, xn the inner as in the outer

world, winch will at length reveal her true

spiritual quahty to mankind. If for France

the watchword of the moment is simply “ Be
yourself again,” the duty laid upon Germany, upon
individual German men and women, is to look

inwards and j^nd themselves.

The mam problem of the new European order

lies, as we have seen, with the three Western powers

,

but a few words must be said of the other chief

partners m the Continental scheme

The pohtical map of Europe divides itself to-day

into three sections—^the Western, including

Germany
,

the East-Central, including the Suc-

cession States
;
and Russia. The last we may leave

aside, for it is, for the moment, no longer an integral

part of Europe. Let us glance for a moment at the

intermediate region which stretches from Fiume to

Viina and from Passau to Athens and Buda-Pesth.

The chief pohtical power m this area, subject

to the overriding authority of the Supreme Council,

is exercised by the Little Entente of Czecho-

slovakia, Jugo-Slavia, and Roumania, and the

chief pivot of its pohtics is Prague. The insight

and imtiative of two great statesmen, of different

gifts and generations but with the same broad,

liberal outlook, MaSaryk and Benes, have raised

their young state, at one bound, into a position of

unusual weight and authority among its compeers.

The Little Entente constitutes at once an effective

sanction of the Treaties and a nucleus of crystaUiza-

tion for the activities and the organization dispersed

or shattered by the break-up of the Habsburg

monarchy. Those who point the finger of scorn at

Ne
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the Danube area as having been “ Balkanized
”

can have no first-hand expenence of the strength

of the passions and enthusiasms which swept the

old order away and set to work to bmld on its site

To reconstitute a Danubian unit because it would
facilitate trade, or look more tidy on the map,

IS a fantastic policy, though it is often recommended
by British liberals who would be the first to condemn
plans of political unification for the congenes of

nationahties within their own Commonwealth It

is through the steady growth of habit, through the

authority of Time in investing the new frontiers with

a sense of permanence, through peaceful co-operation

on the firm basis of the accomplished fact, that a
sense of unity wiU grow up. Cobdenites would do
well to remember, what their master, when put

to the test, himself did not overlook, that Free

Trade was devised for men and nations, not men
and nations for Free Trade. When deep seated

sentiment clashes with commercial convenience,

sentiment must first be satisfied, but convenience,,

in the long run, finds a way into its own. But such

adjustments can be hastened rather by sympathetic

understanding than by ignorant and irritating

criticism.

One great Power has been dehberately omitted

from our survey. Italy belongs half to Western
and half to East-Central Europe, and has her special

place, as of right, in both constellations. As Britain

participates both in the life of Europe and of the

overseas world, with the detachment, and the duty,

to act as mediator and interpreter between the two,

so Italy, perhaps more happily endowed with insight

andimagmation, can do much, as Rome did of old, to.
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soften racial asperities and to bring unity and order

into the Me of the many peoples whom her influence

touches. This was the mission foretold for her by
Mazzini and, though her statesmen of recent years

have been slow to fulfil it, no one who knows her

people and their great gifts can doubt her capacity

to do so. The war has left Italy mth many problems,

but these are mainly of the material order. Despite

superficial disturbances and embarrassments, she

has emerged from her first great united effort as a

kmgdom with abounding health and vitahty. All

that she needs in order to fill the position that is

rightly hers is to reahze that she has grown mto it.

When once she is conscious of her strength, she will

look across the Adnatic with different eyes and
make harmony and stabihty, rather than ingenious

diplomatic combinations, the goal of her pohcy. ^

The Third Rome may yet be the greatest and most

endunng of the three m binding Slav and Latin

and Teuton, and even Anglo-Saxon, together in a

common civilization. If Italy, with her great

tradition, does not breed good Europeans, where

else are we to seek them ^

CHAPTER II

THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

The first pre-requisite for an understanding of the

economic situation m Europe, is to have a clear

view of its causes. Europe’s present difficulties,

* Signor Nitti’s book, with its constantreferentes to the“mfenonty”
of the Slav peoples and “ the error of Poland ” is of bad omen m this

regard Bat, happily, there is ample evidence that Signor Nitti does
not represent Italy

,
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which have become famihar to public opinion both

m Britain and America owing to the unemplo5nnent

they have caused there, are not due primarily to

the Treaty of Versailles or to the “ Balkanization
”

of East-Central Europe. They are due first and
chiefly to the character and duration of the war.

They are the inevitable result of the Siege of Europe.

They are due, secondly, to the failure of the besiegers

to take prompt and adequate measures after the

Armistice to provide the besieged area with the

means for recuperating its industrial life. And
only in the third place and in a minor degree, are

they due to the Treaties As regards the Austrian

and Hungarian Treaties the Habsburg Monarchy
had fallen to pieces long before they were drafted

;

they cannot be held responsible for the new frontiers,

and consequent obstructions to trade, mvolved in

its break-up. As regards the Versailles Treaty,

perhaps the point to which the greatest criticism

attaches, apart from the inclusion of unwarranted

items m the German liability, is the delay and the

consequent unsettlement caused by leaving open
two vital questions—^the fate of Upper Silesia, and
the amount of the German indemnity. Of these

the formerhas now been permanently settled, ^ while

the latter, fixed conformally with the Treaty in

May, 1921, only remains unsettled because it is

inseparably bound up with the question of the items

of the liability. The economic outlook in Europe,
therefore, involves far wider issues than the “ revision

of the Treaties ” with which it is often associated.

No detailed treatment of those issues can be

^The signing of the Polish-German Treaty in May, 1923, marks
the final stage of this controversy
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attempted here ; all that will be attempted is to

draw attention to some of the broader facts in the

situation which the bankers and business men and
financial and currency experts who have hunied
to the old Continent’s bedside are perhaps m danger
of overlookmg

The first point to be noted is that public finance

IS not an infallible index of national piospenty.

The pubhc finance of the European belligerents in

the late war, with the exception of Great Bntam,*
IS m deplorable confusion : budgets are not

being balanced and the outlook is obscure and
dependent on hypothetical hopes and contingencies.

The victors are looking for reparation and release

from extra-European debts, the vanquished for

reduction in their habihty. Meanwhile Govern-

ments are meeting their obligations, not by the

normal method of taxation, or even by borrowing,

but by debasing the currency, an expedient rendered

easier for the modern world than for its ancient and
medieval predecessors along this primrose path by
the discovery of the printing press as a device of

Governmental alchemy. The result is reflected in

the table of foreign exchanges, the self-registering

barometer of the public finances of the States of

the world.

But public finance and private prosperity are

two different things, in spite of the close and delicate

connections between them. The fact that the

exchanges with the dollar have fallen in most

European countnes durmg the last year does not

necessarily mean that Europe is not recuperating

* Czecho-SIovakia should ha\e been specifically excluded , and,

m general, the statement was too sweeping Poland, Austna, Roumania
and other states ha-ve been working hard at honse-deamrig
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in other directions Public finance is the finance

of the organization which holds the community

together, not of the producers of wealth who form

the active part of the community itself. A state

cannot collect more m taxes than there is, in the

community to collect—more indeed than a propor-

tion of what there is to collect. But it can collect

a great deal less ; and if, as m many of the states

of post-war Europe, the tax-collecting equipment

is weak and ill-organized and state authority itself

is not fully established in the minds of important

sections of taxpayers, there is a natural temptation

to refrain from trymg to exert it. Or to put it more
precisely, there is a temptation to exert power
indirectly, by making the whole community, and in

particular the possessors of fixed money incomes,

sufier from the results of a debased and fluctuating

medium of exchange rather than directly, by openly

laying the tax burden on the shoulders chosen to

bear it. But it can easily be seen that public

finance, so conducted, is perfectly compatible with

a substantial measure of trade and prosperity, and
this has often been exemphfied m the past in South

America and elsewhere.

It is within the experience of the present-day

banker and exporter,” remarks a leading American
financial authority, ^ ” that business was safely and
constantly conducted between Colombia and
Mexico, for instance, on the one hand, and the

United States on the other, in spite of the fact that

in the case of Colombia the value of its paper
currency had fallen progressively to the extent of

^ Mr Alvia W Krech, President of the Equitable Trust Company
of New York, m a foreword to a pamphlet by Professor Seiigman. on
Curtency, Inflation and Public Debts
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99 per cent, of its gold standard, and in the case of

Mexico the paper currency had been entirely

extinguished. The fact is that a country winch
has no currency whatever, or the currency of which
is totally valueless, can nevertheless conduct and
engage m foreign trade just so long as it has some-
thing to export. Under such ciicumstances the

currency used must of necessity be foieign currency

. . . This is precisely the method now pursued by
the Austrian, German, or Polish manufacturer who
is dependent upon the importation of foreign raw
matenals for the conduct of his busmess."

In spite of the hmdrances thus involved by
Governmental action, there has been, in fact, during

the last year, a perceptible improvement m the

economic situation throughout the contment. It

IS due to numerous causes both psychological and

matenal. The war is receding daily further into

the past. Men are recovering from the physical

and nervous exhaustion of the struggle Boys
who were too young to fight are stepping into the

ranks of the producers. Life is resuming its routme

;

the new governments and frontiers, the new laws

and trade routes, are becoming firmly established.

The machinery of production is being steadily

repaired
;
roads and railways are bemg made moie

available for trafiic ; services are bemg resumed

and factories restored to pre-war uses. Arrange-

ments are being increasmgly made to overcome

the difficulty of securmg oversea raw material

through this or that agency of financing. While

the “ tired waves " of mternational and govern-

mental action have seemed " no painful inch to

gain/’ private enterprise, working imperceptibly
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through a thousand creeks and inlets, has come

floodmg m The work of the Genoa Conference

will be to promote the governmental policies

and to strengthen the necessary basis of public

confidence which will facilitate these private

agencies.

"

Recuperation through private enterpnse is a

strange and unexpected result after the hopes of

co-operative governmental action held out by the

project of a League of Nations, and after three

generations of propaganda for reform through

sociahsm or state action But the fact must be

faced that, as the European situation has been

allowed to develop since the armistice, the capitalist

mtreprmeur is more needed, is worth more to

European society, than at any time since Europe

was first opened up to modern industrialism m the

first half of the last century. Men like Stmnes and

Loucheur, Rathenau and Krassm, Inverforth and
Leverhuhne, httle as we may sometimes like them,

much as some of us might prefer the rule of a Robert

Cecil or a Lansbury, do m fact, m virtue of certain

gifts of mmd and character, gifts that have in pre-

war Europe as in present-day America been greatly

overvalued and overpaid, hold the master-key to

the revival of prosperity for the populations whom
the war has plunged into destitution. It does not

need a prophet’s vision to descry that we are enter-

ing upon a penod of capitalist revival when the big

strategic outlook which distmguishes the " captain

of industry ” m Europe and America will be more
than ever m evidence. Our difficulty in the coming

*Tlus was wntten within two da^s of the &st announcement of
the Conference, before the inesponsibihty and amateunshness of its

chief promoter had become manifest, or even conceivable.
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years will not be to save Europe from bankruptcy

but to save her soul from her saviours.

Meanwhile there is a parallel process of de\='elop-

ment going on m another region of production. The
peasant has come into his own. W'e have seen, that

the war involved the temporary de-mdustiiahzation

of the blockaded area. A corollary to this was the

alteration of the balance of economic power between
town and country. If there were, to quote Mr.

Hoover’s figure, a hundred million more people in

Europe than could be fed from the continent’s own
supplies, how fortunate was the position of their

producers durmg the period when oversea supplies

were cut off, first by alhed sea power and then by
the fall of the exchanges ! Farmers have m fact

everywhere m Europe, both in the blockaded area

and in the alhed and neutral countnes affected by
the submanne campaign, m spite of the shortage

of fertihzers and other inconveniences, gieatly

improved their economic position. The wnter

was present not long ago at a pohtical meeting in

a rural district m Great Britain, when a fiont bench

pohtician advocated a capital levy on “war-made
wealth “

,
the silence in which the suggestion was

received was eloquent of the feelings and the bank

balances of an audience consisting predommantly

of farmers. An interesting study could be made of

the growth of investment among the farming cla^s

in Britain and other countries. Everywhere in

Europe, from Ireland and Wales to France and
Bavaria and Austna and Italy and Bulgaria, even

to war-scarred Poland and Serbia and the Baltic

Repubhcs, the peasants have improved their posi-

tion, both agamst the town banker, to whom they
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were often in bondage, and against the landlord.

In Great Bntam the result has been manifested in

the widespread break-up by sale of large landed

estates and their acquirement by working faimers
;

the same process has been m operation in France,

already predominantly a land of small working

landed proprietors ; a recent authority states that

a miUion new proprietors have come into existence

since the war. In Italy and m Eastern Europe

generally the process has been more summary.
Many of the Lahfundta, the large landed pro-

perties in South Italy and Sicily, often m the

hands of absentee proprietors acting through local

bailiffs, have simply been annexed by working

peasants, and the Government, which can reckon

on bringing the town workman to heel through the

law of supply and demand, has been unable to

interfere. In Czecho-Siovakia there has been drastic

legislation against large estates ,
m Roumania

similar action has been foreshadowed ; m Croatia

the change of government has in many cases led

automatically to the same result
,
whilst in Poland

a like process cannot long be delayed. ^ The immediate
result of this may in some cases be to dnnimsh

^ This whole passage is again too cautious m its optimism
, the

Roumaman legislation, for instance, has been earned through. For a
fuller treatment of this subject as regards Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-SIavia
and Roumama, see Dr Seton-Watson’s article m the Socioloqtcal
Hevtem for January, 1922, and as regards Poland, “Agricultuxe m
Eastern Europe," by E Dana Durand (late adviser to the Polish
Food Ministry, now chief of the East European Division m the U S
Department of Commerce) in the American Quarterly Journal of
Economics for February, 1922 Mr Durand especially stresses the
mewtable trend towards "new and more democratic methods of
efeciency "

For another discussion of the same subject, fiom a somewhat different
angle, emphasizing the difficulty expenenced m adapting the projected
reform to the diverse conditions of the old Russian, Austrian, and
German Polands see Pemot : Vepreuve de la Pologne, chap v See
also The New Eastern Europe, by Ralph Butler, pp 125 ff, who quotes
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production by removing the skilled supervision

which the existence of large landed units sometimes

though not always imphed, but its permanent result

throughout Europe, as in Ireland, cannot be other-

wise than healthy and stabihzmg, and new and
more demociatic methods of efficiency will emerge
in due course.

There has also been a steady movement of

convalescence in the commercial pohcy of the

European states, particularly of the new states.

In 1918, as we have seen, new administrations were

formed all over Central and Eastern Europe to deal

with a disintegrating continent, and their &st
effort everywhere, as was inevitable, was to affirm

their oum existence. New fiontiers had first to

be physically created, and next to be emphasized

by government action. New channels had to be

dug for commerce and mtercourse, and travellers

and traders and bankere had to be persuaded to

use them. Nations like Poland and Czecho-

slovakia, which had previously only had a com-

mercial pohcy in imagination, or m the voluntary

action, by boycott or preferential treatment, of

several estimates of the percentage of land m Rusttan Poland already
under peasant propnetorship they i.ary between 51 per cent, and
68 per cent The last named book, though pubhshed in 1919, has
interesting material on the Baltic Republics
On this subject see also General von der Goltr’ mterestmg book.

Me ne Sendung in Finnlznd itnd tm BaUthmn, recordmg his campaigns
m 1918 and 1919, in Fmlaad and the Baltic States Von der Gnitz is

a typical Prussian soldier and monarchist of the oest type, who, unlike
so many German front-bench polibciaas, has not afwi-ted to change
his coat since the Revolution His attitude towards the Letts and
Lithuan ans is characteristic of the feeling m German educated circles

on the subject of the races to the east of them It may be compared
with that ot an eighteenth century English gentleman towards the

Southern Insh I have seen no more recent general account of con-
ditions in the Baltic States, but an expert Amencan authority who
was there recently assures me that the general improvement spoken
of in the text is very perceptible in that region also
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their devoted partisans, were now able to make
their will effective and to translate nationalist

theory into fact. Economic nationalism, whether

right or wrong, wise or unwise, is almost invariably

associated in the modern world with the movement
for pohtical independence ; and no one acquamted

with the incredible lengths to which nationalist

feeling had been carried, in the economic field,

in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and in Prussian

Poland, could doubt that the immediate effect of

pohtical freedom would be the inauguration of

strongly self-regarding and nationalist policies in

the sphere of trade and industry.

It IS the Ignoring of this vital factor of sentiment

and tradition which vitiates much of the recent

writing m Britain and Amenca about the East

European situation. Mr Keynes, for instance,

included in his hst of proposed remedies for “ the

economic consequences of the peace ” a Free

Trade Union, composed of “ Germany, Poland, and

the new states which formerly composed the Austro-

Hungarian and Turkish Empires," with the presum-

able addition of intermediate states such as Bulgaria

or Greece. What is this but a revival, in an ex-

tended and more difficult form, and under infinitely

more difficult circumstances, of the MtUeleuropa

project which Friedrich Naumann launched in 1915,

when the German military machine was more and
more assuming the role of an economic administra-

tion for the whole blockaded area?^ Naumann
indeed went further than Ke5mes m definite schemes
of centralized economic control; he proposed the

See Naumann, Mitteleuropa, English Translation, p 272, and the
excerpts m my Naitonahty and Government (essay on the New German
Empire, p. 325-6),
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setting up of a number of commissions at Prague,

acting in mdefinite collaboration witb tbe so-called

surviving sovereign governments But both his

scheme and Keynes’ foundered on the same rock.

They ignored the fact that pohtical independence

carries with it, inevitably and necessarily, control

of commercial pohcy , for a state winch cannot

tax Itself as it desires has been deprived of the most
indispensable instrument of social, that is of

indisputably domestic pohcy.

Perhaps British readers will best appreciate this

point when it is illustrated for them in their own
history. In 1859, when Free Trade was at the

zenith of its popularity, when the idea, not of a

Free Trade Union for Europe or for the British

Europe but for the world, was seriously entertained

by large sections of opinion, the Government of

Canada for the first tune levied a duty on British

imports The Colonial Office protested m the name
of Free Trade and imperial unity. The Canadian

reply is worth placing on record, for it expresses what
is being thought in Prague and Warsaw, m Belgrade

and m Bucharest, and in Dublin also, to-day :

The Government of Canada, acting for its

legislature and people, cannot, through those feelings

of deference which they owe to the Impenai
authorities, m any way waive or diminish the right

of the people of Canada to decide for themselves

both as to the mode and extent to which taxation

shall be imposed . . . Self-Government would be

utterly annihilated if the views of the Imperial

Government were to be preferred to those of the

people of Canada. It is therefore the duty of the

Canadian legislature to adjust the taxation of the
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people in the way they deem best, even if it should

unfortunately happen to meet the disapproval of

the Imperial Ministry. Her Majesty cannot be

advised to disallow such Acts unless her advisers

are prepared to assume the administration of the

affairs of the Colony irrespective of the views of

its inhabitants.”

Here is the issue of economic independence put

in its plainest form. It is the creed which has rent

the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, as it has still

more recently rent the Umted Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland. It has raised a wall between

Vienna and Prague, as between Belfast and Dubhn,
and it will subsist as long as the sentiments of

political attachment by which it is nourished

maintam their hold on men's minds. You cannot,

as Enghsh liberals often fondly imagine, have

political nationahsm without custom-houses. The
one may be admirable and the other odious, but

they are part of the same scheme. If Switzerland,

in spite of her weakness and her distance from the

sea, has succeeded in preservmg her economic

mdependence and even in fighting tariff wars with

her neighbours, right through the penod of Free

Trade predominance, resisting every temptation

held out to her to enter mto larger combinations,

what hkehhood is there that the younger republics,

formed m the heyday of nationahst feeling, will

consent to abrogate their sovereign rights ?
^

What then is the hne of advance'? It is that

which British liberals are so fond of advocatmg for

the British Commonwealth itself—-co-operation

On the veiy instructive history of Swiss Commercial Pohcy see
Die Sc}mm und, die. Eurcypdische HondekpohUk, von Dr. Pater Heinrich
Schmidt (Zurich, 1914).
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between independent governments. Nationalist

sentiment demands in Canada and Ireland, as in

Poland and Czecho-Slovakia, that independence;,

fully secured and guaranteed, shall precede co-opera-

tion ;
but, its main object achieved, it will not

be blmd to arguments of economic convenience.

And it is in this spirit that the wiser heads among
the new nations are steadily working

; Czecho-

slovakia m particular, has been entenng into a
whole network of co-operative arrangements with

her many neighbours, whilst the recent Conference

of Porto Rosa has earned the same pnnciple into

practical details in numerous important directions

for all the Succession States of the Austro-Hungarian

Monarchy including Italy. ^ Here rather than in

wholesale schemes for tearing up the Treaties and
tidying up the map of Europe, lies the direction in

%vhich good Europeans and prudent economic

thinkers ahke should look for the recuperation of

the long-suEermg continent.

There are signs that this is at last being realized

;

that the ideahstic advocates of the revision of the

territorial clauses of the Treaties are reahzing the

practical value of the remedial agencies ready to

their hand m the minority rights clauses of the

Treaties and in the growing authority of the League

of Nations, while the economists who, three years

ago, not unnaturally for them, could descry nothing

but the mimediate dismtegratmg effects of the

redrawmg of the map of Europe, are reahzing the

^ One of the chief results of the Porto Rosa Conference was, in the
words of the chief of the Czecho-Slovak delegation, M Fierlmger, that
" the economists of all the Succession States realized that the creation
of a Free Trade Union, a common monetary system and other suen
proposals, nhich have even figured m debates m the French Senate,
aie purely utopian ”
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essential stability of a structure based, broadly

speaking and with undeniable exceptions, upon

popular consent, and are ready to help the new
governments to achieve progress upon theirown lines.

The financial and commercial difficulties of the

continent, and their reaction upon the commerce
of the whole world, are now evident to all. They
have formed the subject of innumerable books

and pamphlets, schemes and conferences, and the

advice which was spurned by the statesmen in 1919
is being eagerly sought m 1922. It is not the purpose

of these pages to add anything to the technical side

of these discussions. But it may be weU to conclude

this chapter by drawing attention first to the spirit

m which all such remedial measures should be put

forward, and then to the reaction upon opinion,

more particularly progressive opmion, of the

situation already outlined.

The central difficulty of the economic situation is

the problem of reparation. That problem is, at

bottom, not an economic problem ;
it is not even a

pohtical problem ; it is a moral problem. Germany
has done France and Belgium grievous wrong by
waging the war on their territory, and Britain has

done France grievous wrong, both materially and
morally, by taking the lead in weU-mgh trebhng

the German indemnity, and by insistmg on her

own unjust claims at the expense of the just claims

of her former AEy. This situation cannot be repaired

by a merely commercial arrangement. All three

parties must return to the ground of justice and
mutual confidence which is the only basis of an
enduring understanding. It will be a long time

before France can feel that she has once more a
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thorough renewal of confidence in Germany, shat-

tered as this was so rudelym 1914. But she will be

ready to feel confidence once more m Bntam and m
the honourable traditions of British statesmanship,

when a Bntish Premier has once and for all made
it clear to his own countr5nnen and to the world

that Bntam took the leadm playing a dishonourable

part m 1919, and that she waives her claims to the

benefits accruing to her from that policy, not as an
act of generosity, a pretended beau geste, or as one

item in an elaborate bargain, but as an act of justice.

It is not easy for pubhc men to admit that they

or their predecessors have been in the wrong. But,

as France manifested to the world in the Dreyfus

case, there is great healing value m a frank peccavi.

What of progressive opinion m the post-war

situation? Its mam task is to adjust itself to a

wholly new state of affairs, for which nineteenth

century schemes and ideologies have ill prepared

it. It must accept—how can it help accepting ?

—

the present capitalist revival as mevitable. Where
Lenm has bowed to inexorable fact how can more
moderate reformers continue to nurse illusions ?

Sociahsm and the tradition of revolution and of

Messianic expectation, which it carried with it, are

dead past recall
; and it "^vill not take many years

before its organizations have either disintegrated

into impossibihst sects or broken their connections

with their parent doctrme.^ Europe, the Disunited

States of Europe, is entering upon a stage of her

economic life not unlike that upon which the United

^ The student of parties and party compromises ivili find mterestmg
evidence of this change of onentation in the fonnul® and pfarasmg of
the new programme recently adopted by the German Socialists at the
sGorhtz Congress

Oe
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States of Amenca entered after their own Civil War ;

and in this period of reconstruction, of large conces-

sions to capitalist enterprise, of grandiose schemes

of development, he all the dangers which, to three

generations of Amencans, have been summed up
m the words “Wall Street ” Europe needs her

Wall Street financiers, but she needs also, as

Americans can tell her, to learn how to control

them. If they are the guardians of prosperity, who
shall protect her from their ambitions ^ Quis

custodut ipsos custodes ?

The chief negative task, the chief task m the

famihar region of protest and “ muck-rakmg ”

for post-war progressivism in Europe, will be to

preserve pohtical democracy from domination by
capitahst influence, whether native or foreign. It

will be to maintain hberty unimpaired, and to

extend it and at the same time to make due use of

the agencies indispensable to the restoration of

European hfe. It will not be easy, and the smaller

the pohtical unit the weaker and more inexperienced

its Government, the harder it will be. These great

corporations, so perfectly manned with the great

salaries at their command, with constitutions so

skilfully adopted, hke the machinery m their miUs,

to the work they are called upon to do, exercise a

power m the modern world which the old-fashioned

and cumbersome systems of democracy, of control

by the plain man, find it hard to meet on equal

terms. In the course of the last few generations

private power has steadily improved its technique,

whilst the organization of pubhc power, if it has not

stood still, has too often been developed by
demagogues and caucus politicians for other than
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public purposes Even in great political com-
munities like Great Britain and France, where there

is a long tradition of political expenence and
responsible pubhc opinion, pubEc power has a hard
battle to fight, as all who have peeped behind the

scenes know well, agamst private power. How
much more difficult is the straggle hkely to be m
small scale communities hke the new republics,

dependent, as they must be, in many respects upon
outside financial aid, and even in large scale com-
munities hke Germany, where the mass of people

has still to learn the practice of pohtical democracy. ^

Representative Democracy, no longer threatened

from without, as in the generation preceding 1918,

has a stem struggle to wage in the coming genera-

tion agamst the self-regarding forces within each

community which, as Naumann proposed for

Germany’s ahies m 1915, wonld preserve its forms

and leave its substance at the mercy of the capitalist

saviours of society.

In this battle for democracy progressives will find a

new meeting ground and new watchwords. Old style

socialists and old style liberals, discardmg their re-

spective shibboleths from the eighteen-forties, will

join forces in a new movement which, going back
^ For a discussjon of the situation in this respect in Poland, and the

proposed legislation to control foreign holdings, see Pemot UEpreme
tie la Pologne, 1921, p 161 The negotiations betwem the Czecho-
slovak Government, first with the Royal Dutch and then with the
Standard Oil Companies, have been on the basis of pubhc ownership
and a joint sharing of the product The new Jugo-Slav constitution
nationahzes the mines and the forests The following passage from
the U S Commerce Reports for May 8, 1922, is of interest m this con-
nection “ The Bank of England has taken a shareholding m the
Anglo-Austnan Bank m satisfaction of the unpaid bills of the old
Anglo-Austnan Bank which it holds, thus acquirmg an important
measure of control, not only of Austna, but of Hungary, Roumania,
and Yugoslavia, and, through the Anglo-Czech Bank, of Czecho-
slovakia A t the same time the Bank of England becomes a participant
in a large proportion of Austnan industrial concerns ”
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behind Marx and Cobden to the broader and more

truly prophetic gospel of Mazzim, will unite the

social and national streams that for the last two

generations have flowed in separate channels. They
wiU seek in the field of pohtics to maintain the

tradition of responsible self-government, of the

personal duty of active citizenship for modern men
and women and to cleanse its institutions from the

debasing influences which have led men to seek for

remedies in old and new systems of minority rule

;

or, to put the problem in the concrete, they wiU have

to discover means by which the mass of plain men
and women can be induced to free themselves from

boss or sectional domination by paying for their

pohtics themselves ;
for party finance is really the

key to the rehabihtation of democracy. And they

will seek, in the economic sphere, by sustained

dispassionate, realistic expenment in every field

of labour, to find means for solving the industnal

dilemma of the modem world—how to maintain

a good hfe for the producer as well as a good life

for the consumer, how to render the vast apparatus

of modern mdustnahsm, and the comforts and
conveniences and, as we think, necessaries which

it involves for our fives compatible with a Hfe of

dignity and self-respect, of inner freedom and tme
happiness, for those who, whether by hand or brain,

earn their fivefihood m its manifold productivities.^

These are the political tasks for forward looking

men in the new Europe But greater tasks remain.

Civilization itself remains to be rescued from the

slough of materialism and wealth seeking and set

^ For a further discussion of tins subject, see the wnter's paper on
“ The Problem of Modem Industry,’* in the Quarterly Revtew for
April, 1923,
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upon a spiritual basis. We need a new sense of

unity such as the universities and churches have

failed to give us, both in our minds and in that

deeper region of which the language of reason is

but the over-simphfied and often too jejune expres-

sion. We need a revaluation of our western values

and a new sense of kinship mth those sections of

the human family who have refused to bow the

knee m the temple of matenal progress We need,

if not a new rehgion—^the phrase is unduly institu-

tional—a new impetus towards the unseen, towards

the realm where moth and rust do not corrupt and

where are garnered the nches which no graspmg

governments can tax and no fluctnations of exchange

can dimmish.

Who shall guide us into that country? Those

who have already looked across the river at its

shining distances. There are m the Europe of

to-day thousands and tens of thousands of men who
have hved for years in the presence of Death and

who, with the angel ever at their side, with friend

after friend being rapt away, with their own life’s

account neatly totalled and ready to present to

the Judge, have weighed this world’s values in the

balances and discovered their true measure. These

men hold the destiny of Europe in their hands,

for they are strong enough to bear it. It is they,

not the capitahsts, mere possessors of dust and

dross, who can save Europe if they will. Yet a few

years and the generation which still sits enthroned

in the seats of power, a generation too old or too

cynical, too clever or too callous, to have been

touched by the living fire of the war ye^is, or of

their heroes, will have passed from the scene. Those
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who follow them, whether in Britain or in France,

m Germany or in Italy, or in the Slav or other

lands beyond, will have a double gift of power and
knowledge—the power that comes from the energy

and determination of youth, together with such

knowledge of human hfe and character and destiny

as is vouchsafed to most only at hfe’s close, too

late to reahze it in action and in purpose. This

generation of young Europeans knows ; and know-
ing, it is still young enough to act. Death, which
has decimated its ranks, has left the survivors

stronger than before In their strength and in

their loneliness, and in their memory of sacred

hours and friendships, they will use the hves that

have been given back to them to restore hfe—true

hfe—to a world so sadly in need of it. Europe,

the mother continent, has not yet run her race or

finished her achievement. Scarred and suffering,

destitute, pauperized, and humiliated, she keeps

both her pride and her ideals, and deep in her heart,

too deep as yet for utterance in a language that

others can understand, she bears the promise of a

future which will cause men to reverence her, even

in her adversity, not merely as the source and
ongm of civilization, but as its pioneer.

CHAPTER III

THE NEW EUROPEAN SYSTEM

{Contributed to Second Edition)

The march of events and certain misunderstandings

revealed by discussions ansing out of the first

edition of this volume make it desirable to take up
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once more some of the points raised in the foregoing

pages and to enter into somewhat closer detail.

The misunderstanding is best illustrated by
citations from two of the best-known British

pohtical journals. The Manchester Guardian, com-
menting editionally upon the argument of

pp 161 and 162 above, heads its article with the

forbidding title “ A Plea for a French Alhance,”

and accuses the present writer, on the score of his

argument m favour of an Anglo-French defensive

pact, of “an utter surrender to the old way of

thinking.” “ Mr Zimmem,” the Liberal organ

continues, “ seems still to imagine that the way
to keep the peace is to prepare for war.” Criticizing

the view expressed above that Franco-Bntish

association in the proposed pact “ would not divide

Europe into opposing diplomatic camps but would

assist an understanding between Bntam, France,

and Germany,” he adds that “it is not easy to

imagine that Mr. Zimmem will carry the younger

generation with him in following the old way to a

new settlement
”

Side by side with this, different in tone but driving

towards a similar conclusion, may be set a passage

from the last of the four-column cablegrams

despatched by Mr. J. L. Garvin from Genoa to the

New York Times.* In the course of a vehement

criticism of the French Premier’s attitude towards

the Genoa Conference he remarks :
“ Poincare, of

his own initiativ’e, killed the Entente. In my
personal opinion it is dead ; no power on earth can

revive it on anything hke the former terms. The
British electorate wiH see to that.” And he adds,

* May 14, xg23 .
* March 20, 1922
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with regard to the much-discussed interview with

the principal French delegate, after his return

from consulting his chief :
“ Lloyd George spoke

out to Barthou and to the other French representa-

tives. It IS an egregious and futile falsehood, to

descnbe him as threatening that Britain would not

only dissolve the Entente hut seek anti-French connec-

tion with other powers What Lloyd George said to

everyone who came near him was that M. Poincare

had showed not the remotest knowledge of the

British nation
;
that the French Premier had acted

without regard either to the honour and strength of

Britain or to those interests of commerce, hvehhood,

and existence which concern its masses and classes

alike. Lloyd George went on to point out that

Poincare’s attempts to torpedo the Genoa Confer-

ence from a distance could only result m rousing

Liberal and Labour elements, which represent

together three-fifths of the British people, to

repudiate the Entente and to turn it down for ever.”

Here is a clear statement, by two prominent

writers who profess to interpret the mind of British

Liberalism on the trend of British foreign policy.

The Manchester Guardian is the more philosophical,

the more eager to appeal to the soul of the younger

generation. Mr Garvin is the more trenchant and
combative, appealing rather to interests than to

ideals. Moreover, he has the insight, itt the passage

which has purposely been itahcized, to indicate

that there is more than one alternative to the poHcy
which he now regards as obsolete. But both are

in agreement on the main issue, which is that the

Entente,” the special and intimate relationship

between Britain and France upon which the present
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writer relies as the keystone of the New Europe,

has become repugnant to the main body of British

Liberal and Labour opinion.

Thus stated, the contradiction between the

writer's views and those of the two journals would
seem to be complete. But a closer examination

may reveal that there is a serious misunderstanding

involved, that, passing issues apart, the two stand-

points are in reahty not far removed from one

another, and that the mam difference between

them is rather one of emphasis than of pnnciple.

Since Mr. Garvin informs us m the same article

that ‘‘ foreign pohcy wdl be the principal issue at the

next British elections,” and since the permanent

British issues involved are thus hkely to be obscured

by a dust-cloud of partisan oratory and literature,

it may be well to set them out in as clear and concise

a form as possible

As the passage itahcized above indicates, there

are three possible British foreign pohcies There

is the policy of “ seeking anti-French connection

with other powers,” or, in other words, the pohcy of

the Balance of Power There is the policy of

” glonous isolation,” of aloofness from continental

commitments. There is, thirdly, the pohcy, to

which the British nation is at present committed,

of the League of Nations. Let us take these three

in order and examine what is involved in their

practical application

For some four centuries, ever since the dose of

the Middle Ages, European pohtics were conducted

under the influence of the Balance of Power. In

order to prevent the dominance of a smgle and

masterful Power, first Spam, then successively
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Anstria, France, and Germany, the weaker elements

combined m self-defence, and it was Bntam’s
settled pohcy to lend them aid. Thus, and thus

only, was it possible to preserve the seed of free

institutions and to provide them room for expansion

For throughout those four centuries the strong

and ambitious powers in Europe were autocracies,

whilst those who stood for free institutions were in

a minority—a minority so relatively weak that they

had to seek allies where they could find them and
acquiesce in combinations as uncomfortable as the

Franco-Russian alhance and the Tnple Entente

This situation was ended in 1918 The full

sigmficance of theAlhed victory for the life of Europe
does not yet seem to be generally recogmzed. Its

accompanying disappointments and disiilusionments,

which %vill prove relatively short hved, have obscured

its permanent pohtical achievement. It has settled,

once and for all, in Europe, the struggle between

autocracy and democracy—^a struggle, be it remem-
bered, still so undecided, in the mtellectual as in the

pohtical field in 1914 that men hke Deibruck and
Rathenau senously regarded British, French and
Amencap pohtical institutions as inefficient and
out of date compared with those of their own
country ^ It has led to the estabhshment of respon-

sible self-government, mainly on the British model,

throughout the entire Continent up to the western

frontier of RntAa, and, by so doing, it has destroyed

the rmson d^'etre of the Balance of Power, and, for

the first in modem European history, made
whole-hearted co-operation between the European

1 Deibruck , Regtertmg und VolksvilU, 1914 j for Rathenau see pp.
Curtis's CcmmoumtiaUh of Nahons, csondudhag chapter.
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states a possible policy. There is no reason, in

the nature of things, why Europe should drift back
into the old regime of two or more opposing diplo-

matic camps. A Concert of Emrope, not as a make-
shift for disposing of awkward difficulties but as a
permanent element in the hfe of the Continent, is

now at last a real pohtical possibility

Possibilities are not actuahties, and, in the con-
servatism of human nature and of men’s political

thinking, it is only natural that the tendency to
fall back into pre-war traditions of policy should
still be somewhat in evidence, even in Britain But
habits and tendencies are not the same as deliberate
policies, and it is unthinkable that any section of
British opmion should senously design to continue,
under the altered post-war conditions, the policy of
balance and division There is a school of opinion
on the Contment—^notably m Germany and France,
but m the Umted States also—which is fond of
interpreting the record of Bntish foreign policy in
a purely selfish light Britain, they argue, has
always done her utmost to keep the continental
states weak and divided, and she will continue to
do so. She cares nothing for democracy, or nation-
ality, or for any other political ideal

; she merely
uses them as serviceable articles of propaganda.
If she defended Belgium against Germany in 1914
and championed the freedom of the Scheldt against
Revolutionary France in 1793, it was for one and
the selfsame selfish reason, because “ Antwerp is a
pistol pointed at the heart of England." We have
now for the first time the opportunity to show thatms interpretation of Bntish policy in Europe
IS untrue, that, for instance, our traditional
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championship of the Low Countries has not been

based purely upon self-interest, and that we nomore
resent the close political association between a free

Belgium and a free France than, let us hope, we
should have resented the same consummation in

1793, or that incorporation of a free Holland within

a free Germany to which German Radical Imper-

lahsts like Friedrich List—^mistakenly, as it proved
—^looked forward before 1848 as the natural corollary

to a Liberal Revolution in Germany It is not easy

for us to feel at home m this new Europe of free,

active, and responsible states, or to free ourselves

from a traditional attitude of condescension towards

nations—such as Czecho-Siovakia and Poland—
whose experience of free institutions is unhappily

less extensive than our own It is more comfortable

for us to think of them as dependants and recipients

of chanty than as equal coadjutors in a common
European task. But once we face the duty of sweep-

ing the pre-war cobwebs out of our minds and realize

the new situation, there is no doubt what the answer

of the British people will be. Not Balance and
Division, but Co-operation, will be our watchword.

That answer, indeed, has already been given, if

not for Europe, at least for North America, in one

of the severest tests of pohtical pnnciple to which

the British people has ever been submitted In

1862 we had the opportunity of transplanting to

the free soil of North America the familiar European
principle of the Balance of Power. If we had recog-

nized the Confederacy, and if this had led, as was
then anticipated, to its successful establishment as

a sovereign state, the North American Continent,

from Canada to Mexico, would have been divided
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into four none too friendly states, which would

hardly have refrained, under European inspiration,

from driitmg into opposing diplomatic camps.

The Government of the day, with Palmerston at its

head and Gladstone as its most active member, was

ready to perpetrate this colossal blunder. Thinkmg
in terms of material interests only—of raw materials

and markets, and of a Lancashire m which no less

than one quarter of the population was m receipt

of rehef—they were ready to sacrifice, once and

for all, the Entente, already half a century old,

between the Enghsh-speakmg peoples on each side

of the Atlantic and to sow suspicion and unfriendli-

ness along the three thousand miles of unfortified

frontier between Canada and the land of Lincoln.

In that tense moment of destiny, it was Lancashire

—destitute, shivenng, workless Lancashire—which

held the breach and saved the Enghsh-speakmg

Entente. The immediate crisis passed away

;

economic problems, cotton and currency and the

law of blockade, fell into the background
;
the more

permanent issues stood revealed, and there are few

to-day, even m the old South, who will not acknow-

ledge that the British working class, under Lanca-

shire leadership, by its steadfastness to prmcipie and

its gnm deterimnation to set political idealism before

economic convenience, renderedepoch-making service

m the age-long struggle to make the world safe for

democracy, ^

^ The best receat account of tbis crucial episode in Bntish-Aniencaii
relations is to be found in the late Mi Charles Francis Adams’ Oxford
lectures on Transatlanitc Historical Solidarity Anyune wishing to

realize vividly the full meaning of this century o£ Entente Cordiale

should read Slahan’s history of the war of 1813 It will be to our
eternal shame if we cannot do in this generation for the Channel what
was done, not after comradeship, but after conflict, for Lake Ontario
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In the Europe of 1922, as in the North America

of 1862, there are possibilities, and more than

possibihties, of a dual groiipmg There is the

passing issue between the high-exchange countries

on the one hand and the low-exchange countries

on the other—a grouping which would range Britain

with Switzerland, Holland, and other recently

neutral states against many of the recent belligerents

on either side of the straggle. There is the more
deep-lying issue between victors and vanquished,

or rather, to be more exact, between Germany
and Russia on the one hand and France, Belgium,

and the Little Entente on the other But neither

of these, on a long-distance view, is a permanent
and natural cause of division. Russia has close

ties with the countries of the Little Entente, and
Germany must of necessity face westward rather

than eastward. Britain's task, as has already been

emphasized, is to promote the heahng agencies

which will obhterate these temporarily inevitable

groupings, and it is unthinkable that she should

dehberately decide to pursue the opposite course.

To put the issue m perfectly concrete language, it is,

unthinkable that Germany and Russia should come
to rely upon British naval or military support m
the event of a war to alter the European status quo

or to effect the forcible revision of frontiers ; and it is,

if not unthinkable, at least highly improbable that

any British Governments, of whatever complexion,

and however amateunsh and sentimental, should be

so foolish as to act m such a way as to foster such a

behef. When British Liberals and Labour men
assert, as they are fond of doing, that the defence

of Poland is not worth the bones of a single British
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soldier, they do not mean—and they would be

homfied to be interpreted as meamng—that the

reconquest of Posen, or of Vilna, or of Pinsk, by
Germany or Russia, is a cause for which they would
ever acquiesce in British blood being shed.

Ruhng out, then, the pohcy of " seeking anti-

French connection with other powers," let us con-

sider the second possible course which, if we are to

beheve Mr Garvin, is that with which Mr Lloyd

George threatened M. Barthou—the breaking of the

Entente and, not the transference of Britain from

one to the other of two opposing diplomatic scales,

but her withdrawal from the European scene alto-

gether. Although this menace is constantly being

employed by writers m the British Press, it is

difficult to beheve that the Bntish Premier, even m
a fit of bad temper, would have been so ill-advised

as to make use of it , for a few moments’ reflection

will serve to show that a return to the pohcy of

glorious isolation vrould be a pohtical blunder of the

first magmtude. No doubt in their heart of hearts

the overwhelming proportion of Englishmen belong

to the “ Bine Water " school of foreign policy*

They look back longmgly to the old days before

aeroplanes and gas bombs %vere invented, when we
could sit back comfortably behind our island

ramparts and interfere intermittently and as we
pleased vith contmental affairs, when, above all,

we had not yet given hostages to our European

neighbours by developing an industrial equipment

which made our prospenty largely dependent upon
their purchasmg power. But these days, as we
must ail recognize, are past beyond recall. For

good or for evil, whether we hke it or not, we are
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now strategically, economically, politically, and,

happily, in the realm of political doctrine and
ideahsm also, part of Europe, M, Poincare, whose
mmd works faster than that of most Englishmen,

was perfectly and indeed devastatmgly logical when
he suggested that the British draft of the proposed

Anglo-French Guarantee Treaty should be revised

so as to make the obhgation of mutual protection

reciprocal. The North Sea is far narrower to-day

than the Channel was twenty years ago ; and,

though it would seem as if sea-power were still as

effective as ever, the conditions of its employment
have greatly changed. The old nineteenth-century

idea of a gloriously isolated Britain, with a supreme

navy to guard her white chffs and her far-flung

possessions, the workshop of the world, sending

out manufactures in return for foodstuffs and raw
materials along the sentinelled sea-lanes of all the

oceans, is now but a dream of the past—^perhaps

not even a beautiful dream.

Interest alone, then, ties us to Europe, as has

indeed been sufficiently exemplified by the attention

devoted by industrial Bntam to the Genoa Con-

ference. Even if we regard Europe as no more than

a market, and ignore all worthier considerations,

we cannot afford to withdraw into our island and
to disinterest ourselves of the political development

and stability of the Continent Moreover, to meet
Mr. Garvin and others on their own ground, if

French, Belgian, and Little Entente policy were

really as aggressive and '' militarist ” as it is con-

stantly represented as being, British withdrawal

from the Continent would merely have the effect of

leaving France and her so-called “ satellites
'' freer
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and more unencumbered m csnxying out their

dangerous aims In spite of the temfymg warmngs
issued to her during the Conference by her ex-Aliy,

France is m no danger of isolation, and she is

perfectly strong enough, both by land and sea, to

meet any aggression attempted either in Eastern

or Western Europe against herself or her partners.

To seek to fnghten her by the bogey oi a hungry

Russia equipped by an angry Germany " is indeed

to reawaken insecurity m simple minds, to delay

disarmament, to strengthen the demand for an

international Control Commission such as has already

been suggested, ^ but not tomake a serious impression

upon those who have a first-hand knowledge of the

facts. Humihatmg as it is to have to acknowledge

it, it is Britain and not France who is at the present

moment m danger of isolation, as the result of a

selfish and vacillating pohcy which, m the well-

weighed words of Lord Robert Cecil, “ has left us

with scarcely a fnend m the world”*, and observers

conscious of the real situation may be pardoned

for mterpretmg the menacing language of the Pnme
Mimster’s entourage as a smoke-screen put up to

cover their retreat from what had become, through

consistent mismanagement, an untenable position.

But m truth the decision between isolation and

entanglement has long since been taken for good.

It was taken in 1919, when the British Parhament,

endorsed by the overwhelming bulk of British

opinion, accepted the Covenant of the League of

Nations, together with the obhgations and respon-

sibihties miposed by it on its members. The

Covenant pledges us, in its preamble, to the policy

p 165 above ® Letter to his coastitaents, April, 1933.

Pe
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of " international co-operation ” as against isolation,

and m Articles X , XVL, and XVII. to take action

against any law-breaking state, whether a member
or non-member, and to “ respect and preserve as

against external aggression the temtonal integrity

and existing pohtical independence of aU members
of the League. “ These obligations stand on record,

and have hitherto not been repudiated, hardly even
criticized, by any responsible section of opinion in

Great Britain.^ There is one way, and one wa}^

only, in which we can divest ourselves of them, and
that is by giving the two years’ notice provided for

in Article 1. for the termination of membership

If this IS what is meant by " turning down the

Entente for ever ” let Mr. Garvm and others say so

If it IS not, then let them explain exactly what they

do mean.

The same call to clear thinking may be addressed

at this point to Mr. Scott and his chenteU of the

Manchester Guardian. Does the Manchester Guar-

dian support the League of Nations and desire

British continuance in it, or does it not ? If, as its

files bear record, it surely does, then has it read

Articles X , XVI , and XVIL, and is it prepared to

see Bntam carry out in good faith the obligations

^ This IS not true in equal measure of the pubhc opinion of the
Dominions Canadian opinion has always been apprehensive of
possible European entanglements mvolved in Article X., and the
Canadian Delegation at the Geneva Assembly has made more than one
attempt to have the Article revised or re-interpreted The matter wiE
come up at the next meeting of the Assembly this year, but no objection
has been raised to Articles XVI and XVII In the same connection
it may be added, as a reminder to those, in the Pnme Mxmster’s
entourage and elsewhere, who talk hghtiy of a re-onentation of Bntish
foreign pohcy, that it is now recognized constitutional practice that no
large change can be made without the consultation, if not the approval,
of the Dominions This is an additional reason why the fUghty and
opportumst methods of the present Prime Mmister are so mappropnate
and dangerous m the present situation of the Bntish Commonwealth
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there contracted in her name ? Article X. has

already been cited ; the salient passages of XVI.
and XVIL must be set beside it, to refresh the

memory of those who, having hstened to sermons

on the League on Sunday, have been a little too apt

to dismiss its unpleasantly concrete details from

their work-a-day thoughts The first two paragraphs

of Article XVL run as follows
‘

" Should any Member of the League resort to

war m disregard of its covenants under Articles

XII., XIII., or XV. (the provisions for enquiry

and delay) it shall tpso facto be deemed to have

committed an act of war against all other

members of the League which hereby undertake

immediately to subject it to the severance of aE
trade or financial relations, the prohibition of all

mtercourse between their nationals and the

nationals of the covenant-breaking State, and the

prevention of all financial, commercial, or personal

intercourse between the nationals of the covenant-

breaking State and the nationals of any other

. State, whether a member of the League or not.

“ It shall be the duty of the Council in each

case to recommend to the several Governments

concerned what effective military, naval or air

force the members of the League shall severally

contribute to the armed forces to be used to

protect the covenants of the League."

And Article XVII., which has a particular interest

at this moment in view of the fact that Germany
and Russia are not yet members of tlie League,
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deals as follows with the case of aggressive non-

members :

‘‘ In the event of a dispute between a member
of the League and a State which is not a member
of the League, or between States not members
of the League, the State or States not Members of

the League shall be invited to accept the obli-

gations of membership m the League for the

purposes of such dispute, upon such conditions

as the Council may deem just. ... If a State

so invited shall refuse to accept the obligations

of membership m the League for the purposes of

such dispute, and shall resort to war against a

Member of the League, the provisions of Article

XYI. shall be apphcable as against the State

taking such action/’^

Such are the obhgations for common economic,

naval, and military action to which we have given

our name as sanctions of the Covenant They are

obhgations which affect us m a pecuhar degree,

since economic action, which would be the first to

be invoked and is the prmcipal sanction envisaged

^ It will be observed that this Article covers the case of a dispute
between Germany and a member of the League, say France, m so far

as this eventuality is not specially provided for in the Treaty of

Versailles When, therefore, the Bntish Attorney-General, on March
1 8, igai, defended the apphcation of certam “ sanctions ” by the
Allies on the ground of “ the general nght of victonous belligerents to

enforce the performance of a treaty,” it is difficult, m the words of

Mr RoiveU, to resist the conclusion that there is involved “ either a
resumption of the old war or the begmmng of a new war, unless Germany
submits to it " (Canadian Hansard, 1921, p 2748) Happily, she did
so submit, as she submitted to the equally indefensible action of
Australia m proclaiming what amounted to a three years’ interdict of
German trade and immigration But it is important to observe that,

m dealing with the cnsis of May 31, 1922, M Pomcard is on much
firmer ground than his predecessor, since the eventuahty which may
arise m the notification by the Reparations Commission of default by
Germany is expressly provided for m the Treaty and independent
action by the vanous governments expressly sanctioned. It may be
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by the Covenant, depends in overwhelming measure
for its efficacy upon naval power and preparedness,

and, m the absence of the United States, the Bntish

Navy IS, and seems likely to remam, the most
potent weapon available for this purpose. It is,

in fact, not too much to say that the British Navy is

the most powerful element m the police force avail-

able, under the Covenant, for the League in enforcing

its decrees If an illustration be needed, the threat

conveyed by the Council last autumn to the parties

m the Jugo-Slav—^Albaman dispute may be sufficient

evidence.

Let us now return to our fnends of the Manchester

Guardian. Let us confront them with the sanction

clauses of the Covenant and with the heavy obliga-

tions imposed by them upon our sea-power, and let

us ask them Do you, or do you not, imagine that

the way to keep the peace is to prepare for war " ^

Do you, or do you not, regard the Covenant of the

League, with its obligations of preparedness for the

nse of force as "an utter surrender to the old way
of thinking ” ? If British Liberals and Labour men
would come down from the celestial heights whence

well to a<U the wording of the clause in question, (Part VIII
,
Annex

2, § 17), which was cited both by Mr Rowell, la the Canadian House
and by M Pomcar6 at Bar-le-Duc, in connection with the question of
“ sanctions ”

“ In cause of default by Germany m the performance of any obliga-

tion under this part of the presentTreaty, the Commission wiE forthwith
give notice of such default to each of the interested Powers ami will

make such recommendation as to the action to be taken m consequence
of such default as it may thii'k necessary The measmes which the
AUied and Associated Poivers shall have the nght to take in case of
voluntary default by Germany, and wluih Gennany^. grees not to
regard as af ts of war, may include economic and financial prohibitions
and repnsals and in general such other measuriiS as the respecti-ve

Governments may determine to be necessary in the circumiitances.”

I cannot but regard Mr Keynes’ interpretation of this clause as bniited

by an implied eiusdem genem as extremely forced of the

Treaty, p 6a)
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they are so fond of discussing foreign affairs, and

apply their minds to these plain and simple ques-

tions, they might at once cure themselves of their

inveterate habit of cloudy thinking and regain the

confidence they have forfeited among their more
quick-witted, and equally well-intentioned,

continental colleagues.

Lord Robert Cecil, for his part, has not receded

from the position that he took up when he helped

to draft the Covenant, “ Force,” he says in his

recent manifesto, "is no remedy. That does not

mean that force should never be employed. It may
be necessary for defence, and perhaps, m very rare

cases, for destruction, but as a constructive agency

it is of little value.” In other words, international

society, like municipal society, needs to have force

in reserve ; but we should do wrong to expect our

policemen to achieve the tasks incumbent upon our

social legislators and reformers, and we should do

equally wrong to expect the apphcation of the

sanctions provided under the Covenant to achieve

results which time and wise statesmanship alone can

supply. If Manchester is not prepared to disband

its pohce force, let it beware of destroying such frail

beginnings of security as the Covenant has begun to

foster in our anxious and shaken European society.

Why, then, in spite of the plain language of the

Covenant, and the unmistakable usefulness of the

Manchester police force, do our fnends of the

Guardian persist in considering reliance upon force,

as a reserve power in our modem society, an old

and discredited notion which will be rejected with

contumely by “ the younger generation ” ? It is

unfortunately necessary, in the interest of clear
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thinking, to put this question ; unfortunately

necessary, too, to answer it .with plainness and
candour. The reason for the Guardian’s muddy
thinking on tins and other vital problems of inter-

national pohcy IS that it is constantly allowing its

better judgment to be defected by a doctnnaire

Quakerism. It is an ungracious task to utter a

single word in criticism of a community which for

sincerity, for moral courage, for unselfishness, for

unassummg and unrewarded munificence, has no

equal m this, or perhaps m any, country. But
the very goodness of the Quakers, and their stead-

fastness in face of the ndicuie and obloquy of the

gutter, have tended to render them immune from

the criticism to which they expose themselves on a

higher level. There can be no doubt, in the mind
of anyone who has carefully watched the deeper

currents of these post-wur years, that while in the

material realm, and in the sphere of personal conduct

and example, Europe is greatly indebted to the

wise and heahng activities of Quakerdom, its

intellectual influence on the international situation

has been, in the strict sense of the word, demoralizing.

Having spent the war-years in a painful, if actively

helpful, isolation from the spiritual expenence of

the fighting peoples, the Fnends emerged at its

close fun of pent-up energy and goodwill, straining

at the leash, as it were, to " sprmt across no man's

land ” and convey their gospel to the hostile peoples,

bhssfuUy unconscious, m their ignorance of the

difficult psychological situation involved, that by
treating the war as being what it was to them

—

mere passing episode, a sort of world hurricane in

the causes of which no moral judgments were
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involved—they were at once retarding the self-

expression and setting back the mental heahng of

the enemy, and intensifying the exasperation of

those who had suffered at German hands.

The Quakers are a sect of Christians who hold

the view, rejected m every age by the overwhelming

bulk of sincere and thoughtful Christian opinion,

that participation m warfare is contrary to the

Master’s teaching All war, therefore, for whatever

cause, is odious. The Roman legionary St. Alban

and the Itahan liberator Ganbaldi can as little win
their approval as Attila, Napoleon, or Ludendorff.

It is not a logical view, but we need not condemn
it for its illogicahty, which it shares with most other

world-outlooks. What exposes it to reasonable

criticism is not that, in confounding Alban with

Attila, Foch with Ludendorff, the
” happy warrior

”

with the conscienceless butcher, it fails to extend

its condemnation to the domain of force m the

subtler economic and social relations of life—such

watertight compartments are all too common to

excite resentment—^but that, as a minority sect

holding doctrinaire views on foreign affairs opposed

to those of the overwhelming bulk of their fellow

countrymen, they should bnng them to bear on
pubhc issues without making it clear that they are

the expression, not of the study of this or that

particular problem under discussion, but oi a closed

and fixed philosophy.

To put it plainly, but not, it may be hoped, dis-

courteously, the judgment of a sincere Quaker on

any senous international issue, involving the possi-

bihty of the use of force, is not unbiased
;
and the

sincerer he is, and the less able, therefore, to detach
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Limself from Ms doctrinaire prepossessions, tlie less

unbiased he is. The Quakers have their place, and
of light, in our pubhc affairs ; but for a Quaker to

occupy a seat in the assembly in which the most
solemn duty that may fall to a legislator's lot is to

weigh the issues of peace and war is, strictly speak-

ing, only defensible if, hke John Bright, he has been

at pains to make it clear to his constituents that, on
any such issue, his conscience will have made Ms
mind up for him beforehand

If the Quakers were as clear-thmkmg as they are

admirable m almost every other respect this plain

statement would not be needed. Nor, with regard

to a Parliament where so many are sitting at tMs
moment on far falser pretences, would it be decent

to cast at them the reproach of mconsistency if it

were not constantly leadingto miscluevous imitation

by their more sceptical paiasites Was it, for

instance, an honest advocate of Quaker doctrme

or a pohtical strategist skilled m the arts of senti-

mentahsm who was responsible, m connection with

the Premier's proposed non-aggression pact, for the

egregious statement that it would be drawn up
without sanctions, since “ sanctions belong to tlie

order of ideas %?hich it is desired to supersede ” ?

For sheer honest, downnght, undiluted Quaker^m
surveying the motley scene of world affairs in the

hght of its own inner flame and certitude, no student

of contemporaiy hfe can have other than respect

and admiration, tinged with a touch of envy. But
Quakerism is one thing, serm-Quakensm is another.

By semi-Quakerism is meant the habit of mind
that has one philosophy for Suez and Singapore

and another for Mamz and Strasbourg ,* that is
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quite ready to use the shenh to collect a business

debt but employs New Testament arguments to

impede the collection of its ex-ally’s , that inveighs

against the sword with reasonings which, if drawn
from the Bible, are m reahty inspired by a stiU

more imposing volume, the office ledger
; which,

finally, having watered down its Christianity to a

comfortable routine of business and chanty, and
allowed its neighbourly love to take refuge in its

cheque-book and its Chnstian brotherhood to mani-

fest itself in vicarious heroism anywhere from

Vienna to Erivan, has made of Him who scourged

the Pharisees and drove the money-changers in

indignation from the sanctuary, of Him for whose
cause and following whose example, as they believed,

thousand upon thousand of our best and purest

made the supreme sacnfice for conscience, a soft

and spineless preacher of vague idealisms, or even

the prophet of a kingdom of Business As Usual.

If the Manchester Guardian is sincere in its support

of the League of Nations, and if it aspires to be as

realistic and as truthful in its pohtical as in its com-

mercial columns, let it purge its mmd of Quaker
doctnne and keep to the sane high road of Chnstian

teaching. Or if conscience call it to the Quaker
by-path, let it be brave and consistent there too,

advocating total disarmament, not only in Europe,

but on the Seven Seas and even in Manchester.

But let it not suggest that disannament—a world

without a framework of physical force—^is practical

politics even for “ the younger generation.” On
this subject, as Lord Robert Cecil’s words indicate,

there is only one practical issue, the issue of Might
to Enforce Right as against Might is Right, or, to put
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it in a form with which the Washington Conference

ought by now to have made us familiar, Co-operative

Armament as against Competitive Armament.^

We will assume, however, in the hght of their

habitual declarations, that Mr. Scott and his

colleagues are m favour of maintaining Britain's

existing obhgations under the Covenant. Where,

then, IS their point of difierence with the present

writer ? It arises, as has already been said, on a
question of emphasis and detail rather than of

pnnciple. The Manchester Guardian sees no objec-

tion in our obligation to come to the aid of France

and Belgium under Articles X. and XVI of the

Covenant
; what it boggles at is the special Anglo-

French defensive pact which the wnter, on p. 161

above, advocated should be estabhshed " under the

all-embracing aegis of the League of Nations ” and
at the suggestion that the necessary measures of

study and preparation should be taken to make it

effective in case of need. In other words, the

Manchester Guardian, whilst we must assume, until

we are told to the contrary, that it is in favour of

Britain assuming general naval, military, and
economic obhgations under the League of Nations,

is opposed to her assuming special obligations. Or,

to bring the matter to a fine point, whilst in

favour of our use of force, as an “ old way
to a new settlement," under Articles X. and XVI.,

^ Thf brst recent treatment of tms issue is contained in fnend
Mr Walter Lippmanu’s trenchant attack on Ml G D H C.ih m Im
PvfyUc Op.n^on fXw Yoxk, 1922), p 296, for parportmg to ease hss

new gmld-socif‘ty, not on “ C'.ertion," but f'li “ free serric' ” As Mr
Lippmami points out, Mr Cole’s proposes piovide a beautiful illustra-

tion of “ the lengths to which a clever man will sametimes go lu order

to escape a full recognition of the role of force ” So far as 1 <ra aware,

Mr Cole is not a member of the Society of Fnends He may serve,

therefore, as a typical semi-Quaker
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it is opposed to our use of force under

Article XXL
What IS Article XXL ? the reader may ask. It

should, perhaps, have been exphcitly cited in the

earher edition ,
but it was too confidently assumed

that the nature of the suggestion put forward would

be sufficiently clear, at least to those sections of

British opinion which are m general cordially dis-

posed towards the League. But since, unlike most
other peoples, and as we are constantly reveahng,

we are not yet fully accustomed to hving within

the four corners of a written document, it may be

weU to quote both the Article itself and a recent

interpretative comment upon it by the Assembly

of the League. Article XXL reads as follows

:

“ Nothing in this Covenant shall be deemed
to affect the vahdity of international engagements

such as treaties of arbitration or regional under-

standings hka the Monroe Doctrine for securing the

maintenance of peace
”

The words which have been italicized embody a

method and a principle of which much has been

heard since the Covenant was framed The Pacific

Pact concluded at Washington, though as vague m
its implied obhgations as the Grey-Cambon agree-

ment of 1912, IS certainly open to the description of

a “ regional understanding for securing the main-

tenance of peace "
; and the same is true, as has

been demonstrated on the occasion of the two
successive incursions of the late Austrian Emperor
into Hungary, of the Little Entente of Czecho-

Slovalda, Jugo-Slavia, and Roumania. In fact,

M. Beaes, the chief artificer of the Little Entente
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and one of the wisest and most convinced advocates

of the League of Nations, has been eager to have

the Covenant amended so as to make specific

mention of the Little Entente, side by side with the

Monroe Doctnne, as a “ regional undeistanding for

securing the maintenance of peace/’ This amend-
ment was not specifically adopted, but the following

IS the report on this subject from the October, 1921,

issue of the League’s official journal

“ The Czecho-Slovak amendment that agree-

ments between a limited number of Members of

the League might not only be approved by the

League but should also be encouraged by it and
imtiated under its auspices was not accepted.

Though the Committee on Amendments last

summer approved a text along these hnes, the

Assembly felt that there was not yet occasion to

amend Article XXL, especially as the present

text does not exclude the apphcation of the ideas

contained in the proposed amendment. At the

same tune it drew attention to the fact that

agreements tending to define or complete the

engagements contained in the Covenant for tlie

mamtenance of peace or the promotion of inter-

national co-operation may be regarded as of a

nature likely to contribute to the progress of the

League in the path of practical reahzations.”

These, then, are the facts about Article XXL,
of wMch it was proposed that Bntam should make
use as a guarantee of the eastern frontier of France,

as it has already been made use of by France and
Belgium for the same purpose, by the Little Entente
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for the maintenance of the status quo in the Danube
valley, and, in a looser form, by the chief naval

powers in the Pacific. The present wnter, however,

IS not wedded to the proposal, and if opimon on both

sides of the Channel should prove m agreement with

the Manchester Guardian in preferring to “ secure

the maintenance of peace ” under the general

guarantees of Articles XVI. and XVII. rather than

under the special guarantees of Article XXI., he

would have nothing more to say on the subject

But in view of the strong language used by Bntish

Liberals against the suggestion to employ Article

XXI., which is hardly calculated, by the way, to

reassure our neighbours as to the senousness with

which we regard our obhgations under Articles X
and XVL, it may be as well to explain briefly why
the suggestion was put forward.

When two gentlemen, acting jointly, make a

promise to an old friend inducing him thereby to

surrender a valuable prize in his possession, and then,

for unavoidable reasons, one of them is prevented

from fulfilling his share of the bargain, common
courtesy, one would imagine, would suggest to the

other that he should explain his predicament to his

fnend and discuss with him the possibihty of meeting

the object aimed at in some other way. When the

United States proved unable to honour her signature

in the Triple Pact arranged at Pans, this elementary

act of courtesy fell to the share of Britain. So far

as the pubhshed records go, it was never under-

taken, Parliament was curtly informed that, smce
the ohhgation was joint, it chd not now arise, and
there the matter rested for over two years. Occa-

sionally itwas discussed, sometimes with the insulting
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had the original obhgations been as lively a factor

as they should be m the minds of the European
peoples. The fact is that a general guarantee is an
obhgation too widely distributed, that what is every-

body’s business is m effect nobody’s business, and
that some more detailed and careful planmng is

needed, not indeed to supersede, but to fiU in and
supplement the general framework provided by
Articles X. and XVI.

Europe, m fact, stands m need, not of a single
“ non-aggression pact,” but of a series. The prob-

lems of the Continent need to be surveyed and
regionahzed, as was done at Washington for the

Pacific, and the keeping of the peace handed over,

at any rate for purposes of first-hne defence, to

local defence forces. Only m this way, it would
seem, can her varied populations be given, not

indeed absolute security against wanton attack

—

even the Manchester pohce force cannot provide

the private citizen with absolute assurance on that

point—^but the sense of security, the state of mind
in which the overwhehnmg majority of Europeans

were hving before the war, the psychological condi-

tion which is one of the distinguishing marks of

civilized, as against savage and lawless, society.

This is not the place in which to enter mto a
detailed discussion of the various European regions

and their problems. Leaving aside the Franco-

Belgian frontier and the Grseco-Turkish lands, there

would seem to be three or perhaps four areas wliich

lend themselves to regional treatment and guaran-

tees. The Mediterranean, and its bearing on the

naval programmes of France and Italy, has already

been indicated (p. 167). The Baltic has problems of
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its own, for which the Committee of Baltic Powers

set up by the League of Nations in connection with

the Aaland Islands settlement forms a natural

organ of discussion. Finally there is the large region

intermediate between Germany and Italy on the

one hand and Russia and Turkey on the other, and
extending from Finland to Greece This area of

small states has already fallen into two groupings

first, the Little Entente of Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-
slavia, and Roumama, to which both Poland and
Austna have become more loosely attached by
treaties containing pohtical clauses

; and second,

the northern group—Poland, Esthonia, Finland, and
Latvia—^which, in a treaty concluded Just before

the Genoa Conference, agreed to consult one another

in the event of attack, thus laymg down, m their

smaller area, the hnes of an Entente similar to that

laid down at Washington for the Pacific.

But, it will be asked, does not this widespread

application of Article XXI. run the nsk of dividing

Europe into a number of independent political

groupings ? Are we not in danger of driftmg back

into the regime of opposing diplomatic camps in

which we were hving prior to the war ? Shall we
not be re-introducing, in the new Europe, the old

tradition of the Balance of Power ^

The question is a natural one, so natural that it

has been raised in the United States Senate in

connection with the Pacific Pact, but it can be easily

answered Firstly, the guaranteeing powers under

Article XXI. would not be actmg independently

of the League of Nations, but witlun its framework.

The wider obligation would stiE apply to each of

the separate regions. Nothing that can be done
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under Article XXL can wipe out the responsibility

of all the members of the League, and, in particular,

of the Great Powers, under Articles X., XVL, and

XVII. As a matter of fact Britain, in view of her

special interests, would in any case be included m
the separate arrangements proposed above for the

Mediterranean and the Baltic areas. It would be

desirable also, if only on educational grounds, that

she should be specifically associated, as M. Pomcar^
has proposed in a somewhat different form, with

the guarantee of the status quo in East Central

Europe ;
but until we have improved our pubhc

manners towards the peoples of that region it is

not certain that our closer association with them
in this way would be either welcome or helpful.

In any case, however, we cannot divest ourselves

of our general obhgation, and of our responsibility

to make due use of our sea-power in the Baltic and

in the Mediterranean.

But the question demands a further and more
detailed answer. By associating together, as is so

commonly done, the idea of guarantees with the

idea of diplomacy or political action, it ignores what

IS in reality a fundamental distinction—the distinc-

tion between arrangements for the preservation of

peace and arrangements for the conduct of policy.

At this point it will be well to recall the previous

discussion as to the functions and working of the

League of Nations. We saw that as a standing

organ of policy, as a perfected and organized world-

concert, it has proved impracticable On the other

hand, as an administrative body for problems of

world-wide concern specifically remitted to it, as a

forum for mobilizing and giving expression to
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opinion on world-problems, and, as we have just

been makmg clear, as an organization for the pre-

servation of the world’s peace and the adjustment

of controversies by mediation rather than by
aggression, its work is of great and increasing value.

No doubt there is a close connection between the

problem of guaranteeing the preservation of peace

and the organization necessitated by such a guar-

antee on the one hand, and the problem of so con-

ductmg the world’s aftairs as to stave off the hkeh-

hood of war on the other. Yet, on a close view,

the two are in reahty quite distinct, and it is only

in the last few years that theyhave become associated

in men’s minds. In the days not so far distant

when judicial methods, such as arbitration, were

still solely relied upon by the advocates of world-

peace, the distinction between the idea and

activities of the Hague and the idea and the

activities of the Concert of Europe was familiar

to every newspaper reader.

That the two spheres should have been brought

into closer association is undoubtedly a great step

in advance, both in the education of public opinion

and in the integration of the world’s affairs, and had

it been possible to emphasize and consummate this

advance by estabhshmg an effective world-concert

under the Covenant, it would have been a still more
signal mark of progress. But, for reasons which

need not be reiterated, this has prov’-ed impracticable.

It must unfortunately be taken for granted that

though Geneva is becoming the administrative

office, the forum, the mediation room, and the

police station (or, at least, the police call-office) of

the world, it is not becoming its pohtical metropolis.
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The fact is that the world is not yet ripe for a

pohtical metropohs The problems of the world's

various regions are too complex and vanous to be

handled from a single centre. Whereas, as regards

the preservation of peace, as in numerous economic

and other problems, we are moving towards unifica-

tion, standardization, and integration, m regard to

more stnctly pohtical problems—to the relation

between the self-conscious national groups which

form the public opimon of the vanous nations—we
are clearly moving, if not, it is to be hoped, towards

pure sfi^-determination, at any rate towards

regionalization or regional determination. In that

respect the Monroe Doctnne, a Sinn Fein pro-

nouncement flung out by the first fully democratic

nation to be emancipated from European tutelage,

has proved more prophetic than its authors realized.

What else is the Pacific Pact but a Monroe Doctrine

extended to the Pacific, an expression of the view

that it is for the peoples expressly interested m
that vast area, and for no others, to co-operate in

the framing of the pohcies within that region?

What else is betokened by the decision, however

imperfectly earned out, to entrust the government

of the weaker peoples, not to an international

government ruling from a world metropolis, but to

individual mandatories acting on defined conditions ?

What else, finally, is betokened by the failure of

the Powers—even the European Powers, excluding

the Umted States—to agree on a common policy

towards Russia ? Russia, as seen through the eyes

of an unemployed British workman, a thrifty

French peasant, a German engineer or ex-officer,

a Czech legionary, a Polish Catholic peasant.
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of the two was exhibited recently in the Genoa

Conference While the Council was meeting at

Geneva on a set date to discuss a set agenda, the

pubhcation of the Russo-German Treaty brought

into existence, if only for a moment, a new European
Concert in the form of Britain, France, Italy, Japan,

and the Little Entente A sudden emergency had
produced an appropriate orgamzation, such as

would, however, have been unconstitutional under

the Covenant. The Powers which signed the collec-

tive note at the Vdla d’Albertis may at present be

described, even during the lifetime of the Supreme
Council, as an embryo Concert of Europe. Without

the United States, Germany, and Russia the pohtical

constellation is obviously incomplete ; but the

very fact that a Concert works by no fixed rules,

and is subject to no orgamzation, will enable the

necessary adjustments to be made when the time

is ripe for them. It is not necessary to push this

argument further. It is not a plea for a Concert

m place of the League Council but simply a com-

ment on what is passing before our eyes. The
European States, old and new, which have emerged

from the war years, have been engaged m finding

their place and estimating their strength in the new
comity of European nations. When this testing

process, inevitable m all reconstituted human
groupings, is concluded, the new Concert will be m
being and the new European system will be at work. *

^ Tlie recent meetmg of Little Entente Premiers on the occasion of
the royal -wedding at Belgrade, has led to the adoption of a decision

for penodical meetings of the Three Premiers These meetmgs,
analogous to the Conferences of Bntish Premiers, but doubtless, owing
to the local conditions, more frequent, will enable the Little Entente
more effectively to mamtain its part as a single imit in the new con-
stitution of European politics.
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their property by the aggression of Germany by
land, by sea, and from the air/'

II

.

—Opemng paragraph of the reply of the Allied

and Associated Powers to the observations of the

German Delegation on the Conditions of Peace,

June, 1919

'"The Allied and Associated Powers are in com-
plete accord with the German Delegation in their

insistence that the basis for the negotiation of the

treaty of peace is to be found in the correspondence

which immediately preceded the signing of the

armistice on November ii, 1918. It was there

agreed that the treaty of peace should be based

upon the Fourteen Points of President Wilson’s

address of January 8, 1918, as they were modified

by the Allies’ memorandum included in the

President’s note of November 5, 1918, and upon
the principles of settlement enunciated by President

Wilson m his later addresses, and particularly m
his address of September 27, 1918. These are the

pnnciples upon which hostihties were abandoned

in November, 1918 ; these are the principles upon
which the Allied and Associated Powers agreed that

peace might be based ; these are the principles which

have guided them m the dehberations which have

led to the formulation of the conditions of peace.”

III.—Extract from a speech delivered by Mr. J. M.
Keynes on October 13, 1921, at the International

Conference on Economic Recovery and World

Peace, held at the Caxton Hall, Westminster,

"We must by no means forget that the bill for

devastation only comprehends about one-third of
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the %¥hole. Nearly two-thirds of our demand is

for pensions and allowances. The inclusion of

pensions and allowances in our claim has very

nearly trebled the demands which we are making

upon Germany. I have given reasons in the past

for thinking that the inclusion of these claims

was contrary to our engagements, and I do not

admit that I have been refuted, I still think that

the inclusion of those claims was contrary to our

engagements, and that, even late in the day, it is

our duty to abandon them.

Apart from questions of international right, the

addition of pensions (according to the views of those

Amencans who took part at Paris) was largely at

the instigation of this country, m order to inflate

the proportion of the claims due to us. If we
limited ourselves to devastation, it was understood

that the share of the Bntish Empire would be

comparatively small compared with the share of

France. The object of including pensions was to

raise the proportion which we could claim, and so

aid the Justification of election promises American

commentators upon this, who were delegates at

the Peace Confeience, were greatly surprised at

the French ever agreeing to it. I lay emphasis

on this because, as it was ciuefly in the interests of

Great Britain that these claims are there, it is a

matter about which w’e ourselves can properly

initiate amendments. If the claim for pensions

and allowances were to be abolished, that must

necessarily increase greatly the proportion accruing

to France, which, in my opinion, is a thing right and

proper, and one which we can justly propose. I

repeat, therefore, that the claim for pensions and
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allowances ought to be dropped, for reasons of

legality, for reasons of good sense having regard to

the total magnitude of the demands, and also m
view of the relative claims of France and ourselves

on the available funds. I urge this on your atten-

tion. If we drop the claims for pensions and
allowances, and if we consider coolly what the

devastated area will really cost to make good,

Germany can pay it.”

IV.—Extract from article hy Mr T. W. Lamont,

Economic Adviser to the American Peace Com-
mission, printed in ‘‘ What Really Happened at

Paris” London, Rodder and Stoughton, 1921.

The Inclusion of Pensions.

” The American delegation as a whole, while deeply

sympathetic sentimentally with the idea that

pensions should be included as damage to the

civilian population, found it difficult to reconcile

this contention with actual principle, feeling that

pensions fell more properly into the category of

military costs of war. Mr. Lloyd George, however,

advocated with great vigour and ingenuity the

inclusion of pensions imder the head of damage to

the civilian population. Said he : ‘You mean to

say that France is to be compensated for the loss

of a chimney pot in the devastated district, but not

for the loss of a hfe ? Do you set more value upon

a chimney than you do upon a soldier’s life ? ’ This

argument was appealing, but not necessanly sound.
” However, it was General Jan Smuts who finally

prepared the argument which convinced President

Wilson that pensions and separation allowances
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should be included in the reparation bill, . . I

weE remember the day upon which President Wilson

determined to support the mclusion of pensions

in the reparation bill. Some of us were gathered

in his hbrary in the Place des ifetats-Uiiis, having

been summoned by him to discuss this particular

question of pensions We explained to him that

we could not find a single lawyer m the American
delegation that would give an opinion in favour of

including pensions. All the logic was against it

' Logic 1 Logic !
’ exclaimed the President, ‘ I

don't give a damn for logic. I am going to include

pensions !

’

"

V.—Memorandum by General Smuts which won over

President Wilson’s assent to the Pensions and

Sepafaiions Allowances Clauses of the Treaty

of Versailles {Article 244, Annex 1, Clauses 5

and 7), published in “ The Making of the

Reparation and Economic Sections of the

Treaty,” by Bernard M. Baruch ; Harper’s,

New York, 1920, p. 29.

Note on Reparation.
“ The extent to which reparation can be claimed

from Germany depends in the main on the meaning

of the last reservation made by the Allies in their

note to President WEson, November, 1918. That

reservation was agreed to by President Wilson and

accepted by the German Government in the armis-

tice negotiations and was in the following terms *

" Further, in the conditions of peace laid down
in Ms address to Congress on January 8, 1918,

the President declared that invaded territories
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must be restored as well as evacuated and made
free. The Allied Governments feel that no doubt

ought to be allowed to exist as to what this

provision imphes. By it they understand that

compensation will be made by Germany for all

damage done to the civilian population of the

Aihes and to their property by the aggression of

Germany by land, by sea, and from the air.’

" In this reservation a careful distinction must
be made between the quotation from the President,

which refers to the evacuation and restoration of

the invaded territories, and the implication which

the Allies find in that quotation and which they

proceed to enunciate as a principle of general

apphcabiiity. The Allies found in the President’s

provision for restoration of the invaded territories

a general principle implied of far-reaching scope.

This principle is that of compensation for all damage
to the civilian population of the Allies in their

persons or property, which resulted from the German
aggression, and whether done on land or sea or from

the air. By accepting this comprehensive principle

(as the German Government did) they acknowledged

their Habiiity to compensation for all damage to

the civilian population or their property wherever

and however arising, so long as it was the result of

German aggression. The President’s limitation to

restoration of the invaded territories only of some

of the Allies was clearly abandoned.

"'The next question is how to understand the

phrase ‘ civilian population ’ in the above reserva-

tion, and it can be most conveniently answered by
an illustration. A shopkeeper in a village in
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northern France lost his shop through enemy
bombardment and was himself badly wounded.
He would be entitled as one of the civilian popula-
tion to compensation for the loss of Ms property
and for his personal disablement. He subsequently
recovered completely, was called up for military

service, and after being badly wounded and spend-
ing some time in the hospitals, was discharged as

permanently unfit. The expense he was to the
French Government during this penod as a soldier

(Ms pay and maintenance, his uniform, nfle, ammuni-
tion, his keep in the hospital, etc.) w^as not damage
to a civilian, bnt military loss to his Government,
and it IS therefore arguable that the French Govern-
ment cannot recover compensation for such expense
under the above reservation. His wife, however,
was during this period deprived of her bread winner,

and she therefore suffered damage as a member of

the civilian population, for which she would be
entitled to compensation. In other words, the

separation allow'ances paid to her and her children

dunng this period by the French Government
would have to be made good by the German Govern-
ment, as the compensation which the allowances

represent w'as their hability After the soldier's

discharge as unfit, he rejoins the civilian population,

and as for the future he cannot (m whole or m part)

earn his owm hvehhood, he is suffering damage as

a member of the civilian population, foi which the

German Government are again hable to make
compensation. In other w^ords the pension for

disablement which he draw’'S from the French

Government is really a hability of the German
Government which they must under the above
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reservation make good to the French Government.

It could not be argued that as he was disabled

while a soldier he does not suffer damage as a

civilian after his discharge if he is unfit to do his

ordinary work. He does literally suffer as a civilian

after his discharge, and his pension is intended to

make good the damage, and is therefore a liabihty

of the German Government. If he had been killed

in active service, his wife as a civihan would have

been totally deprived of her bread-winner and
would be entitled to compensation. In other

words, the pension she would draw from the French

Government would really be a Lability of the

German Government under the above reservation,

and would have to be made good by them to the

French Government.

“The plain, common sense construction of the

reservation therefore leads to the conclusion that,

while direct war expenditure (such as the pay and

equipment of soldiers, the cost of rifles, guns, and

ordnance and all similar expenditures) could

perhaps not be recovered from the Germans, yet

disablement pensions to discharged soldiers, or

pensions to widows and orphans, or separation

allowances paid to their wives and children during

the period of their mihtary service are all items

representing compensation to members of the

civihan population for damage sustained by them

for which the German Government are hable. What
was spent by the Allied Governments on the soldier

himself, or on the mechanical appHances of war,

might perhaps not be recoverable from the German
Government under the reservation, as not being

m any plain and direct sense damage to the civihan
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population. But what was, or is, spent on the

citizen before he became a soldier or after he has

ceased to be a soldier, or at any time on his family,

represents compensation for damage done to

civilians and must be made good by the German
Government under any fair mterpretaiion of the

above reservation. Tins includes all war pensions

and separation allowances, 'which the Geiman
Government are habie to make good, m addiiion

to reparation or compensation for all damage done

to property of the AUied peoples.

(Signed) J. C. Smuts."

Paris, March 31, 1919.

FJ.

—

Extract from speech delivered by Mr. N. IF.

Rowell, K.C., in the Canadian House of Com-
mons, April 29, 1921 {Canada * House of

Commons Debates,” p. 2746).

"When the Alhed powers in Paris submitted the

Peace Treaty to Germany they added to what
Germany should pay under that clause, as I read it,

the obhgatioii to provide for the pensions of all

soldiers m the Alhed and associated armies on the

basis of the pensions of France
,
they also added to

that the obligation that Germany should pay all the

amounts paid out by the respective governments for

separation allowances dunng the whole penod of the

war, on the basis of the amountspaidby France. The

net result w^as that they imposed upon Germany an

obhgation beyond what they themselves believed

Germany could pay. I have no mfonnation as to

what Germany is able to pay, and I have no inten-

tion of expressing any opinion on the matter. But

Re
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her obligation under the settlement as I have out-

lined it was to make compensation for damages to

the civilian population and their property. I am
informed that the total amount that Germany can

pay, the total amount she will be called upon to pay,

will not exceed the amount necessary to fairly carry

out this obhgation. If that be so, then what is our

position, and what should be our share? If the total

amount paid by Germany is not more than sufficient

to restore the devastated areas, to make compensa-

tion to the civihan population, then, if Canada takes

more than it is necessary to recoup us for our ships

sunk at sea or other damage to civihan population,

we are taking something which Great Bntam or the

other AUies need in order to restore their devastated

areas and to compensate their civilian population.

I am speaking only for myself, but I do not wish

to leave this House without putting on record my
conclusion on this important matter, a conclusion

which IS the result of careful consideration, I hope

the Government of Canada will not, m the division

of the amount which comes to the Bntish Empire,

take more than that which the Mimster of Justice

—

and I am prepared to leave it to him—^will advise

that Canada is entitled to receive under the terms

of the conditions under which Germany laid down
her arms, and if more should be allotted to us the

additional amount should go to Great Britain, or

the peoples that have sufered more, for the purpose

of restoring the devastated areas and repaying the

civihan population.
“ Mr. Speaker, Canada has had a noble record

throughout this war. The manner in which the

Dominion entered this straggle, the manner in which
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she aided in carrying it through to a victorious con-

clusion, -with no selfish objects to gain and no selfish

purpose to serve, but solely to help to overthrow

mihtansm, preserve the Bntish Empire, and restore

the peace of the world, has pven her a position of

real moral leadership on this continent Her prompt
acceptance of theTreaty of Peace and of tlie covenant

of the League of Nations, and the manner m which

she has evidenced her wilhngness to co-operate with

ail other states to provide a substitute for war as

a means of settling international disputes, has

strengthened her claim to moral leadership And
I covet for Canada that in this matter of reparations

she wdi take the position that she will not ask or

receive a dollar more than she is clearly entitled to

receive by the terms of the settlement under which

Germany laid down her arms.”
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THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN

CONTINENTAL EUROPE WEST OF RUSSIA

1 .—Anticipation . 1917.—Extract from Paper read

by Mr. A. E. Zimmern to a National Conference

of British Working-class Associations at

Birmingham on September 22, 1917.

" But the most urgent economic task which the

settlement will impose will not be domestic, but

intemationai ; it wiU be concerned, as we have

already suggested, with the securing of supphes

upon which the recuperation of the peoples, and,

more especially, of the industrial peoples, depends.

How can this problem best be dealt with? It is

worth while trying to answer this question, for

upon its successful solution in the months follow-

ing the signing of peace the international

' atmosphere " of the post-war period will very

largely depend.
“ Private capitalism, as we have seen, must prove

unequal to the task. Nor will ‘industrial self-

government ’ help us, for we are dealing with what

is essentiaUy a problem of foreign trade and foreign

policy. The responsibility for supplj/mg the

needs of their exhausted populations must, in

one form or another, be borne by the various

governments.

260
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“ What form should this action take ? The
natural course might seem to be for the various

governments concerned to deal with the matter

themselves ,
and in point of fact, enough is known

for the conjecture to be hazarded that every Govern-

ment m Europe, belligerents and neutrals alike,

is already setting on foot an official organization to

deal with the problem of post-war supplies. Self-

preservation alone demands it. No belligerent

Government dare demobilize its armies till it can

provide employment for its workers, and employ-

ment depends in its turn upon industnal raw

material, and raw matenal upon shipping. There

is therefore urgent need for all the Governments

to organize what resources they can lay their hands

on with at least the same thoroughness as they

have devoted to the business of mobihzation or

making war. In spite of the perilous uncertainty

of many of the factors involved, dependent as they

are on the terms of peace. Government ‘ Reconstruc-

tion Departments ' are probably ever5rwhere at

work on the twin problems of demobilization and

supplies. . .

“The war wiH have been fought in vain if it

finds the various Governments in their mutual

busmess relations, actuated by the same grasping

and anti-social spmt as too often characterized

their pre-war commercial activities. If the problem

is left to be solved on competitive lines, with the

Governments outbidding one another, there will be

a scramblmg and pushing, and threatening and

bullying such as the world has never seen before,

and the League of Nations will perish in its cradle

amid the wrangles of the nval disputants. The
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problem is one that can only be handled success-

fully on co-operative hues, both in the interests of

the world as a whole and of the populations

concerned. And once it is reahzed that co-operation

between the various governments is the only policy

compatible with a tolerable state of international

relations after the war, it will not take long to draw

the further conclusion that the wisest course would

be to set the whole matter on an international

basis
;
in other words, for the various Governments

to delegate powers to purchase, allocate, and convey

supplies on their behalf to an international com-

mission. Such a commission would then, in effect,

become a Relief Commission for the world as a

whole, similar to the Commission which looked

after the needs of Belgium under American guidance

during the earlier penod of the war.

If the machinery had to be created de novo

within a few weeks or months, its world-wide scope

might well prove beyond the powers of human
organization. But in fact the machinery is already

there ready to hand ; it exists in the shape of the

blockade, and the Inter-Ally economic control

which has been established m connection with it.

The blockade, which was first established to keep

goods out of Central Europe, slowly developed

through the pressure of events into an organization

for allocating shipping and supphes to the different

countries and services. The rationing of imports

will not need to begin after the war. The Allies

and neutrals are already living under a figime of

rationing. All that will be required will be to adjust

the form and scope of the organization to meet the

needs of the post-war situation.”
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II.

—

Preparation, 1918.

As an ex-officiai the writer is precluded from

supplying documentary evidence m confirmation of

what is said on this subject in the text of the

book

III.

—

^Neglect* 1919

—

Extract from Statement and
Analysts by Mr. Herhett Hoover on “ The
Economic Sttuahon in Europe,” dated July 3,

1919, published in the National Food Journal,

issued by the British Ministry of Food, on

August 13, igig

“ The economic difficulties of Europe as a whole

at the signature of peace may be almost summanzed
in the phrase ' demorahzed productivity.’ The
production of necessaries for this 450,000,000

population (includmg Russia) has never been at

so low an ebb as at this day.
“ A summary of the unemployment bureaux in

Europe will show that 15,000,000 families are

receiving unemployment allowances in one form
or another, and are, tn the main, being paid by

constant inflation of currency. A rough estimate

would indicate that the population of Europe is

at least 100,000,000 greater than can be supported

without imports, and must live by the production

and distnbution of exports. . . . From aU causes,

accumulated to different intensity in different

localities, there is the essential fact that, unless

productivity can he rapidly increased, there can be

nothing but political, moral, and economic chaos,

finally interpreting itself in loss of life on a scaU

hitherto undreamed of,”
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IV.—Charitable Relief. 1919

—

Extract from
Report on Economic Conditions in Central Europe

[Miscellaneous Senes, No. i, 1920) by Sir

William Goode, British Director of Relief.

In October, 1919, I visited most of the countries

in receipt of relief. The impression left on my
mind as a result of this journey round Europe and
of the conferences I had with the Presidents and
Ministers of the respective governments is akin

to despair. ... Of one thing I am absolutely

certain, and that is that to continue to provide

food without at the same time providing raw
materials on which to re-estabhsh industry is

merely to aggravate the problem of Europe ”

V.—Coal Policy, Autumn and Winter, 1919—
(a)—Letter to “ The Observer,'’ December 4, 1919.

" Sir,—In the coming week the Bill providing

for the los. reductionm the price of coal for domestic

consumers is to be discussed in Parhament. I

wonder whether your readers reahze how closely

this question affects our fair fame as a nation, and

how anxiously our Alhes and the other continental

peoples are watching us to see whether we attach

any solid meamng to the professions of ' interna-

tional co-operation ’ enshnned in the League of

Nations Covenant.

What is the position ? It was very lucidly

explained by the President of the Board of Trade

in his speech of November 28, though he did not

seem to be aware of the wider bearings of the tale

he unfolded.

“As a result of what he describes as * the
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occasion to cavil at the Government for shaping

onr policy according to what is, after all, only the

ordinary everyday morale of modem commercialism.

But the times are not ordinary. They are indeed

so abnormal that, unless the Government policy is

reversed by an awakened pubhc opinion, our action

in extracting the last penny from continental

manufacturers and householders will fix on us an
indehble stigma of selfishness and hypocnsy.

" The peoples of the Continent are passing

through the saddest and darkest winter of recent

generations. Mr. Hoover, m a warning com-
mumcated to the Allied Governments last July,

and made public m August, foretold that unless

productivity were rapidly increased the winter

would inevitably lead on the Contment to ' a loss

of life hitherto undreamed of.’ That his warnmg
was heeded by the miners of Great Britain the

recent figures of our coal output seem to make
clear, but causes too numerous to mention, at home,

on the Continent, and in America, have prevented

a sufficient recovery to avert the disaster foretold.

AU the recent news from the Continent, whether

from official or unofficial sources, confirms the

accuracy of Mr. Hoover’s forecast. So serious is

the situation admitted to be that the Archbishop

of Canterbury has issued an appeal to ah the Bishops

of the Anghcan communion at home and abroad

to set aside Holy Innocents’ Day for special services

of intercession for the victims of the distress, and
the Prime Minister, in a Parliamentary answer on

November 27, stated that the Government were
‘ fuHy conscious of the very serious economic

situation in Central Europe, and in conjunction
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with the Supreme Council are taking ah possible

steps to alleviate the difficulties/

“ If the Prime Minister and the Archbishop are

sincere—and I do not accuse them of insincerity

but only of the normal British lack of imagination

—I am sure they w'ill realize on reflection that the

promptest and most effective w'ay of conveying

a message of hope to the sufferers and of reMeving

the distress which is decimating the population-—

and especially the child population—of many parts

of Europe, is not to make giants of money nor to

send medical rehef—useful though both of these

may be—^but to reverse the pohcy on which our

coal export trade is bemg conducted, \^’liy should

we not call in the ser\dces of the Supreme Economic

Council to devise some means whereby a certain

proportion of our coal supply may be made avail-

able at a fair price to foreign governments especially

m need of it or to agencies approved by them ? We
are already committed by the Prime Minister's

recent answer to a pohcj’^ of international credit

;

and the problem of making the coal available to

domestic consumers in specially necessitous areas

through co-operative societies or other agencies

should present no insuperable difficulties.

“ But my object is not to sketch out a practical

scheme, though I know half-a-dozen men who, I

am sure, could not only draiv one up, but do aU

that IS humanly possible to secure its successful

execution My object is simply to impress upon

your readers that coal is the pivot of the international

situation in tliis the most critical winter in Europe

since the industrial revolution led to large masses of

population being dependent for the elements of
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life on large-scale schemes of organization. Coal

is indispensable to food supply, for food cannot be

transported without coal It is mdispensable to

education, for without coal schools must of necessity

close their doors It is indispensable to medicine,

for in an unheated hospital the healing quahties

of Nature are abated and medical skill labours

in vain It is indispensable to family existence,

for without coal home loses its enchantment and
domestic hfe becomes a misery. In the words of

Lord Robert Cecil, quoted by you, sir, at the open-

ing of one of the central chapters m your book on
the Economic Foundations of the Peace, we have

now to use ‘ the resources of the civilized world

in the joint work of reconstruction and the restora-

tion of prosperity.' Providence or the turn of

events has placed us in the possession of the chief

and most vital of those resources, with the power

to use it as we will. We can, if we so desire, con-

tinue to levy our toU, not a toU of money only, but,

as the Archbishop’s appeal makes plain to us, of

innocent hves, out of our friends and neighbours

on the Continent, and, out of the gains thus made,

bask in front of our replenished hearths ; or we
can show the world that has almost ceased to remem-
ber them that certain phrases about a cup of cold

water and a certain story about a man from Samaria

are not wholly without meaning for a people that

has pledged its allegiance to anew andmore brotherly

system of international relations.

Yours, etc.,

“Alfred E. Zimmern.

“ December 4, 1919.”
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An American Comment

(&)—Extract from “ Balkamzed Europe,’ ‘ by Paul

Scott Mowrer {New York, 1921), pp 259 and 261.

" A Labour ministry in England or any other

country would have to face the same problems of

foreign pohcy, and would have to meet them in

much the same way, as a Conservative ministry.

Indeed, from what I have seen of nationalism m
international Labour meetings, I suspect that a

Labour government would soon become even more
chauvimstic than a bourgeois government, for its

members, being less cultivated, are more subject

to the suggestions of the nationalistic instinct. A
good example of what is to be expected from Labour

governments is given by the recent coal strike in

England (autumn of 1920). The State, by selling

coal abroad at three or four times the domestic

price, was making sixty-six million pounds profit

a year. If the Bntish miners had been moved by
a spmt of humanitarian intemationaiism, they would

doubtless have proposed that this coal, so badly

needed by France and Italy, should be supphed

to these countries at a lower price. Instead, the

miners merely demanded that the exorbitant export

profit hitherto collected by the Government should

be diverted in large part to increase their wages t

A French Comment

(c)—Extract from “ La France d Genes,” by
” Celius,” pp. 57-58, chapter enUilei How
England ts Responstble for her own Crisis.”

“ Just before the Armistice an order, dated October

16, 1918, fixed firm prices for the Allies, and
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mmimum prices for neutrals, the mmimum pnces

being, on the average, los a ton higher than the

firm pnces. By an order of the i6th and i8th of

May, 1919, these dispositions were revised
, the

firm prices accorded to the Alhes six months earlier

were transformed into minimum pnces. This led

to a rapid nse of coal prices m foreign markets The
Enghsh made use of this to lower home prices below

the cost of production In the Cardiff distnct in

September, 1919, best quahty coal was worth 43s. 2d.

per ton at the pit head, and was quoted for export

at from 90s. to 107s., while coke was pnced at 260s.

to 280s. for export, and at 64s. to lOOs. in the home
market.

“ Selfish policies bnng their own retribution.

In 1920 continental Europe, to escape from the

demands of the English coal exporters, addressed

itself to America. Exports of American coal rose

from 1,555,000 tons m June, 1920, to 5,024,000

tons m October. In 1919 France had imported

only 19,388 tons of Amencan coal. In 1920 France

alone imported 1,0x6,000 tons
" This invasion of the European market by

overseas coal forced England for the first time to

reduce her prices. The volume of American coal

was suddenly reduced, and by February, 1921, it

was no higher than 1,548,000 tons. But the

British miners were by now accustomed to the new
rates of wages and refused to hear of a reduction.

This led to a strike lasting from the first of Apnl

to the end of June, with the result that the Americans

reappeared in the European market, and by June
their exports had once more risen to 3,811,000

tons.”
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VI.—Convalescence : 1921. {a)^Extmd from
Report issued by the U S. Department of Com-
merce {Mr Herbert Hoover, Secretary), December,

19/1.
“ The economic recovery of Europe is necessarily

slow and difficult It contains great dangers, but
It IS not at all as gloomy as some statements would
make it appear.

“ Year by year since the Armistice the coni”

batant states—except Russia—show steady gains

in social and political stabihty
, they show great

progress m recovery of agnculture, industry, foreign

trade and communications. The one field of con-

tinuous degeneration is that of governmental

finance—that is, the unbalanced budgets, the con-

sequent currency mflation, etc , of ceitain coimtnes,

with its tram of credit destruction. The commerce
of the whole world obviously suffers gnevously from

this failure m fiscal finance, and the apprehension

that flows from it, and unless remedies are found

the recuperation in the five great fields of social,

political, industrial, agricultural, and commercial

life of the past three years xs endangered- Its effects

spread constantly outside the borders of those states

predominantly concerned and substantially check

our recovery also

“ The most eminent and im^t dangerous of these

unbalanced inflation situations is Germany. Her
case depends upon the metliod and volume of repara-

tion payments. As the United States does not

participate eitlier in its control or its receipts, we
have no voice or right to interfere. In any event,

this is a pecuHariy European matter, and must be

adjusted by the parties at interest.
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“ Outside of the government finance of a limited

number of states the outlook is very encouraging

Any general survey of the social situation in Europe
will show that the danger of Bolshevism is passed,

partly through improved standards of hfe and partly

through the salutary lesson of Russia. Democratic
institutions are gaimng strength among the

150,000,000 people formerly supporting autocracies.

In Russia itself extreme Communism is slowly

boiling to death in a cauldron of starvation, and its

leaders freely acknowledge its failure.

In the field of international pohtical relations,

aside from conflict m Turkey, war has ceased,

and treaties of peace are efiective throughout the

world. Russia no longer threatens any senous

military offensive. The wamng states have settled

for a time their major terntonal issues, and while

there are remote forces of instabihty, such as

Irredentism, yet the new boundary alignment is

securing acceptance and the agencies for allaying

international friction are proving theiriselves steadily

more effective. There are bright prospects of

limitation in naval armament. Agreed limitations

in land armament are not very hopeful, but the

economic pressure of taxes and unbalanced budgets

is slowly (hsarming Europe, and it will disarm more

of them yet. The number of men under arms has

decreased by fully a million in the past twelve

months.
“ In the field of economic hfe the progress of

agricultural and industrial production year by year

since the war is very marked Famine has dis-

appeared from Europe except in Russia. Except

in countries where credit machinery is checked by
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danger of fiscal bankruptcy, such as Austria, their

food, fuel, and clothing supplies are sufficient, albeit

at a low standard of living in some places but even

m these countries the standards are much higher

than the low point after the Armistice, and are thus

not such a factor of discontent as would otherwise be

the case. Populations have fairly settled to work,

and industrial efficiency and productivity is being

steadily restored. The private credit institutions

of the world are demonstrating their abihty to handle

the international trade and credits except in regions

disabled by the currency demorahzation."

{h)—Extract from article entitled “ A Convalescent

Continent ” in the " New York Evening PostY
April 25, 1922.

" Europe is recovering In the first of the World
Reconstruction Supplements issued jointly by the

Journal of Commerce and by the Manchester Guardian

there is a sharp protest by Mr. Alvin Krech, president

of the Equitable Trust Company, against the too

common fling that Europe is doing nothing to help

herself. The contrary is true, says Mr. Krech

:

"
' When all has been said and done it cannot

be denied that the European nations have been
helping themselves in a most admirable manner.
Consider for a moment the splendid record of

the Credit National of France, which since its

foundation in 1919 has expended on reconstruc-

tion in the devastated areas over xi,000,000,000

francs ; and consider also downfallen Austna
fightmg bravely for her existence and doing all

that is in-her might to electrify her railroads.

I cite Austria’s example purposely because it

Se
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shows that as long as there is hfe there is an
economic future.*

“ Of this process of convalescence in Europe the

plain American people seems to be much more
acutely aware than the Amencan Government.

While Washington is waiting for Europe to be good
the American investing pubhc is helping Europe

to make good. Since the Armistice, according to

Mr. Krech, European securities to the amount of

three-quarters of a billion dollars* have been floated

in New York.”

(c)—Extract from speech by M. Benes, Premier of

Czechoslovakia, on April 4, 1922, summariz-

ing the progress made by that country in the

first three and a half years of its existence.

" The Czecho-Slovak Delegation goes to the Genoa

Conference without anxiety, but with no exag-

gerated hopes. Ever smce her existence Czecho-

slovakia has not ceased, both at home and abroad,

to pursue the policy which has inspired the idea of

the Genoa Conference.
" Two years ago I had occasion to explain to the

House the essentials of that pohcy : reconstruction,

consolidation, and the pacification of our own
and neighbouring countries. We have pursued

this policy for three years. When we compare

our situation with that of other European countries

we have the more right to emphasize the results

of our work in that they are becoming recognized

abroad. We have succeeded in establishing order

* Mr Hoover has recently given $4,000,000,000 as an estimate of

the total amount lent or given, publicly or privately, by the Umtad
States to Europe smce the Armistice,
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in our finances and in our budget. As a result, the

financial situation of Czecho-Slovakia testifies to

the considerable progress that has been achieved.

One proof of this is to be seen in the nse in our

exchange, another in the fact that we are now in a

position to obtain foreign credits without much
difficulty. Our means of transport are working

efficiently ; our mdustn^ and our agiiculture have

been defimtely set on their feet. There is order

in our administration, as m all our State services.

As a result of recent events, our army has been

shown to be on a firm basis and to be absolutely

reliable. The general condition of our food supply

is satisfactory, m spite of certain imperfections.

Production is mcreasmg ; the balance of trade is

in our favour
;
the situation m Slovakia is becoming

more fully estabhshed, and we have recently

embarked on a senous effort to deal with the problems

of sub-Carpathian Russia and with a number of

other important problems of internal policy.

'' In foreign pohcy we have, since 1919, negotiated

an agreement with Austria, signed an aUiaace witli

Jugo-Slavia and Roumania, and concluded con-

ventions with Austria and Poland. We have also

concluded treaties of commerce with France, Jugo-

slavia, Roumania, Poland, Austria, Germany,

Bulgaria, and Spam, and partial agreements with a

large number of other States. Only Hungary has

refused, so far, to take part in this w'ork of co-opera-

tion, although on our side we have used every

effort to bring her in.

“ We go to the Genoa Conference, therefore, with

considerable achievements to our credit, and with

a policy testifying to the fact that, long before the
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Conference was thought of, we had been working

for the reconstruction of Europe.”

{d)—Extract from arUcle on Agriculture, in Eastern

Europe by Mr. E. Dana Durand, of the U.S.

Department of Commerce, late adviser to the

Food Ministry of the Republic of Poland, in the

“ American Quarterly fournal of Economics.”

“ The prospects for the restoration of agnculture in

Eastern Europe to its pre-war efficiency depend
largely on political conditions. These, of course,

can scarcely be forecasted, especially in Russia,

Wherever it has had a fair chance, agnculture in

EasternEurope has already shown amarked tendency
toward recovery. Except in Russia the improve-

ment m 1921 was especially conspicuous. In

1919 Poland, Roumania, and Jugo-Slavia all

received food aid in large amounts from the United

States. From the crop of 1921 aU these countnes

will be able to export. It should be understood,

however, that a country which has long been

deprived of much-needed foreign goods will export

food even at the expense of a less abundant and
varied supply at home than would otherwise be

considered necessary.
“ Data are lacldng for a general comparison of

statistics of recent crops with pre-war crops in

Eastern Europe. The best statistics are those of

Poland. The government authorities estiipate that

the 1921 output of rye, the principal gram, while

double that of 1920, was only 72 per cent, of that

of the last year preceding the war. The deficiency

is greatest in the regions which before the war had
the highest yields.
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“ Taking it altogether, the prospects for the restora-

tion, in Eastern Europe apart from Russia, of some-

thing approaching the pre-war efficiency of agricul-

ture seem fairly encouraging. The bearings of the

improvement which has already been achieved

upon the general economic and financial situation

of this region merit more discussion than the space
of this article will permit. Broadly speaking, it

would appear that the Eastern European countnes
—always excepting Russia—are already in a posi-

tion such that they could, if they would apply
taxation vigorously, stop that pnntmg of paper
money which is at present the chief cause of decline

in their exchange. Government expenditures, rela-

tively to the income of the people, have been
reduced materially, and the great excess of imports
over exports, which tended to cause a fall in exchange
greater than that in the internal buying power of

money, has also been much lessened. To balance

the budget of these countries, however, necessarily

means heavy taxation of the peasant class, which,
although poor, receives a large proportion of the
total national income—a much larger proportion
than before the war. The peasant class is pretty

much in the saddle pohtically, and it has not yet
come fully to realize the necessity of shouldering
the burdens of government expenditure, although
t is showing a growing appreciation of that necessity.
“ The greatest hope for ultimate betterment

of peasant agriculture in Eastern Europe hes in

democracy. Crude as may be the democracy thus
far estabhshed, or that hkely to be achieved for a
long time to come, it cannot be so deadening as the
despotism which, m Russia especially, formerly
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existed. The EasternEuropean peasant was formerly

a cipher politically. In every country of Eastern

Europe, except Russia, he is now a full-fledged

citizen, whose vote counts equally with that of the

land baron. Even in Russia, where one dictatorship

has given place to another, it may readily be that the

revolution has prepared the ground for a real rule

of the people.

“ The estabhshment of democracy will enable the

masses of Eastern Europe to correct age-long abuses,

which have not merely wronged them but have

hampered their efficiency. It is likely to have a

wholly beneficial effect upon their psychology.

The consciousness of possessing rights and power

is a stimulus to effort and to self-improvement.

One of the most staking features in the life of

Poland is the eagerness of the peasants for the

educational facilities so long denied them. This

consciousness makes also for independence of judg-

ment, for the critical examination of traditional

methods, for readiness to try experiments.''

(e)—Extract from article on “ the general financial

condition of Austria " hy Sir William Goode,

K.B E , m the ” Manchester Guardian ” Recon-

struction Supplement, June 15, 1922.

‘‘The condition of Austria to-day is infinitely

better than those who were there shortly after the

Armistice could have dared to hope. I cannot urge

too strongly upon those interested in the affairs of

Central Europe the desirability of basing com-
parisons, not upon pre-war conditions in those

countries, but upon the conditions which existed

immediately after the armistice.”



PART III

GENOA

I.

—

The Conference Atmosphere,

—

M. Potncare

on Conferences : Extract from article in the
'' Revue des Deux Monies,’* December 15, 1922.

“ Ever since the institution of the Supreme Council

the Parhaments have been virtually dethroned, and
we have got into the unhealthy habit of identifying

whole nations with the personalities of a few in-

dividual statesmen who occupy the foreground.

For the pubhc opinion of the world, Bntain is

incarnated in Mr. Lloyd George, the United States,

successively, in Mr. Wilson and Mr. Harding, France
in M. Clemenceau and M. Briand. If Mr. Lloyd
George sneezes we think that all England has a cold i

if an ill-natured joumahst attributes a malicious

sally to M. Clemenceau or M. Bnand, all France has
to bear the brunt. What does this new open
diplomacy really amount to, and what securities

does it offer for the promulgation of truth ? Ministers
amve, whether at a Supreme Council meeting or at
Washington, followed by so large a retinue of
secretaries, assistants, experts, and stenographers
that entire trains and vast liners are needed to
transport them. They are followed by Journal-
ists and photographers, eager to assert their
pnvileges, which it is impossible to deny them.
A whole town is afloat between Havre and New
York. Since the Conference is supposedly pubhc,

379
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every nation will be represented there by a motley

multitude of statesmen, diplomats, financiers,

engineers, soldiers, sailors, and publicists. What a

stimulus to eloquence ! What a hindrance to solid

work > However sacred the idea of pubhcity, it

must perforce accept a compromise with practical

convenience. The formal sittings will be held with

open doors ;
but there will be committees for study,

preparatory meetings, secret discussions
; and

herein lies another danger. The crowd of unem-
ployed camp-followers wiU be drifting about the

corridors restless and impatient, talking, chattering,

chasing reports, collecting morsels of information,

seizing upon any passing news, magmfying every

incident, lending wings to every rumour, indulging

its taste for comment and malice, for adding a drop

of poison to the words or discussions, or even the

witticisms, vague and deceptive echoes of which

have reached them from behind the closed doors."

11.—Conference Possibilities,—ArticU on the

Proposed Conferences for the Reconstruction of

Russia and Europe, hy M. Benes (“ Gazette de

Prague,” December 2^, 1921). Italics inserted

*' There has been much talk recently of inter-

national conferences. The discussion has turned

on the economic crisis and means for remedying it

on the one hand and on the Russian situation on

the other, and attempts have been made to arrive

at a common European policy in view of the pre-

sent Russian situation.

" The idea of an international conference for the

discussion of the economic crisis of Europe in par-

ticular, and of the world in general, must at the
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first glance appear a little strange. Those who have

taken part m international conferences are familiar

with the way in which these assembhes work, and
with the kind of results to which their debates are

capable of leading.

“ We know that a year ago a conference was held

at Brussels Numerous countries were represented

there by excellent specialists. Nevertheless, no
concrete result was arrived at. As a general rule,

such conferences are only successful when they are

held for the purpose of presenting results already

attained, and where it is only a question of discus-

sing the settlement of minor differences, or establish-

ing more or less technical means of co-operation.

In general, therefore, the idea cannot fail to evoke

a certain scepticism. We cannot conceal from our-

selves the fact that it is extremely difficult, in

questions which affect the economic interests of

States, to arrive at agreement either as regards

principles or policies. Although all the States of

Europe and America recognize the need for closer

economic co-operation, their interests frequently

remain opposed. At a conference, such opposition

immediately comes to the surface, and cannot fail

to provoke conflicts of opinion.

‘‘To realize this, we have only to cast a glance

at the mam lines of the commercial pohcy of various

countnes. Some refuse to adopt the most favoured

nation system, while others refuse to bind themselves

by long-term commercial conventions. Some
practise economic nationalism, whilst at the same
tune caUing upon others to throw their frontiers

wide open. Such facts, and many others, are

eloquent of the difficulties which any large
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international economic conference would have to

face.

“ Any international economic conference, more-

over, would be immediately confronted with an
initial obstacle—the crisis in foreign exchange. In

order to arrive at an international co-operation,,

capable of remedying the present crisis, it would
be necessary to begin by solving the exchange

problem. But even granted that this could be
disposed of, we should then be confronted with

the question of international credits This im-

mediately raises two other questions. The first is

the Jack of capital, due m aU the countnes involved

to the excessive extension of the spirit of enterpnse

which has caused the general immobilization of

capital. The other, which is of a psychological

character, is the lack of confidence in the stability

of the present political and economic situation of

a large number of the new States, and of some of the

older* States, which were particularly affected by

the war. Any international solution of the ex-

change situation would have to begin, therefore, by
clearing out of the way these two initial obstacles

;

but this cannot be done at this moment without

running great risks, and consenting to heavy

sacrifices.

According to aU appearances, there is not a

single Parliament in a situation which would to-day

enable it to pledge its State to great immediate

economic sacrifices, even with the prospect that

they would carry with them substantial compensa-

tion in the future. Private individuals, financiers,

and merchants are even more reserved in this

respect than governments. The numerous failures
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which have been experienced by all the govern-

ments dunng the last two years in the course of the

development following the war have to-day made
private enterprise suspicious,

“It ts difficult, therefore, to conceive, at the present

moment, of a conference capable of reaching a general

agreement on a plan for the rendering of assistance to

the poorer States, such as would lay new burdens upon
the richer States.

“ Moreover, there are two obstacles to such an
agreement ; Germany and Russia, Germany could

not fail to bring the reparations question before

such a conference, and to demand a moratorium,

and France would, of course, consider such assistance

to Germany as a catastrophe for herself As for

Russia, she wiU for a long time to come be simply

in need of assistance, and would demand nothing

but sacnfices on our side. A conference could do
no more than bring out this fact, and seek for

means for giving this assistance. In these circum-

stances one is forced to arrive at the following

conclusions

:

“ The way out of the present European and
world economic cnsis is bound to be slow and
extremely dif&cuit. Every State without exception

must begin to find the way out for itself. States

ought not, and should not, hope for help from

outside. Both in the pohtical and economic sphere

they should develop the sense of creative work.

They should realize that they are not self-sufficient,

and that they must seek the road, not only towards

future internal consolidation, but also towards

general European consolidation. They ought to

consider, without sentimentality or passion, the
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economic advantages and disadvantages of this or

that domestic policy, or this or that foreign policy.

In domestic policy this attitude has hitherto been

expressed m the watchwords ‘ Labour and Thrift/

or by the principle of increased production and
diminished consumption. In foreign policy it should

signify the rapid renewal of ancient relations, the

avoidance of conflicts, the conclusion of commercial

treaties, the improvement of international com-

munications of all kinds, and, above all, an increas-

ing liberation from one-sided exclusiveness and
isolation. What we need ts that a beginning should

he made simultaneously in this sense in the different

parts of Europe^ each with its own resources, great

or small, each acting boldly and firmly without

being deterred by internal and external difficulties.

In this way alone we shall in due course succeed

in creating an international atmosphere in which

each country will begin to realize its own strength,

and the benefit which it has received from pursmng
this constructive policy. This in itself will serve

to draw the nations closer together. From this

point it will be only one step further to agreement

on international measures for mutual assistance.

The time will come when, as a result of this policy,

the aid thus rendered can lead to immediate advan-

tages. The interest of all wiU, in this way, have
become the interest of each.

If, therefore, an mternational conference

assembles to discuss the present economic crisis,

it can do no more than arrive at the conclusion

that this IS the only policy capable of carrying the

various countries along a further stage to their

goal
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“ As for the Russian question, an international

conference might no doubt arrive at some positive

result. Russian affairs seem to-day to be approach-

ing a condition in which they can be handled. The
attempt to arrive at a Russian solution might even

serve as a basis for ambitious discussions concerning

the improvement of the general economic health

of the world. Conditions in Russia are to-day

generally known. Three years of war and four

years of revolution have thrown Russia into a

political and economic abyss. The process of

economic destruction has been going on for seven

'whole years. To-day the Bolshevist Government
itself realizes that there is no way out of the desperate

position of Russia except through a new economic

pohcy—a policy of economic construction. It is,

therefore, seeking a means for reviving the economic

life of Russia. It has arrived at the conclusion

that this revival is only possible in two ways •

firstly, by entenng into immediate relations on a

wide basis with the outside world, and establishing

an intense economic collaboration
;

secondly, by
the acceptance of the principles of international

law, of the financial obhgations of the late Czarist

regime, and of the right of private property, both

for natives and strangers, and by consenting

to conclude normal treaties with other

countries.
“ From whatever angle we regard it, this situa-

tion signifies the capitulation of the Soviet regime

to the regime of the rest of Europe. The reason-

able elements in the Soviet know it, do not conceal

it, and are postponing the world revolution for

twenty years. The radical elements are reacting
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with all their power against this new pohcy of

Lenm, for they fear that it marks the close of their

rule. However this may be, Russia is just now at

the cross-roads, and Europe is confronted with the

senous question as to whether the time has come to

inaugurate an active pohcy towards Russia, or

whether it is better to go on waiting.

" This new situation has led to various results

throughout Europe. Every day we hear that

companies have been formed to exploit Russia

;

that German capitalists are setting on foot enter-

pnses in Russia ; that Anglo-German, American,

and other international syndicates are being formed

to penetrate into Russia. Our attention is thus

drawn to the fact that we must hasten m order not

to arrive too late
;

there are demands for a treaty

of commerce with Russia. AU this is evidence of a

certain nervousness. It is due to the uncertainty

resulting from the re-emergence of the question of

general Russian policy. The policy pursued m this

matter by Czecho-Slovakia is, in the circum-

stances, more appreciated than ever in western

Europe.
" We have steadfastly advocated a policy of

mihtary non-intervention. We based our view on

the conviction that Russia could not be aided except

by means of a long and painful policy of reconstruc-

tion, mainly by economic intervention on a large

scale. We have contended for the last two years for

the idea of an economic penetration of Russia,

beginmng, not with relations of a political order,

blit with the repatriation of prisoners of war, and
going on, as the result of this, to general economic

relations, and finally to the reciprocal despatch of
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missions between the two countries. On the occasion

of the recent famine m Russia, we attempted to

set on foot a powerful international movement in

order to bring aid to the great mass of the popula-

tion. Our object was no other than to open Russia

to Europe It is clear to us, and has always been

clear, that in the presence of Eurofe at Moscow, the

control of the Russian economic system, of the Russian

political system, the Russian Soviet army, of the

Russian propaganda, of the Russian secret police and

of the Red Terror, and in an intense simultaneous

economic penetration coming from all sides, lies the

"only possible means of reconstruction for Russia.

There is not, and there never will he, any other way of

helping her. The eventual fall of the Russian

regime would lead to no improvement if it

were not accompamed by what has just been

described.
" Such has been the aim of our Russian policy.

In this way we hope without intervening m Russian

internal affairs, to shorten the Russian martyrdom,

and to bring about the rapid reconstruction of

Russia. This policy is also the only Russian policy

from which success can be hoped. If the inter-

national situation has allowed these views to gain

favour throughout Europe, the time has perhaps

come to convoke a conference for their concrete

application On the other hand the development

of the internal Russian situation is sufficiently

advanced to-day to prevent any serious obstacle

being raised against a movement which would mark
the destined transformation of the Soviet regime into

a normal regime of collaboration between the

different pohtical, economic, and social classes.
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A serious observer of the Russian situation is little

interested to-day to know whether the Soviet regime

will be overturned or not ; whether Lenin or

Trotsky will remain m power or not, whether the

movement is passing rapidly or slowly towards

the right or towards the left. To-day we are much
further on than this. We are seeldng, m the interests

of miUions of destitute human beings, to avoid

these relatively minor questions. We are seeking

to enable Russia to form part of the general political

and economic framework of the world. Once we
can embark upon a common work, ail questions in

dispute with regard to regimes and personalities'

will settle themselves.

It would be to Russia’s interest that this under-

standing with regard to the international situation

should become generally prevalent, and that the

various countries, after having realized the situation,

should adapt their pohcy to it. This does not

involve the recogmtion of this or that regime ; all

it means is the preparing of the ground for the active

intervention of international opinion, in the near

future, in the pohtical and economic development

of Russia. This would, above all, shorten the

sufiering of the Russian people, and bring it nearer

to a normal situation, in which all classes of the

Russian people would find the place which is due to

them.
“ Opened in these conditions, a conference on the

Russian situation could certainly lead to positive

results It would perhaps be possible to agree on a

practical method of action and on the procedure to

be adopted. A conference of this kind could hope

for success. It would be a gathering for the working
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out of ideas which have been generally expected,

orthereahzationof which is already in preparation."

III.—Extract from Aide-Mimoire of Statement made
by Mr. Lloyd George on behalf of the British

Government to M. Bnand, Cannes, January 4,

1922. Note.—This analysis of the European

economic situation should be carefully compared

with the contemporaneous American analysis

cited on p. 271 above Italics inserted.

" In Great Britain there is also grave cause for

anxiety and discontent. Bntain is a country which

*lives by its exports, and its trade has been devastated

as ternbly as the soil of France. The consequences

in human suffering and privation are very serious.

Nearly two millions of the British working class are

unemployed, and
,
their maintenance costs the

country nearly £2,000,000 a week.
“ This burden falls upon a community more

heavily taxed than any other in the world and more
hardly hit than France by the economic conse-

quences of the war.
“ France is in this way more fortunately situated

than other European countnes. Owing partly to

the large proportion of her population which hves

upon the land, partly to the stimulus given to

internal production by the needs of her devastated

area, and partly also to the fact that the arrested

condition of emigration to extra-European countnes

affects her population much less than those which

sent large numbers of emigrants oversea before the

war, she is suEenng less than others from unemploy-

ment and from the collapse of international trade.

"The other peoples of Europe are, however,

Te
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suffering deeply from the same causes as the British

people. In Italy and Belgium unemployment is

serious. Italy is very dependent upon foreign

trade, and has a greater population to employ than

before the war Belgium is a food importing country

dependent upon the European markets for 8o per

cent of her export trade In Central, Eastern, and
South-Eastern Europe, the collapse and confusion

of the normal processes of economic hfe are even

more marked. Millions are hving m conditions

of bitter privation and misery. Even where in-

flation has given employment a-nd good wages to

the working class, the relief is temporary and reaction

certain, unless measures are taken m time* Those

dependent on small fixed incomes are suffering still

more,
" Russia, a fertile source of raw material and food

before the war, is now in the giip of famine. Millions

are faced with starvation m her great corn-growing

lands In the cause of humanity and m the cause

of their own welfare, to which the revival of Russia

is indispensable, the European peoples should strive

to find some remedy for Russia's present state, but

they have hitherto looked on impotently, not

knowing what to do. In the long run, the civiliza-

tion of Europe must suffer profoundly from such

impotence. In its present state, %i is moving fast

towards social and economic catastrophe

" Profoundly, therefore, as her own interest is

engaged in the economic reconstruction of Europe

Great Britain appeals in no selfish spirit for the co-

operation of all the Alhes in that great human cause

It must be undertaken here and now. There is

an awful aggravation of human misery, and m some
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parts of Europe an increasing menace to civilization

itself, in every month of delay."

IV—Playing with Fire.—i. Extract from speech

by Mr. Lloyd George to the British and American

journalists at Genoa, April 26, 1922.

“You have this racial lava surging nght through

the centre of Europe, and unless you settle the hne

there where it will he accepted by everybody, there

are interminable possibihties of future conflicts that

will embroil the whole world. ... You have

Germany and Russia, who are in a state of semi-

antagonism to the rest of Europe. There is a state

of suspended, and barely suspended, conflict. . . .

I am alarmed at the storms which are gathering

on the honzon and rising higher in the firmament

over Europe."

2. Extract from statement by Mr. Lloyd George to

representative of Press Associations, May 20,

1922.

“ You must remember that a few weeks ago there

were armies massmg on frontiers extending over

thousands of miles, with every evident intention of

marching against each other, and the whole of the

centre of Europe wasm a state of fear and trembhng
because they were expecting the march of these

armies and the renewal of the terrible conflicts of

the past few years. By the Genoa Conference the

march of these armies has been arrested, and I

beheve that the order will never be given for a single

battahon to go forward."
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3. Extract from cable to the " Montreal Star,”

London, April 29, 1922.

“ Letters from Genoa represent Lloyd George as

inspired beyond even his high measure as the saviour

of Europe . . . Europe in peril may save Lloyd
George’s Coalition at home from disruption.”

V.

—

Retrospect—Extract from speech by M. Bern's

on the subject of the Genoa Conference, before

the Czechoslovak Chamber and Senate, May 23,

1922. Italics inserted,

” Ladies and Gentlemen,—The international

economic conference at Genoa has for several weeks

exercised the public opinion of the whole world.

Many countries were following its proceedings,

expecting from its labours a solution of the most

pressing problems of the world. Many, reckoning

on the aid that it would bring in the grave economic

crisis of the present time, cherished hopes that the

awful sufferings of the people would be alleviated,

if not immediately, at least after a very short

time.
“ I will not examine into the degree in which such

hopes were justified I will content myself with

repeating what I said to this Chamber before the

conference—that the economic reconstruction of

Europe, after the catastrophe of the war, is a work

of long development, a labour of every day and

hour, and will demand long patience and the

methodical following out of a clear and precise

programme. Up to the present moment we do not

possess such a programme for the reconstruction

of Europe. Moreover, the Genoa Conference,
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although it has thrown mnch light on many ques-

tions, has not given us such a programme in any
definite form. We are bound to say, therefore,

even after the Conference, that the immense work of

the economic reconstruction of Europe still lies in

front of us. . . .

I will try m a summary exposition to give an
idea of the general character of what took place

at the Conference. In its very first declaration

the Russian delegation took occasion to emphasize

its Communist principles, but in doing so allowed

it to be understood that under certain conditions,

..and on certain questions, it would be possible for

it to depart from these principles, but only in a

manner susceptible of being tolerated by the Russian

Communist Society. . . .

" The Soviet delegation came forward as the

representative of the future, and represented the

rest of Europe on the other hand as belonging to

a past which had been definitely made obsolete by
history. But the grotesque character of the situa-

tion came out very clearly when, after having

criticized the old Europe in the most energetic

terms, and showed that she was destined to de-

struction, the delegates proceeded to ask this old

Europe for money for their own salvation. . .

“ I will not enter mto theoretical considerations.

I will only give the impression and the expenence

that ah. the participants in the Conference earned

away with regard to the main question—that is to

say, the conflict between Commumsm and
capitalism. . . .

“ To arrive at a real Entente between Russia

and Europe there is, under existing conditions, but
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a single path—the frank recognition on the part

of the Soviet that Communism no longer exists in

Russia m its pure form, and that she has adopted

herself to the rest of the non-Communist world

,

a frank and clear avowal that it is necessary to

arrive at a compromise m all the questions raised at

Genoa, and that it is necessary not only to secure

collaboration with Europe—that is to say, to make
a compromise m international policy

—

hut above all

to make a compromise tn domestic policy with the

other classes of the non-Communist population. Such

an avowal need not be a humiliation for Russia, but

it is necessary for the Russians if they wish to help

their nation. Without precision in these fundamental

questions no effective administration or policy are

possible.

The controversy raging around the Russian

problem at Genoa has exercised a powerful influence

on aU the mam issues of European policy. I will

mention at least the most important of these. The
first is the divergence of view between England and
France, which has come to the surface in different

forms at the Genoa Conference. From the very

first France did not regard the summoning of this

Conference with pleasure. It seemed to her pre-

mature, ifl-prepared, and dangerous, owing to the

fact that there was an evident inchnation to use it for

the discussion of the question of reparations and as

the first step in the revision of peace treaties. Thus

were brought out, in their main outlines, the two

chief tendencies of present European policy. The
first tendency, basing itself on the results of the last

war, desires the maintenance of the peace treaties

and of the alhances resulting from them. It holds
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that, in course of time, gradually, by a process of

evolution, the psychology of war and mutual enmity

will disappear : that, by the methodical working

out of the treaties of peace, mutual confidence will

be re-established, and that we shall thus arrive at a

final reconciliation, and at such international co-

operation as was in the minds of the framers of the

Convention of the League of Nations The advo-

cates of this policy are conscious that the war is still

a very hvely memory in men’s minds The de-

struction of four enormous States, the devastation

of terntory, the rum of millions of families—all

that, they feel, is still ahve and still strong. It

would be a mistake to adopt a pohcy based on the

idea that these feehngs did not exist. It would
be putting a weapon in the hands of those who re-

cognize no other policy but force, who do not

believem the necessity of the brotherhood of nations,

and are worshippers of Chauvinism and mihtarism.
“ The second tendency has indeed the same ends,

but m order to attain them it deems it necessary to

adopt an entirely novel pohtical method. Whilst

the partisans of the first tendency insist on an
evolutionary method, and on the gradual admission

of the old enemies to collaboration, m order to be
able to convince themselves of their good will, the

second pohcy aims at breaking rapidly and forcibly

with the tradition of war, at rapid and almost in-

stantaneous obhvion, and at emphasizing the

necessity of an immediate and unrestricted co-

operation between all the States concerned They
are not so susceptible on the subject of the peace

treaties
;
they make no difference between wartime

aUies and wartime enemies, and their attitude with
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regard to Soviet Russia is inspired by the same
spint. This tendency is openly pacifist. Its par-

tisans advocate general disarmament, and dwell

much on this subject They are, moreover,

moderate on the question of reparations.

“ This tendency is characterized at the same time

by a certain distrust towards the small states
; for

propaganda has given rise to the legend that the

little states are more Chauvinistic and mihtarist

than their greater neighbours. This distrust is

manifested in the guarantees exacted for the

national minorities m the small states, particularly

in the new states, and also m the efforts made to

.

reduce the economic independence of these small

states so as to form larger spheres of economic

interest. These two tendencies and the conffict

existing between them made their appearance

throughout the work of the Genoa Conference, in-

truding themselves into the smallest questions,

sometimes even into pure questions of form
“ There is a general disposition to identify the

one tendency with French policy and the other with

British and Italian, but this is not wholly exact.

American pohcy occupies a place apart, sometimes

following the French and sometimes the British

course towards European peace.
“ The ex-enemy States naturally gravitated to-

wards the second tendency. It was equally natural

that the racial minorities m the new states should

manifest their sympathy for this point of view and

should seek to make it prevail m their own. countries.

"It is true that attempts have been made to

represent the one tendency as progressive and

democratic, while the other is characterized as a
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policy of reaction and violence. It is hardly

necessary for me to protest against such a descnp-

tion. It is well known that in our own country it is

often those who, during the war, were the strongest

upholders of real reaction and violence who feel

themselves to be to-day suddenly transformed into

the chosen defenders of progress, of racial and social

justice, and of democratic principles, and who
arrogate to themselves these titles in connection

with European policy/'



PART IV

RUSSIA

I.—Extract from speech deUvered by Mr. Herbert

Hoover, U S. Secretary of Commerce and head

of the Amertcan organization for Russian Relief,

before the International Chamber of Commerce

at Washington on May 15, 1922.

“ I HAVE been asked lo say something upon tiie

situation in Russia. It is, indeed, one with which

every sympathetic person must feel great concern.

A great nation is suffering agomes that the world

has not known since the Dark Ages. The over-

throw of the old regime with its centuries of mis-

government met a' great response m sympathy

from our people But the swing of the pendulum

under the impulse of the old store of suffenng did

not stop half way, and it swung to a frenzy of

destruction that has brought the economic system

to rum.
" Even outside the drought-stricken area the

Russian people are slowly dying. They are being

destroyed from inside of Russia, not outside. For

they die from the destruction of productivity.

The people are sick with war and terror ; their hope

of rehef is in evolution, not in revolution.

" To-day the social pendulum is swinging back.

Communism has been abandoned for a cross breed

of individuahsm and milder but equally unworkable

398
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forms of Socialism. Nor must Communism or

Socialism be confused with the Russian people,

for to-day the adherents to those beliefs in Russia

have diminished to a very small minority. But
whether the number of the adherents is small or

large, Russia must work out her own political and

economic system
" Our relationship to this problem must be

predicated upon one basis only, and that is what
will bring real assistance to the Russian people in

this time of their greatest need. We could base

help upon sentiment, which is chanty. At best it

is but a temporary expedient. We are providing

charity in Russia to-day in a measure ten times

all the rest of the world and we are saving the lives

of ten millions of their people.
“ The solution cannot be found in charity, for

unless productivity is restored chanty will be

overwhelmed. Real and lasting help must be based

upon cold economics, or it will bring no real recon-

struction or rehef to Russia.
“ This is no time to discuss the responsibilities

for this great catastrophe, except in one minor
particular. Some officials in Russia and their

followers m the United States seek to place the

responsibility for this situation upon Amenca.
The point where we are supposed to have incurred

this responsibihty was in continuation of the

blockade after the war was won.
“ This blockade, imposed as a war measure

against the co-operation of Russia with Germany,
was continued for a year after peace. I, myself,

was one of those who strongly advocated that this

would not be done, because I felt that whatever
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goods could filter to Russia would relieve just that

much individual misery, and that it would be well

for the world to lift the curtain of this experiment

in economics.
“ We know now, however, that it would not have

made one jot of econonnc difference in the real

situation of the Russian people had the blockade

never been imposed The economic troubles of

Russia were from within, and not from without,

for Russian production was being destroyed in this

social experiment, and she had no commodities

for exchange, even if exchange had been permitted.
“ This is indeed now demonstrated to have been

.

truly the case, because the blockade was removed
two years ago. During the last two years there has

been no ban on any merchant sending in his goods,

or any investor lending his savings for the develop-

ment of industry if he felt so inchned. No practical

advantage has been taken of this situation, and
the productivity and industrial machinery of Russia

have continued to degenerate steadily until this

day.
“ The proof that access to Russia alone was not

the solution is evident, for if we subtract the goods

that have been moved into Russia by the chanty

of America and the two or three hundred million

dollars of goods imported with the old gold reserve,

the supplies moving m the course of normal trade

have been pitiable, and the people were starving

even before the drought. The export of goods

from Russia for 1921 was less than |io,000,000,

as compared with $700,000,000 before the war.

It seems to be believed by some people that if

we would go one step further in relations and
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establish in Washington a Soviet Ambassador, then

goods would begin to follow—^but goods do not

move in an economic vacuum. More political

officials will not solve this issue ; it requires the

restoration of the d3mamic forces of productivity

and the establishment of security for investment.

The foundation of these things must be laid in

Russia
,

it cannot arise m the United States.
“ Some Russian officials have held out promises

of great advantage to us if we would re-establish

Ambassadors and would come to her economic
assistance. It is a constantly reiterated statement

' that here is a vast field for the sale of American
goods, for the employment of millions of American
workmen, and for large profits of those straw men
called capitahsts. These statements have the same
degree of inflation as the Bolshevist rouble, which

now stands at 4,000,000 to the dollar.
“ When Russia was running full blast previous

to the war, she took 2 per cent, of the exports of

the Umted States, which, when reduced into terms

of working time of our workmen and farmers,

meant roughly the employment of say 30,000

Americans We are, therefore, not, nor ever will

be, dependent upon Russia for the physical welfare

of our people.

“ If America is to consider financial assistance

to Russia on any basis except chanty, we must
examine the whole problem from a practical point

of view. Two solemn facts are outstanding.
“ The first is that Russia is bankrupt. She has

no productivity; her factories and mines, even

where founded on Russian raw matenals and

repairs, are producing but from 2 to 25 per cent.

;
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her railways are transporting less than 7 per cent„

of their pre-war capacity ,
her agncuitural pro-

duction IS below her own needs instead of the great

normal surplus ; she has eaten up her entire fat,

and can for a long time have nothing to exchange

for the services of our workmen or the savings of

our investors. Therefore, if we would supply work,

capital, and talent to the reconstruction of pro-

ductivity in Russia, they must be given upon credit

or charity
“ Second, when our people are called upon to

place their savings in such investments, they will

be likely to ask for security for repa5mieEt and"

evidence that there will be a return to productivity,

in order that payment may be made. We arrive

at once at the pnmary consideration of those

economic essentials that will make productivity

possible and that will give security to investment.
“ Our Government stated these standards one

year ago as follows:

“
' No lasting good can result so long as the

present causes of progressive impoverishment

continue to operate. It is only in the productivity

of Russia that there is any hope for the Russian

people, and it is idle to expect resumption of trade

until the economic bases of production are securely

established. Production is conditioned upon the

safety of life, the recognition by firm guaiantees,

of private property, the sanctity of contract,

and the rights of free labour.’
”

" This statement sets no moral or political

standards
,

it is but the hard, cold, economic fact.
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It was made in a spirit of sympathy and interest

in the practical welfare of the Russian people.
“ Since this statement Russia has made some

progress toward these primary essentials. But
the fatal difficulty is that under even the present

somewhat modified system both security and
promise of productivity are insufficiently certain,

and, this certainty has to be made clear, not to the

American Government, which is not a money
lender, nor to the American banker, who is but

a broker, but to the American investor whose
savings are at stake and to the American merchant
•whose goods are to be contracted for.

“ Unless the confidence of these merchants and
investors can be secured there will be no credits

extended other than the minor sums of the greedy

speculator. Our citizens m considering these things

naturally raise the question of the treatment of our

fellow countr5nnen who have already invested their

savings in Russia, not alone because of any sohcitude

for the comparatively small amount of such invest-

ment, but because their treatment will be the index

of confidence to others, and far beyond this, because

there lies here a principle to which the American
people must needs take heed, for that principle

hes at the root of the whole basis of international

commerce.
“ This pnnciple is that unless foreign merchants

and investors may enjoy property and security of

contract under the terms of the institutions by
which they acquired them, or, alternately, receive

compensation for the loss of them, then the whole

fabric of international trade and commerce will

disappear and the world will go up in chaos. It is
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impossible to conceive commerce between nations

that IS not founded upon the nght of property and

upon the sanctity of contract.

“ A century ago nations were nearly enough

self-supporting to withstand such a shock. The
world has now grown into absolute interdependence.

The very hfe of people depends upon the movement
of commodities and goods from one nation to

another.
“ Property rights are not a fetish. They are an

instrument of industry and commerce and are as

indispensable as ships. Unless there can be an
assurance of the secunty of these rights of foreignersj-

there can be no processes of exchange in goods or

investment of savings.

“ There is no enforcement of property rights and

contract between nations unless we are to force

the test of war, which America has always refused

to do. Our only course is to dechne relationships

until these things are maintained. Upon confidence

in the good faith in these principles among nations

rests the whole fabric of international life.

These are not academic theories. They are

questions which affect the life and death of millions

of people outside of Russia who are dependent

upon international commerce for their daily bread.

They are the economic foundations of relations

that must be established with Russia, for they

alone will make for her real reconstruction and the

salvation of her people. All else is beside the point

except charity, which m the nature of tilings must
be temporary.

“ In the meantime, while Russia slowly swings

toward the standards that we believe axe vital to
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her recovery and to the point where it is possible

to undertake her rebuilding, Anaenca has not been

remiss. Before the next harvest the American
Relief Administration under my direction wiU have
expended more than $50,000,000 in American
chanty on the saving of Russian people from starva-

tion and in providing seed for the next harvest.
" This operation will perhaps do more than save

10,000,000 of humanity from death. It will through

this act of charity have saved the soul of Russian

people from an abyss of despair too terrible for

human expression. It is the visible evidence of

the sympathy of the American people and our

desire to help.

“To those Russian officials who have this last

week reminded us that our Government in its rela-

tions to Russia was dominated by homble trusts

who would recover their property, it may be pointed

out that the sums we are spending on charity before

the next harvest will probably exceed the whole
value of American property in Russia, and, in-

cidentally, will be many times as much as the

charitable contributions of aU the rest of the world
together. But chanty, great as is the idealism

that America pours forth, is not a solution.
“ But when all is said and done, the great problem

stands out. Russia is slowly dying because the

dynamic forces of production and foreign confidence

have not yet been restored. We, a great

Christian people, look with horror and deepest

sympathy upon her untold miseries. We wish to

find foundations in realism for assistance to the

Russian people.

“To extend that help requires a vast restoration

Ue
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of the processes of business and commerce. Russia

is making progress in these directions. We wish

to help, but where does lasting help he except m
the firm and final re-estabhshment of those basic

fundamentals that we have already stated ?
”

II

,

—Extract from arhcU by Mr. E. Dana Durand
in the “ Quarterly Journal of Economics/’ Feb.

1922.

“ There is no need here to enter into detail regard-

ing the causes of the Russian famine. The Soviet

authorities themselves admit that their former

policy of requisitioning from the peasants their

entire surplus, of suppressing entirely free trade

in food, was a great blunder. They have substituted

a tax in kind, after paying which the producer is

free to sell his gram. Other causes have contributed

to the great reduction in the area planted in Russia

and to the lowering of the standard of cultivation,

but the lack of motive to produce was the most

important factor. The great drought m the Volga

Basin—by no means the whole country being

affected—^put the climax on a situation which was

already bad.’'

III.—Text of reply by U.S. Secretary of State to

the invitation to the Hague Conference, May 15,

1922.

‘"This Government has carefully considered the

invitation extended to it by the president of the

Genoa Conference, under the conditions set forth

in the agreement of the inviting Powers, to join the

proposed commission to meet at The Hague on
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June 15. This Government is most desirous to aid

in every practicable way the consideration of the

economic exigencies in Russia, and wishes again

to express the deep friendship felt by the people

of the United States for the people of Russia and
their keen interest in all proceedings looking to

the recovery of their economic hfe and the return

of the prosperity to which their capacities and
resources entitle them.

“ The American people have given the most
tangible evidence of their unselfish interest in the

economic recupeiation of Russia, and this Govem-
ment would be most reluctant to abstain from any
opportumty of helpfulness.

“ This Government, however, is unable to con-

clude that it can helpfully participate in the meeting

at The Hague, as this would appear to be a con-

tinuance under a difierent nomenclature of the

Genoa Conference and destined to encounter the

same difi&culties if the attitude disclosed in the

Russian memorandum of May ii remains unchanged.
“ The inescapable and ultimate question would

appear to be the restoration of productivity in

Russia, the essential conditions of which are still

to be secured and must in the nature of things be

provided within Russia herself.

“ While this Government has beheved that these

conditions are reasonably clear, it has always been

ready to join with the governments extencfing the

present invitation in arranging for an enquiry by
experts into the economic situation in Russia and

the necessary remedies. Such an enqmry would

appropriately deal with the economic pre-requisites

of that restoration of production in Russia, without
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which there would appear to be lacking any sound

basis for credits.

“ It should be added that this Government is

most wilhng to give serious attention to any proposals

issuing from the Genoa Conference or any later

conference, but it regards the present suggestions,

in apparent response to the Russian memorandum
of May II, as lacking, in view of the terms of that

memorandum, m the definiteness which would

make possible the concurrence of this Government

m the proposed plan.”



NOTE ON THE SETTLEMENT
See page loo.

'An account of the meetings of Nov. i, 2 and 4
has been pubhshed by Mermeix (evidently a French

official eye-witness) in Les Negotiations Secretes et

les quatre Armistices, Paris, 1921, pp. 226-266.

From this it would appear that such consideration

as was given to the Fourteen Points took place

at private, non-official gatherings, the official meet-

ings being almost wholly devoted to the armistice

terms. At the beginning of the meeting of Nov. i,

M Clemenceau read out the draft of the Allied

reply in a form identical, except for one phrase

(“ mvasion " as against “ aggression ”) with the

terms in which it was despatched on Nov. 4.

Front the brief discussion that followed (as

reported by Mermeix) it seems evident that this

was the first occasion on which the matter had
come before the Council.
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standards to the discussion of contemporary issues, and to supply the reader

with the matenal which will enable him to form an independent judgement

Times.—*' The value of Mr Zimmem’s book, which is great, is that, he
wntes as one who, even befoie the war, had an intimate knowledge of European
opinion and the European situation ”

Evening News.—" A brilliant analysis of the European history of the last

eight years
”

BY CHELSEA REACH
By REGINALD BLUNT

With 34 lUuatratlons, Demy 8vo, lOs. net.

Daily Talagraph.—‘‘ The man who love? books must love this one for its

Intimate pictures of the workaday lives of the men and women whose names
are great m hterature.”

Observer.
—“ A leally delightful browsing book."

Times.—" Except for a very useful httle history of ‘ Cremome Gardens,’

it is devoted to authors who have lived or stayed m the village, whom Mr
Blunt, with the help of some delightful old prints and photogiaphs, revives foi

us with a light touch and pleasing humour.^’

SECOND EDITION REVISED

The Problem of Nervous Breakdown
By EDWIN L. ASH, M,D., B.S., M.R.C.S.

Demy 8vo. 1 Os. 6d. net.

Ttmei.—" A commonscnse book on a subject which is of universal interest.

Mr, Ash writes quite simply so that any reader can follow him."

Prnscrlber.—" An exhaustive study of nervous people—old and young—
and he describes their chnical conditions with a degree of accuracy rarely to

be met with. His book is an exceptionally good one, and deserves to be
carefully studied by every physieka.”



GENERAL LITERATURE

SOMERSET NEIGHBOURS
By ALFRED PERGIVALL

Popular Edition. Growu Svo, Ss. net,

0a?!y Mail.—“ You will envy Mr Percivall his Somerset Neighbours They
are charmmg people full of queer twists and kmks of character with a gift

for rare expression
”

Dally News.—“ A picture of real Somerset and true Somerset people.”

Somerset Journal.— “ Dehghtful pictures of Somerset rural hfe and
character ”

THE STREET THAT RAN AWAY
By ELIZABETH GROLY

Witb Four EUustratioiis in Colour by R. J. WILLIAMS
Crown Svo. 58. not.

Ohlldren’s Newspaper.—“Its bnght npphng pages fill us with the pure
dehght of childhood As joUy a fairy tale as chudren ever had to read ”

Spectator.—“ As comical and as fifil of the unexpected as the title suggests
”

Times.—“ The street m question was stolen complete by the fames from
an old town which was bemg destroyed by the German invasion. And for

their own purposes and the benefit of the children whom they put to live m
it they keep on moving it about the world.”

Sunday Express (S. P B. Mais).
—“ A remarkable achievement. Is Miss

Croly gomg to nval Lewis Carroll ? She makes a big bid here
”

ABRAHAM LINCOLN : Democrat
By FRANK ILSLEY PARADISE

Formerly Dean ol Christ Church Cathedral, New Orleans

With a Frontfepiece. Crown Svo. Ss. net.

Westminster Gazette.—“ A very good picture of the great statesman."

Daily Mail.—“ There was room for another good short book about the

greatest Amencan President, and Dean Paradise has admirably filled the

vacant place
"

Scotsman.—

“

Should find many readers on both sides of the Atlantic.”

nri ^ o *

i he Great Keign
Anonymous. Crown 8vo. Ss* net.

Western Mall.— ' The Great Reign ’ is of course the long reign of Queen
Victoria, and this entertaining book is a delightfully chatty work written m
the most pronounced spint of Victonan oithodoxy. By the end of the book

we feel that we have been m the company of a man who has been m the heart

of thmgs and that we are all the better for it.”
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From MILLS & BOON’S LIST

Painted Windows
A STUDY IN RELIGIOUS PERSONALITY

By

A GENTLEMAN WITH A DUSTER
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

Dally Graphic.—“ A new book which will rank, for satiric wit, for tren-

chant and not unfair cnticism, and for vivid portraiture, with his ‘ Mirrois
of Downing Street ’ ”

Morning Post-—“ Whoever the ‘ Gentleman with a Duster ' may be , .

he must be a person of singular modesty . His ‘ Mirrors of Dmvnmg
Street ’ offered him a reputation which many wnters might covet ; but he
put by the ‘ glistenng foil ’ Now he has wntten a still better book about
our religious leaders, and again he forgoes the ciedit which is his due ”

Dally Sketch.

—

“ Better than either ‘ The Mirrors of Downing Street ’ or
‘ The Glass of Fashion ’ ” »

The Mirrors of Downing Street
Some Political Reflections

By A GENTLEMAN WITH A DUSTER.
Seventccntli Edition. Crown 8vo. 5s, not.

Manchester Guardian.—“ This nameless author who knows so much and
writes so well The essays contain the most important contribution to the
knowledge and understanding of our age.*’

Spectator.—“ Not only brilliantly worded, but full of intuition."

Dally Telegraph.—" Pungent and effective . . remarkably revealing

... a book with a soul and a vivid purpose ”

The Glass of Fashion
Some Social Reflections

By A GENTLEMAN WITH A DUSTER.
Fourth Edition. Crown 8va. 5a. net.

Speetatar.— ... he is destined to light a match which m the future may
be used to light a candle that will illuminate our little comet of the world
To hope more would be to hope too much And yet how great, how tremendous
a destiny we are half-prophesymg for our author,"

Public Opinion.—“ Few men have the vision, and the knowledge, and the
power to write boolcs like this. The publishers’ lists show that, and the
newspapers confirm it, and the pulpit proves it

"

Dally Telegraph.—" And the wider its circulation the better for the race*

For be has said what needed saying, and has said it honestly and well,"



GENERAL LITERATtJRE

Middle Age Health and Fitness
By EDWIN L. ASH, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.S.

Second Editloa. Orovm Svo. 5s< nota

Daily Telegraph.—“ Refreshingly practical and comfortable m tone ; it is
]ust the book to put into the hands of a middle-aged person, of either sex who
shows signs of valetudinarian apprehensions With such a reasonable con-
sultant at his elbow, there is no need for the man of fifty to adopt any new-
fangled system of auto-suggestion.”

Evening Standard.—“ Well written, m excellent style, and is based on
common, sense nght through, a common sense and wisdom garnered by long

practical expenence ”

Dally Graphic.—“ A very real contnbutiou to the study of health, and very
many people may Uve longer and more happily by following his advice.”

Nerves and the Nervous
By EDWIN L. ASH, M.D., B.S , M.R.C.S.

Grown Svo. Ss. net.

Medical Times.—” Dr. Ash has made a lifelong study of nerve cases, and he
has acquired the art of expressing his views m simple and readable style which
will strongly appeal to the lay reader ”

^
Popular Science.—“ The Author has banished long medical terms, and writes

his book with the intention, which he undoubtedly accomphshes, of helping
those people afflicted with nerves who most need help ”

Mental Self-Help
By EDWIN L. ASH, M.D., B.S., MJR.G.S.

Third Edition, Revised. Crown Svo. Ss. net.

Evening Standard.—” Dr Ash is a speciahst on the problem of nervous
breakdown Incidentally, he is a hterary man who possesses the rare gift

of being able to express profound knowledge m a simple manner The book
IS packed with directions for those who lack concentration of mmd.”

Sheffield Daily Telegraph.—

“

There is no nonsense about Dr Ash’s ‘Mental
Self-Help.’ It is a stimulating, sensible book by a doctor who has thoroughly
studied his subject.”
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From MILLS & BOON’S LIST

The Lure ©f OM London
By SOPHIE COLE

With 9 Illustrations from Photographs. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 48. net,

A senes of sketches of bits of Old London. They are chosen haphazard,
and characterised by the personal touch which should appeal to those who
have an adventurous love of exploring the alleys and courts of the great city,

its dun old churches and histone houses

Sheffield Telegraph.—“ We get the true spint of London m Miss Cole’s

pages ,
she takes us below the surface, nght into its quaint, grim, mystenous

romantic old heart.”

Dundee Courier.—“ Who would not enjoy being led by Miss Sophie Cole
through the beauty spots of Old London ?

”

Scotsman.—“ The Author mounts her ' hobby horse ’ with an enjoymen*'
which the reader shares ”

Switzerland in Summer
(The Bernese Oberland)

By WILL and GARINE CADBY
With 27 niualrations from Photographs and a Map.

F’cap 8vo. Ss. net.

This book will appeal to the many visitors to Switzerland m summer who,
without bemg climbers, are quite capable of long and vaned expeditions on
foot m the moiintams It sets out to indicate briefly the places and the
charactenstics rather than the exact descnption of every tap, thereby giving
the reader some idea of the natural featuies and surroundings of the vanous
resorts of the Bernese Oberland that are likely to attract tounsts. Contents :

Interlaken, the Gate to the Mountains, Lauterbrunnen, the Village of Water*
falls, Murren, the Village of Views Wen^en, for Woods and Walks. The
Kleine Scheidegg and the Jungfrau Railway. Grmdelwald, the Glacier
Village. The Lakes of Thun and Bnenz From Spiez to Adelboden, includ-

ing the Nieson and Gnesalp The Zimmenthal and Kandersteg. Alpine
Flowers. Hotel Life.

in Winter
By WILL and GARINE CADBY

With 24 niustrations from Photographs, Fcap Svo. 4S. net.

This 13 a new and thoroughly revised edition. The volume contains con-
siderable new matter, and gives the fullest and most up-to-date information
to be obtained. Contents * The Journey. The Berner Oberland, The
Engadine and Grisons District Central Switzerland. The Rhone Valley.
The Jura. After the Season. Sports m General. Sla-iag Health and
Climate. Indoor Life, Concerning Women. The Swiss and the New
Industry.


